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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

HARRVWOOLF
Direcror

June 27, 1983

Dr. Otto Nathan
24 Fit th Avenue
New York, New York 10011

Dear Dr. Nathan:

Forgive my delay in acknowledging the arrival of your letter of 2
June 1983. I was abroad when it arrived and have only returned
recently. I am glad you wrote the letter, and I think it important to
have it in our files.

I hope that you are in good health, and that I shall see you again
before too long.

"o<.,~ '00".

Harry woo~IN¥'IM'

Princeton, 'e~ Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200 Telex 837 680
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ESTATE OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

24 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011

June 2, 1983

To the Members of the Editorial Advisory Board of
The Papers of Albert Einstein:

Dear Sirs:
'~c.d

I consider it necessary, if only for the record, to ~~~ a few
of the most glaring misstatements of fact in Mr. Herbert S. Bailey's
communication to you dated May 11, 1983. A number of other misstate
ments and half-truths could be enumerated.

1. It is untrue, as Mr. Bailey well knows, that I had reservations
about Dr. John Stachel because he had "too much editorial inde
pendence." I have testified about these serious reservations
at length, under oath, at the hearings on the arbitration between
Princeton University Press and the Estate. The official steno
graphic record of these hearings is available.

2. It is untrue that I wanted "to replace Dr. Stachel with a com
bination of three co-equal editors," implying that I intended
to remove Dr. Stachel comp~etely from participating in the
editing of Einstein's writings. In conformity with the recom
mendation by the Search committee of three scientists who, in
cidentally, had nominated Dr. Stachel only as an "alternate,"
I suggested to Mr. Bailey that the work on the Einstein papers
be entrusted to a Board of three co-equal editors and that Dr.
Stachel be appointed one of these three editors. As I advised
Mr. Bailey a number of times, both orally and in writing, I had
become convinced that the authority over the gigantic and multi
faceted work of Albert Einstein should not be vested in one
human being, neither Dr. Stachel nor anyone else (The Writings
of Bertrand Russell are presently being edited successfully by
a board of five co-equal editors).

When Dr. Stachel was interviewed for the editorial position by
Mr. Bailey and me on May 18, 1976, he was asked whether, if of
fered an appointment, he Would accept it either as sole editor
or as one of three co-equal editors. His answer was unqualifiedly
in the affirmative. Moreover, Mr. Bailey himself negotiated
earlier with two scientists about joint editorship in the Ein
stein papers and, at another time, he suggested that the editorial
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work be distributed among several scholars. He obviously
did not then consider such a plan "unworkable editorially
and financially." He only felt that way when such an edi
torial machinery was suggested by the Search Committee and
me and when Dr. Stachel's sole editorship would no longer have
been possible.

3. It is untrue that ninety-five percent of Einstein's correspon
dence has never been published. Upon the initiative and/or
with the cooperation of the Estate, Einstein's correspondence
with Solovine, Born, Sommerfeld, Cartan, and Besso was pub
lished ?s well as Schroedinger's correspondence with Einstein,
Planck, and Lorentz. In addition, Einstein on Peace was pub
lished as were very many letters of Einstein in various publi
cations.

It is characteristic of Mr. Bailey that he continues to slander me al
most two years after his great "victory" which was based on an utterly
false assertion of the Arbitrator, an alumnus of Princeton University.

Sincerely yours,

/I7W (4.ll'",

Otto Nathan
Executor

ON:edh
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Princeton University Press H WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085<0

(TEL. 609-452-'900)

(TWX 510-685-2306)

Presidnu, HA.IlOU) W. Me CkAW, Til. Trust~a, WILLIAM c. BOWEN,

ALVIN a. KEJ.N'Al'l, DONAW W. KOEPP, MIlON LENONICK, JEIlENIAH P. OSTaIKEa.

JOHN F. PECKHAM, GIUEIl.T F. kOZMAN', ""THUll H. THORNHILL. Ja., IlICHAIlD H. Vu...MAN,

ARTHUR $. WIGHTMAN, THOMAS H. walCHT, THEOOOIl£ ZIOLKOWSKI

May 11, 1983

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of
The Papers of Albert Einstein

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

SUBJECT: Fund-raising

I am sending herewith for your information a brief descrip
tiou of lhe Einstein project which I have put together to help
in fund-raising. Possibly you will have a chance to use it, or
if you have any ideas as to possible sources of funds, please
let me know.

We are seeking funds in Switzerland and Japan and from
foundations in the United States. I am particularly eager to
identify individuals, with an interest in Einstein, who might
be able to make major gifts.

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI.'CEo' SERIE.S
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Hay 10, 1983

The Papers of Albert Einstein

This is a brief description of the project. Full information is avail
able as needed.

History. The project has a complex history. Einstein died in 1955.
In 1971 Princeton University Press signed a contract with the Estate of
Albert Einstein, which held the copyrights, making us partners in this
venture, with the Press to act as administrator and publisher. We appointed
a distinguished Editorial Advisory Board, and with their help sought an
editor. Professor John Stachel was appointed and began work in 1977, but in
the fall of 1977 Dr. Otto Nathan, the executor, became disillusioned with
Professor Stachel (too much editorial independence) and wanted to replace
him with a combination of three co-equal editors. The Press, considering
this plan unworkable editorially and financially, refused. This led to a
series of law suits and an arbitration, all of which we won. Meanwhile
Professor Stachel continued his work, but because of the law suits it was
difficult to get the financial assistance that we had originally planned on;
so the work continued with Professor Stachel alone, plus one secretary.
Nevertheless a great deal was accomplished: a computer index of the 43,000
documents was compiled, a duplicate made for editorial work, etc. After the
Press won the final law suit, the Estate was ended and the property went to
The Hebrew University in Jerusalem, which now replaces the Estate as part
ner. The Press has had a very pleasant cooperation with The Hebrew Univer
sity, but it is the Press's responsibility to raise the funds and administer
the proj ect.

Scope. The Einstein Archive contains about 43,000 documents, including
all his published writings, drafts, notebooks, diaries, and a huge collec
tion of correspondence, ninety-five per cent of which has never been pub
lished. His correspondents include most of the important scientists of the
first half of this century: Lorentz, Ehrenfest, Bohr, von Laue, Born,
Hilbert, Planck, Pauli, Schr~dinger, etc., and also such political and
cultural figures as Franklin Roosevelt, \~eizmann, Freud, Nehru, Russell,
Shaw, Schweitzer.

This edition clearly will be of major interest to many physicists, mathe
maticians, philosophers and historians of science, as well as psychologists
interested in the creative process in science. But it will contain material
of importance to a much larger scholarly public. The outbreak of World War
II prompted Einstein's first public pronouncements on social and political
questions as well as the first private comments of which there is any
record. From that time on, and especially after he attained worldwide fame
in 1919, Einstein was increasingly called upon--or himself felt impelled--to
speak out rublicly, on many current issues: his views on such topics as
pacitism, disarmament, nuclear weapons, racism, anti-Semitism, Zionism,
Jewish-Arab relations, socialims, fascism, communism, civil liberties,
religion, education--to give just a partial list--were elicited in well over
400 published articles and interviews. His ever-growing correspondence,
while continuing to contain much of great scientific interest, also came to
reflect his social concp-ros. In thousands of letters he exchanged views
with a large number of prominent public figures, as well as thoughtfully
replying to questions from other correspondents attracted by his magic name.
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Only a fraction of these published articles have been reprinted in currently
accessible form, while most of the correspondence on these questions remains
unpublished. Thus, this edition will be of value to many social and poli
tical historians, especially those working on modern Cerman or American
history, the pacifist and Zionist movements, disarmament, the League of
Nations; as well as to educational theorists, theologians, social philoso
phers--to name a few fields that immediately come to mind.

Professor Stachel believes that there are many Einstein documents yet
to be found, and a search is under way. Recent finds include an unpublished
article of about 70 pages, written in 1912, containing the most complete
account of the development of the special theory of relativity that Einstein
ever wrote, and a number of Einstein letters, dating back as early as 1900.

TI,e edition, which will run to over 30 volumes, will be published at
the expense of the Press. The first volume is projected for 1985, and it is
hoped to produce one volume per year thereafter, with the possibility of
increasing the pace to two volumes per year later. All documents will be in
their original language (mostly German) with annotation in English. An
English llpony" to the German texts in microform is planned, as are several
printed volumes of English-language collections on specific topics such as
special relativity, quantum theory, Zionism, and so forth.

Staff. The permanent staff is expected to have five members: the
Editor, Professor John Stachel, physicist; the Associate Editor, Dr. David
Cassidy, historian of physics; an Assistant Editor, Dr. Robert Schulmann,
modern European historian; a second Assistant Editor yet to be named; and an
Editorial Assistant, Mrs. Olga Griminger. All staff must be thoroughly
proficient in German in addition to their other skills.

Location. The project is at present located in Princeton at Princeton
University Press. In summer 1984 it is expected to move to Boston University,
where Professor Stachel has a permanent appointment.

Financing and Budget. The project originally received a grant from the
National Science Foundation. When the law suits with the Estate began, the
NSF was no longer able to support the project, and emergency grants were
obtained during the interim from the Sloan Foundation. At a critical time,
when it appeared that work might stop for lack of funds, Mr. Harold H.
~lcGraw, Jr., Chairman of McGraw Hill and President of the Trustees of the
Press, made a personal gift of $1,000,000 as an endowment to support the
salary of the editor. During critical times the Press has also used its own
funds to keep the editorial work going. We are now working under an interim
grant from NSF until the major five-year grant for which we have applied can
be approved. NSF has appointed a special committee reporting directly to
the National Science Board to advise. We have reason to believe that of the
$1.5 million requested NSF will award about half, or $130,000 to $150.000
per year for five years. This leaves the Press searching for $750,000 for
the next five years. We also hope to find funding for the more distant
future. We are applying to individuals and to other foundarions here and
abroad.

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Director, Princeton University Press
41 William Street
Princeton, NJ 08540
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Pnnceton UniversIty Press 'I WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085'0

(TEL. 609.'52.4900)

(TWX 510·685·2306)

Pra-idml, HAkOLD W. Me CkAW, JR. Truskes, WIUJAM C. BOWEN,

ALVIN B. KERNAN, DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK. JEREMIAH P. OSTJUKER,

JOHN F. PECKHAM, CILBERT F. RODIAN', AITHm H. THORNHILL, JR., klCHAaD H. UU-'fAN,

March 11, 1983

Dr. Harry Woolf
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

This is just to thank you for your note saying that Freeman
Dyson has agreed to serve on the special subcommittee of the
Editorial Advisory Board of the Einstein project. I do not know
when this subcommittee will be called to meet, but I am sure it
will be useful on occasion to have a smaller group than the
Editorial Advisory Board to which we can turn for advice.

Incidentally, I hope to call a meeting of the Editorial
Advisory Board sometime late this spring or possibly early next
fall, when the situation in Boston becomes clarified. Thank you
for your continued willingness to serve on the Editorial Advisory
Board and for your interest and help.

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

+ PLBLISHERS OF BOLLl"'lCE' SERIES
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

HARRY WOOLF
Direcfor

ttr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
41 William Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

March 2, 1983

I am responding to your letter of 31 January 1983 to tell you that
we would like to designate Freeman Dyson as the Institute's representative
on that smaller subcommittee of the Editorial Advisory Board that you
refer to in your letter. Marshall Clagett, Freeman Dyson, and I will
continue to be members of the larger Editorial Advisory Board.

I hope that the move to Boston will not be too disruptive for the
project, and that it will advance smoothly and be of benefit to us all.

With best wishes, I am,

Sincerely yours,,

tu
Harry Wo f

cc. Marshall Clagett
Freeman Dyson
Thomas Wright

PrincetOn, e" Jersey 08540 Telephone 609· 734-8200 Telex 837 680
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

HARRY WOOLF
Director

Professor Marshall Clagett
School of Historical Studies

Professor Freeman Dyson
School of Natural Sciences

Dear Marshall and Freeman:

February 10, 1983

The copy of the letter from Herb Bailey which is attached to this
note speaks for itself. I am writing to ask you to give me your counsel
on the appointment of someone to the smaller sub-committee of the Editorial
Advisory Board that Herb Bailey refers to.

I shall call you sometime next week to get your reaction.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure

Priocetoo, New Jersey 08540 Telepbooe 609-734-8200 Telex 837 680
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·452·4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX I 1160)

Pusid~nt, HAROLD w. Me CRAW, }R. Trllst«s, JOHN TYLEIl. BONSER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT G. GILPIN. \vtJ-CHUNG HSlANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, AAJl.ON LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. ROZ~tAN,

ARTHUR H. THORNHiLL, JR., THO:!o.1AS H. WRIGHT, THEODORE 1. ZIOLKOWSKI

January 31, 1983

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Olden Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I understand that Tom Wright recently had occasion to fill you in
on the latest developments with our Einstein project. It is a long
and complicated story, so I won't repeat it here. The outcome, as you
know, is that the project will move to Boston, though the administra
tive structure, with the Hebrew University and Princeton University
Press jointly responsible, will not change. There are still a good
many arrangements to be worked out, but the basic decisions have been
made.

You and I have been calling back and forth for several weeks,
since I had hoped to talk to you personally, but perhaps it is simpler
to write a letter. One of the ideas that evolved in our planning for
the future of the project is that there should be a small subcommittee
of the Editorial Advisory Board (the large board of which you are a
member) to meet occasionally and to review the project more closely
than is possible for the large board, particularly with a view to
guaranteeing the excellence of the published volumes. We have in mind
that such a subcommittee should consist of two active members of the
Princeton faculty, one from the Hebrew University, one from the Insti
tute for Advanced Study, and possibly one other. Although the Insti
tute for Advanced Study is not officially a sponsor of the project,
you have been very generous, and we want to preserve and even empha
size the Institute's relation to the project. Thus we would be very
glad if you would indicate who from the Institute should be appointed
to this subcommittee. You and Marshall Clagett and Freeman Dyson are
the present members of the Editorial Advisory Board from the Institute,
but it would be possible to appoint someone else to the Editorial
Advisory Board and subcommittee if you thought it desirable.

This is not something that needs to be decided immediately, and
perhaps you will want to think and consult about it. In any case it is
a matter that I wanted to put before you.

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

/ba
lJBLISHERS OF

cc: Thomas H. Wright
B 0 L L I G E N SERIES

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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January 24, 1983

Dr. John Stachel
Princeton Uaiyeraity Preas
41 Willt.m Street
PrillCeton, ... Jer y 08540

Dear John:

Just a ehort DOte to aay thank you for youra
of 17 January 1983, reporting on the E~tein

project developaenta to date. Naturally, I ahare
with you that aense of loaa vith Helen' a death,
and ve all now realize that the project is off on
a new footing.

With all beat wishea to you for the New Year.
I am.

Cordially youra,

Herry Woolf
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085~O

(TEL. 609·~52-HOO)

President. HAROLD W. Me Cl.AW, Ja. TrufluJ. JOHl'O TYLER BONSEI.,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN. 1l0BERT C. GILPIN. WC<HUNC KSIAl\'C. ALVIN' B. KEIlNAN.

DONALD w. KOEPP. AARON LEMONICK. JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. ROZMAN,

.UTHUIl. H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. "'''IGHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

Einstein Project

January 17, 1983
Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Dr. Woolf:

Enclosed please find a copy of my Annual Report for 1982, as
mandated by my letter of appointment. It refers often to the five-year
and one-year grant proposals to the National Science Foundation which
you have previously received.

Please let me know if there are any other questions you would
like to ask or other points of clarification that I can provide.

With best wishes for the New Year, I remain

yours,

John Stachel

+ PI BLISHERS OF BOLLI."CE." SERIES
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EDITORIAL WORK ON THE EINSTEIN PAPERS

Annual Report for 1982
to the

Hebrew University and Princeton University Press

There was substantial pro9ress on the editorial work durin9 1982.
Transcriptions - Handwritten documents from the Archive and other sources
are being transcribed in chronological sequence by Mrs. Griminger and Dr.
Schulmann. They have completed transcription of all relevant documents
through 1910. In addition, two later unpublished manuscripts (a review
article on special relativity from 1912 and one on the special and general
theories from 1919) have been transcribed with an eye to possible trans
lation and publication in a separate volume. I have been reviewing these
transcriptions as well.
Work on Volume I - Planning of the first volume of the Einstein Papers,
covering his Student Years (1879-1900) was completed. It will include
Einstein's letters, school and other essays, and notebooks up to the time
of his graduation from the ETH; selected letters to and about him; as well
as contemporary documentary material, and later reminiscences of particular
significance about his early years. A search for additional material for
this volume will be undertaken by Dr. Schul mann and myself, centered around
the ETH Library in ZUrich, during the spring of 1983. Arlnotation of the
material, and preparation of chronological and biographical appendices has
also begun. In the course of preparing the NSF Grant application, sample
annotations of several Einstein letters and the first Einstein paper were
prepared and submitted for comment to members of the Editorial Advisory
Board and other Einstein scholars. We shall continue this practice in our
work on the first volume.
Funding - A major grant application for the coming five years, during which
all of Einstein's writings up to his 1914 move to Berlin would be edited,
was prepared and submitted to the National Science Foundation. Several impor
tant questions must be resolved before the NSF will take final action on this

proposal, notably the question of inclusion of full English translations of
all German documents in the edition proper versus publication of a separate
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series of selected translations; and the site of the project, which I have
proposed be moved to Boston.where I hold a tenured professorship at Boston
University.

Pending action on this five-year proposal, and at the suggestion
of the N.S.F., a one-year bridging grant proposal was submitted and approved
by the N.S.F. This includes funding for the present staff of two (the editor
ship is funded by the McGraw endowment) plus funding for English translations
of material in the first volume, to provide more evidence for the decision on
whether to include complete translations in the edition.
Translators - Mrs. Sonja Bargmann, longtime translator for Dr. Einstein, has
agreed to translate the 1912 unpublished manuscript mentioned earlier, and
to advise us on the selection of other translators. Samples for translation
have been given to about a half-dozen candidates, and a choice will be made
early this year.
Search for New Material - Although a major systematic search for new documents
still awaits funding under the five-year grant proposal, many new documents
have been obtained from a large variety of sources during 1982, some of great
interest. In addition to correspondence with a number of libraries and archives,
and regular perusal of auction catalogues, a number of visits to archives were
undertaken this year in connection with trips by the st9ff. Dr. Schul mann
visited the Office for the History of Science and Technology at U. of California,
Berkeley,to check the files of the Inventory of Sources for the History of
Twentieth-Century Physics, resulting in the addition of several important docu
ments to our files. He also examined the UCLA archives, and obtained copies
of Einstein letters from several private persons in the Los Angeles area. I
visited the Weizmann Institute, which holds Einstein's reprint collection, un
covering a number of annotated reprints; the Weizmann Archive and the Hebrew
University Library, resulting in discovery of a number of new items.
Associate Editorship - An important addition we hope to make to our staff in
the near future, when funding becomes available, is a historian of science as
Associate Editor. It seems unlikely that we shall be able to secure a suit-
able person with senior rank (Drs. Martin Klein and Russell McCormmach declined
to be considered for the post), so we have decided to look for less senior can-
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didates. Three candidates with suitable qualifications have indicated
interest in the position and will be interviewed early in 1983.
Death of Miss Dukas and Transfer of Archive - 1982 saw a sad loss to
Einstein scholarship with the death of Helen Dukas. Shortly before her
death the Einstein Estate had been dissolved and its assets, notably the
Einstein Archive, passed into the possession of the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. After her death, arrangements were made to transfer the Archive
to Jerusalem. Before this was done, the editorial staff was given the
opportunity to spend several days checking doubtful points in our tran
scriptions, made from duplicates, against the originals; as well as photo
copying additional documents in the Archive which had previously not been
duplicated. I visited the Archive in its new home in Jerusalem, and
established working contact with the Librarians of the Hebrew University
in charge of the Archive.
Additional Activities - Dr. Schul mann chaired a session on "Translating
Foreign Texts," at the annual meeting of the Association for Documentary
Editing, at which the question of procedures for dealing with the question
of translation of the Einstein Papers was also discussed. I gave talks at
the Van Leer Institute in Jerusalem and elsewhere on editing the Einstein
Papers and other topics related to Einstein's life and work.,
Plan and Budget for 1983 - Plans and budgets for the coming year are dis-
cussed in detail in the one-year and five-year N.S.F. grant proposals mentioned
above. We shall have to work under the limitations of the one-year grant
until (hopefully) it is superseded by the five-year grant. The N.S.F. has
told us this switch-over may occur before the end of the one-year grant
period, if our larger proposal is approved before then.

I have been unusually fortunate in choice of collaborators. Mrs.
Griminger, Dr. Schul mann and I have been able to work harmoniously and, I
believe, effectively - at least as far as the first two are concerned. Mr.
Bailey's steadfast support continues to be a source of strength. Professors
Reuven Yaron and Milton Handler, representing the Hebrew University, have been
most cooperative in complying with our many requests for help, as have been
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many members of the Editorial Advisory Board who responded to written
or telephone queries during the last year.

The dissolution of the Einstein Estate marks the end of an
epoch of Einstein scholarship, during which the Einstein Archive was
built up under the leadership of Dr. Otto Nathan and Miss Dukas. A generation
of Einstein scholars owes a great debt to both of them. I should like to
close by paying tribute to the memory of Helen Dukas, whose example of dedi
cation will always inspire us in our work on the Einstein Papers. How I
wish she could have lived to see the first volume, at least.
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January 6, 19 3

Profesaor Roger Daahen
Ezecutive Officer
School of Natural Sciencea

Dear Roger:

I 8IIl replylllg to the aembrandwa dated 23 December 1982. concerning
the long-term ~erahip for John Stache1. As you already know informally,
Mr. Stache1 bas turned down Princeton Univeraity'a invitation to accept a
permanent position and ao the naed to create a reciprocal and balanced
poaition for him here baa vaniahed.

Thank you very 1a1ch for your cooperation. I am sorry that tbe project
to edit the Binetein papers will now leave the Institute and the Princeton
area.

Sincerely yoara,

Barry Woolf

ce. Marshall Clagett
Freeman Dyson
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PImlCE'l'ON, NE1r lKIlSEY 0lI54O

Telephaoe (lI09) 734-llO54

scaOOL OF NATlJIlAL SCIRliCES

December 23, 1982

MEMORM'DUM

To: Harry Wooli

From:

Subject:

The School of alural Sciences

Long-Term Membership for John Slachel

The School agreed thal John Slachel could be granted a Long-Term member
ship in lhe School of Natural Sciences provided il was understood that in llis case
this did nol imply any obligation for supporl on lhe part of lhe Scboo!' :In particu
lar, we did not approve lhe appointment of any members under his .direction. Thus
ihe title is an honorary one and does nol extend beyond the limlis .6Lhis"Work un
the Einslein papers.

We also request that whenever Slachel's name is lisl.ed .under Long-Te=
appointments it carry lhe qualification (Einstein Papers). We thi..rik ±hai~ is
appropriale that Sl.achel also receive an honorary appointment in the CSchoo1 'U1
Hislory since hi work is hislorical. We request thal you ask the Schoo]:o1 Histor3'
to join us in this hospilalily.

Jl\'B:lu
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085~O

(TEL. 609-452-4900)

IlON....LD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMOKICK, JOHN F. PECKHA~f. GILBERT F. ROZ~lA:-:.

WILLIAM G. BOWES, ROBERT C. GILPIN", Wl:-CHUNG HSIA:-:C. ,"L\"IN B. KER~AK,

ARTHUR. H. THOR:"IHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRICHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

Trtlsuu: JOH:-'; TYLER BON"'ER,Pr~sid~nt, HAROLO W. Me GRAW, JR.

Einstein Project

December 21, 1982

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press

Dear Herb:

This mornin9 I informed Dean Lemonick that I cannot accept
Princeton University's kind offer. I know that you will be disappointed
personally and as an officer of the University. As Director of the Press
and my friend, however, I doubt that you are surprised and believe that
you understand my position. Before accepting the editorship of the Ein
stein Papers, and regularly thereafter whenever the question arose, I have
made it clear that I could not give up a tenured position at Boston Uni
versity for any position which, under our contract, can be terminated with
six months notice. We discussed this last spring during our meeting with
Dean Lemonick, at which I stated that moving the project to Boston Univer
sity seemed to offer a solution to the problem.

As you know, our contract vests joint responsibility for siting
the project in us. Acting on my share of the responsibility, I informally
contacted several members of the Boston University Administration. They
expressed great interest in hosting the project, as I informed you. On
August 16, President Silber wrote you, formally offering the University's
cooperation and setting forth certain proposals for implementing it. These
proposals seem to me to form the basis for further serious exploration of
this possibility.

You suggested early in the fall that we hold off such exploration
to give time for the Einstein Committee of the Press Trustees to discuss the
question and Princeton University a further chance to respond. The Univer
sity's response has come and does not essentially move beyond the point
reached last spring in our meeting with Dean Lemonick.

I know and respect the strong reasons of sentiment which suggest
that the project remain in Princeton. Similar reasons of sentiment, and
now the physical presence of the Einstein Archive, could be adduced for
moving the project to Jerusalem. Neither of these seem practical alternatives
at the moment, when we can no longer delay the decision about a permanent
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Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
page 2

site for the project. The National Science Foundation has stated that it
cannot proceed to final consideration of our five-year grant proposal until
this question is resolved. In addition, we must soon hire additional per
manent staff and purchase word-processing equipment.

When we agreed last fall to postpone discussion of the Boston
University offer we also agreed to try to resolve the siting question by
the end of this year. I so informed the National Science Foundation in
my letter of October 19, of which you have a copy. \Je have already fallen
behind this schedule. I strongly urge that we proceed to explore the Boston
alternative without any further delay.

With best wishes, as ever,

John Stache1

c.c.: Reuven Varon
Mi lton Handl er
The Editorial Advisory Board
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Princeton Gni\'ersit)' Press '1 J WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

(TEL. 609·451·4900)

Pruid~n/. HAIlOLO W. Me eliW, Ja. Tru.J1US. JOHN TYUJt BON SEa.

WILLIAM G. BO~"ES. "OBERT G. CILPI!'O, ,\\'"U<.H1;rooc HSuse, ALVIS B. KEItSAS.

OO!'i"ALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONtCK, JOHN F. PECKHA~1, CILBERT F. ROZMAS,

AIlTHI,.'"Jl H. THOIl.t"HtLL, JR., THOMAS H. \\..tCHT. THEOOOIlE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

DecembeT 20, 1982

Professor Reuven Yaron
6 Magnes Square
92 304 Jerusalem, Israel

Dear Reuven,

As you know from our discussion in New York earlier this month, the
Einstein project is going well. I understand that the documents have
been transcribed up to 1910, and some very interesting new material has
been discovered. John Stachel and his assistant, Robert Schulman~will

be making a trip to Europe this spring to look for other materials in
archives where they expect to identify still more documents. I have
felt all along that the project is in the right hands, and our problems
have been mainly financial and bureaucratic.

In New York I mentioned also that Princeton University was preparing
to make John Stachel its best possib~e offer, hoping to keep the Einstein
project in Princeton. Our Trustees, including a number of senior offici
als in Princeton University, feel very strongly that the project should
stay here, and we hope that John will find the offer acceptable. Until
now, as you know, he has been employed by Princeton University Press, on
leave from Boston University. Boston University has been generous in
allowing him to remain on leave since 1977, but it is doubtful that they
will permit him to remain on leave indefinitely, and so we have sought to
provide a position that would attract John to stay in Princeton permanently.
Since the offer comes from Princeton University, the Dean of the Faculty
and I will be seeing John this afternoon to put it before him; I do not
expect that he will give us an immediate answer, and in any case I feel
that you and the Editorial Advisory Board (which is receiving copies of
this letter) should know what we are proposing. I know that The Hebrew
University also hopes that the project will remain in Princeton, and I
want you to know that we are doing everything we can to achieve this.

The position offered will be that of Senior Research Scholar/Editor
of the Einstein Papers. This is exactly comparable to the position held
here by the editor of the Thomas Jefferson Papers, and it includes a con
tinuing appointment for the life of the project, or until retirement.
That is, if the project should be completed before John Stachel reaches
retirement age, he would still have appointment here, with other duties
assigned, backed by Press support. Realistically, however, it is not
likely that John will complete the task before age 70, judging from experi
ence with other similar projects. The post calls for a salary increase
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Professor Reuven Yaron
Page 2
December 20, 1982

that should also be attractive. The University would provide appoint
ments in the research category for associate editors and other staff
members.

We have also had extended discussions with Harry Woolf concerning
the possibility of an appropriate parallel appointment at the Institute
for Advanced Study. Such an appointment, strongly supported by Harry,
has been approved by the faculty of natural sciences at the Institute,
and will be recommended to the entire Institute faculty for approval.
With this support, it would be surprising if an appointment were not
forthcoming, though nothing is certain until the faculty has actually
voted. Assuming approval, and if John accepts the appointment, Harry is
enthusiastic about moving the project onto the Institute grounds, where
space is available, and where suitable related arrangements can be made.

We hope very much that John will accept this proposal. There are
many strong reasons for wishing to keep the project in Princeton,
including administrative efficiency and convenience, and the historical
identification of Einstein with Princeton (which has already been a
significant factor in our ability to find support for the project).

WhethLr or not John accepts this offer, there is another matter of
administration which I would lik~ to take up with you. Since the resigna
tion of Professor Gillispie from the Editorial Advisory Board and since
the retirement of Professor Bargmann, there are now no active Princeton
faculty members on the Board. I t would seem desirable to make some
appointments from the Princeton faculty, probably two. I would like also
to have an executive committee of the Editorial Advisory Board to review
the project periodically and to advise the Press as administrator. It
would be appropriate for one of the Editorial Board members from the
Institute for Advanced Study to be a member of such an executive com
mittee; this is of course very much in line with the provisions of our
1971 contract.

Finally, I have not forgotten that we planned to have a meeting of
the whole Editorial Advisory Board sometime this spring, presunably when
the current questions regarding John's appointment and the location of
the project have been settled. I'm sending a copy of this letter to the
Editorial Advisory Board, so that they will be aware of what is happening,
and in due course, when we are able to set a time for a meeting of the
Editorial Advisory Board, I shall send them notification and an invitation
to attend.

With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

/ba

cc: Milton Handler
John Stachel
Harry Woolf
Aaron Lemonick
The Editorial Advisory Board

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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December 20, 1982

Professor Reuven Yaron
6 Magnes Square
92 304 Jerusalem, Israel

Dear Reuven,

As you know from our discussion in New York earlier this month, the
Einstein project is going well. I understand that the documents have
been transcribed up to 1910, and some very interesting new material has
been discovered. John Stachel and his assistant, Robert Schulman~will

be making a trip to Europe this spring to look for other materials in
archives where they expect to identify still more documents. I have
felt all along that the project is in the right hands, and our problems
have been mainly financial and bureaucratic.

In New York I mentioned also that Princeton University was preparing
to make John Stachel its best possib~e offer, hoping to keep the Einstein
project in Princeton. Our Trustees, including a number of senior offici
als in Princeton University, feel very strongly that the project should
stay here, and we hope that John will find the offer acceptable. Cntil
now, as you know, he has been employed by Princeton University Press, on
leave from Boston University. Boston University has been generous in
allowing him to remain on leave since 1977, but it is doubtful that they
will permit him to remain on leave indefinitely, and so we have sought to
provide a position that would attract John to stay in Princeton permanently.
Since the offer comes from Princeton University, the Dean of the Faculty
and I will be seeing John this afternoon to put it before him; I do not
expect that he will give us an immediate answer, and in any case I feel
that you and the Editorial Advisory Board (which is receiving copies of
this letter) should know what we are proposing. I know that The Hebrew
University also hopes that the project will remain in Princeton, and I
want you to know that we are doing everything we can to achieve this.

The position offered will be that of Senior Research Scholar/Editor
of the Einstein Papers. This is exactly comparable to the position held
here by the editor of the Thomas Jefferson Papers, and it includes a con
tinuing appointment for the life of the project, or until retirement.
That is, if the project should be completed before John Stachel reaches
retirement age, he would still have appointment here, with other duties
assigned, backed by Press support. Realistically, however, it is not
likely that John will complete the task before age 70, judging from experi
ence with other similar projects. The post calls for a salary increase
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Professor Reuven Varon
Page 2
December 20, 1982

that should also be attractive. The University would provide appoint
ments in the research category for associate editors and other staff
members.

We have also had extended discussions with Harry Woolf concerning
the possibility of an appropriate parallel appointment at the Institute
for Advanced Study. Such an appointment, strongly supported by Harry,
has been approved by the faculty of natural sciences at the Institute,
and will be recommended to the entire Institute faculty for approval.
With this support, it would be surprising if an appointment were not
forthcoming, though nothing is certain until the faculty has actually
voted. Assuming approval, and if John accepts the appointment, Harry is
enthusiastic about moving the project onto the Institute grounds, where
space is available, and where suitable related arrangements can be made.

We hope very much that John will accept this proposal. There are
many strong reasons for wishing to keep the project in Princeton,
including administrative efficiency and convenience, and the historical
identification of Einstein with Princeton (which has already been a
significant factor in our ability to find support for the project).

Wheth~r or not John accepts this offer, there is another matter of
administration which I would like to take up with you. Since the resigna
tion of Professor Gillispie from the Editorial Advisory Board and since
the retirement of Professor Bargmann, there are now no active Princeton
faculty members on the Board. It would seem desirable to make some
appointments from the Princeton faculty, probably two. 1 would like also
to have an executive committee of the Editorial Advisory Board to review
the project periodically and to advise the Pre~s as administrator. It
would be appropriate for one of the Editorial Board members from the
Institute for Advanced Study to be a member of such an executive com
mittee; this is of course very much in line with the provisions of our
1971 contract.

Finally, 1 have not forgotten that we planned to have a meeting of
the whole Editorial Advisory Board sometime this spring, presunably when
the current questions regarding John's appointment and the location of
the project have been settled. I'm sending a copy of this letter to the
Editorial Advisory Board, so that they will be aware of what is happening,
and in due course, when we are able to set a time for a meeting of the
Editorial Advisory Board, 1 shall send them notification and an invitation
to attend.

With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

~a

cc: Milton Handler
John Stachel
Harry Woolf
Aaron Lemonick
The Editorial Advisory Board

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
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December 17, 1982

PERSONAL

Dean Aaron Lemoniclr.
9 Nassau Ball
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

Dear Aaron:

Though events have quickly flown past
any comments 1 can ake in reply to your
letter of 17 November 1982, I answer it
nevertheless in order to close that circle
of our correspondence.

Do let me know how th1ngs are going.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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Princeton University DEA OF THE FACULTY

9 NASSA HALL

PRJ 'CETON. NEW JERSEY 08544

November 17, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

PERSONAL

Harry,

Following our meeting, I asked Tom Wright to look into various aspects
of the contractual agreement between John Stachel, the Press, and the
estate (Jerusalem University). Attached is a memorandum which he has just
sent me.

Meanwhile, we are following through on the procedure for offering John
Stachel the position of Senior Research Scholar and Editor of the Einstein
Papers here at the University. What will happen at the point that we make
him the offer I do not know, but Tom's memorandum was, in part, to prepare
for contingencies. I will be back in touch with you very soon to see what
your thoughts are about the part that the Institute would want to play.

It was good to talk with you. I hope that we can, together, make this
all come out right.

Aaron Lemonick
Dean

AL:bmm
enclosure

cc: President W. G. Bowen (w/enc.)
Mr. T. H. Wright, Jr. (w/enc.)
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Princeton University: DEPARTMENT Office of General Counsel & Secretary

To Dean Aaron Lemonick DATE

SUBJECT

November 17, 1982

Eins tein Papers

FROM Thomas H. Wright

Dear Aaron:

This is written in response to your question how the
"Publishing Agreement" between the Princeton University Press and
the Einstein Trustees, and the "Employment Agreement" with John
Stachel may bear upon the courses of action that you see
unfolding, as you have described them to me.
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(1) Support for Stachel. If the University provides a
senior research appointment to John Stachel, it will of course be
looking to project funds for support of the position. Those
funds would come from the Princeton University Press (which now
holds an endowment for this purpose, and in addition the Press
expects to be the recipient of NSF grants which might be used in
part for this purpose). The appointment of Stachel would presu
mably state explicitly that his University position would be con
tingent upon continuing receipt of such funds from the Press.
That condition is adequate protection for the University. It may
of course raise questions in Stachel's mind since the
University's commitment to him would be entirely dependent upon a
continuing flow of funds which are not legally obligated to be
made. It may therefore be that an explicit agreement between the
University and the Press will be necessary to satisfy Stachel.

(2) Level of Stachel's Salary. The Employment Agreement
provides that Stachel's "salary will be equal to that which (he)
would have been paid for a twelve month year by Boston
University, were (he) not on leave. In addition since (he) will
be on leave from Boston University, (his) fringe benefit program
will be paid to the same extent that Boston University would pay
(him) were (he) on active duty there." Stachel will be required
to terminate his position at Boston University if he receives a
Princeton appointment. His salary (and benefits) would then be
set each year through the regular Princeton salary process for
research appointees. The Employment Agreement contemplates this
possibility, and provides that "if (he) should change (his) aca
demic affiliation, similar arrangements on salary and fringe
benefits will be made, but such change shall not result in any
other change in the terms of this Agreement."
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(3) Role of the Institute. Whenever I reread the
Publishing Agreement, I am struck with how important a part of
the original arrangements was the Institute for Advanced Study.
It was contemplated that other organizations might also playa
role, but it seems not to have ever been contemplated that the
Institute would not playa role. Of course the Institute was
never a party to the Agreement. Nevertheless, its role in the
Agreement can be made an affirmative argument why the project
must stay in Princeton -- if the Institute does in fact play some
significant role.

(4) Location of the Project. If the Press asks that
the project be "located" in Princeton, and Stachel asks that it
be "located" in Boston, either party could then request arbitra
tion under paragraph 8 of the Employment Agreement which invokes
the rules of the American Arbitration Association. The American
Arbitration Association would not intervene unless asked to by
one or the other party. If the parties disagreed. but neither
one wished to press the matter. the Agreement could of course be
terminated (or modified) with mutual consent. For the Press to
succeed in pressing its desire that the project be located in
Princeton, the Press must have rational reasons. We can already
tell what Stachel's reasons for wishing to locate in Boston would
be, and they are on the whole reasonable ones. An arbitrator
would probably give some positive weight merely to the simple
personal preference of the editor, since the Agreement with the
editor gives apparently equal weight to the editor and to the
Press in making the decision. The kinds of things that could be
properly brought forward by the Press would include:

Convenience in exercising its role as administrator
(there are references in the Employment Agreement to
the direct involvement of the Press in such matters as
"the format of the printed volumes .••• including design
and typography.").

The important role envisioned for the Institute in
regard to editorial oversight.

The wishes of a major donor and supporter of the project.

This is an area that must be considerably elaborated. in explicit
concrete detail, if an effective position is to be developed.

(5) Sponsorship of Boston University. If the Press were
to permit Stachel to locate himself physically in Boston, under
the aegis and sponsorship of the Press. with whatever connections
to the Institute (or the University) the Press could reasonably
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work out, Stachel would have virtually no basis for insisting
upon recognition, sponsorship, or any other formal arrangement
with Boston University. The reference to a joint role for
Stachel and the Press in deciding upon "the location of the
Einstein Office" gives Stachel in my view no right to insist upon
a relationship with Boston University. This interpretation is
bolstered by inclusion in the paragraph describing the Einstein
Office of the statement that "the staff of the Einstein Office,
under grants received, will be employees of either the Institute
or the Press, depending on arrangements for specific grants."
While Stachel may reasonably ask that the project be in Boston,
because certain facilities, informal sponsorships, relationships,
or the like would flow from that, and while the Press must have
rational reasons for opposing such physical location, there is no
warrant in the Agreement with Stachel for him to insist upon
affiliation with another institution in the Boston area against
the wishes of the Press. The Press has considerable latitude for
refusing other institutional affiliations, provided the Press has
made adequate alternative arrangements for editorial oversight
and for clerical, etc. needs.

(6) Possibility of Part-Time Editorship. With respect
to part-time editorship, the Employment Agreement envisions the
possibility in the following language: "It is understood that
you are to be engaged in editing the Papers of Albert Einstein on
a full-time basis, with one months vacation annually, regardless
of the terms or payments periods of your academic employer." On
the other hand, and very oddly, the following sentence also
occurs in the Agreement: "If and when you return to your
teaching duties at Boston University on a part-time basis, your
salary and fringe benefits will be paid in proportion to time
spent on the Papers of Albert Einstein." Altogether, I would
interpret the Agreement as not permitting Stachel to change to
half-time status unilaterally. This would be grounds for ter
minating the contract in my view.

THW:caf
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Princeton University Pre s 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·452.4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX 181160)

Pruidcnt. HAllOW W. Me CRAW. Tk. Trustees, JOHN TYLER BONNEJt..

WlLLlAM C. BOWEN. 1l.0BEaT G. GILPIN, WV-cI:IUNG HSI"N~ ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, ""'llON LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM. GlUnT F. aOZMAN.

AIlTHua H. THOJ.SHILL, Ja•• THOMAS H. WIlIGHT. THEOOOU. J. ZIOLKOWSKJ

July 15, 1982

To: Members of the Editorial Advisory Board

From: John Stachel

A copy of the completed NSF proposal is being sent
to you under separate cover. It has already been submitted

to Washington. Thanks again to all members of the Board whose
comments helped in revising the earlier draft.

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI.'GE. SERIES
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Princeton University Press
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41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609-452-4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0 540 (TELEX 181160)

Pun'dent. HAROLD w. Me CRAW. JR. Trusteu. J0Hl'o' TYUk »ONNEa.

WILLIAM C. BOWEN, ROBERT G. GILPIN', WU-CHUNG HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERN .... N.

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK. JOHN F. PECKHAM. GILBERT F. ROZ!>!AN,

AJl,THUR H. THoaNHILL, JR•• THOMAS H. WIUCHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

July 6, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I have delayed answering your letter of June 11 partly because I
have been away from the Press but also because I wanted to review our
correspondence, consult advisers, and think the matter over carefully.
It is obvious that there has been a misunderstanding and that we should
have tried to work out clear arrangements for the future last fall, as
soon as the final legal obstacles with the Estate had been cleared.
You and I both proceeded on assumptions that have proved to be dif
ferent.

I have carefully reviewed our correspondence back to February 28,
1979; earlier discussions are probably irrelevant except that it has
been hoped since the original arrangement between the Estate and the
Press in 1971 that the Institute would play some substantive role in
the project. This idea has been considered in various ways, including
especially the suggestion of a Program of Einstein Studies which you
liked at first but then rejected in July 1981, leaving the matter open
as a possibility for the future. During fall 1981 and spring 1982 we
had several discussions and exchanged a series of letters regarding
(a) the return of the Einstein project to the Institute, and (b) the
relation of the Institute to the project. I have assumed all along
that the project would return to the Institute, though the arrange
ments and terms were not definite; it was not clear, for example,
whether rent would be charged (or at what rate) or whether some other
arrangement would be made. I repeatedly raised the question of the
status of the project, and while your letter of ~~rch 31, 1982 says
that the staff will be "employees of the project to whom we have
extended the courtesy of our facilities," it also says that "any other
status, membership, Faculty status or the like is a matter for the
Schools and shall be so placed before them," remarking that you will
seek advice from Professor Dyson and Clagett. I think you can see from
this why I believed that the Institute was considering some further
role. I also recalled your earlier suggestion that you might help in
raising funds for the project.

As for the rental arrangement, I did not learn until February 10
that the proposed rental rate would be $1,200 per month. I remarked
in your office that the amount seemed reasonable, which I think it is,
and I again raised the question of the relation of the project to the
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Dr. Harry Woolf
Page 2
July 6, 1982

Institute. Clearly these matters have been tied together in my mind,
and that is why I have made repeated efforts to explore possibilities
and have asked for the results of your discussions with Professors
Dyson and Clagett; at the same time you have seen them as unrelated and
have expected the project to move back regardless.

I have written at such length because I think it is important to
get at the source of this serious misunderstanding. Your letter of
June 11 has now made it clear that the Institute will welcome the
project as a tenant and will extend the courtesies of the facilities to
the staff, but will not play any other role. That is still a possibility
for us; the location at the Institute is appropriate and attractive, and
I hope you will hold that offer open. But before making that commit
ment we must think the matter through again. I shall get back to you as
soon as we have been able to do so.

Finally, I want to express my personal regret that this situation
should have arisen, especially in view of your hospitality to the
Einstein project over the past several years. The Institute has already
contributed greatly, and I want you to understand how much we appreciate
that.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba
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)
ee. Prof. Clagett

Prof. Dyson

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

HARRy WOOLF
DiCC'Ctor

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Prineeton University Press
41 William Street
Prineeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

June 11, 1982

Your letter of 6 May 1982 has left me, to say the least, with a most
uneomfortable feeling. The Institute for Advaneed Study at great expense,
eonsiderably beyond $100,000, has remodeled and eompletely equipped a
building dedieated to the Einstein Editorial Projeet. It was done on the
simple, direet, understanding that the Projeet would rent the spaee and,
indeed, you partieipated in the proeess and agreed to the rentals established.

The editor and those who are to work with and for him were hired by you
and the Projeet, and at no time, ever, was there any understanding, direet
or indireet, that aeademie membership in the Institute would be granted to
the partieipants in the Projeet. That appointment proeedure is a Faeulty
proeess and must be initiated and follow a series of steps aeeording to the
established norms of the Institute's life. However, within the matrix of
the Institute there are always seholars interested in the eharaeter, growth,
and development of modern physies, and I have always felt that the presenee
of the Projeet at the Institute is not only appropriate for historieal
reasons, but beeause those interests, that is, that of editing the papers
and the internal intelleetual eoneerns of our eommunity,would find oeeasional,
if not frequent, grounds for eommon stimulation. Equally, I informed you as
a eourtesy, that I had asked Professors Dyson and Clagett to be representa
tives for the Faeulty in overseeing the presenee of the Projeet here, and
indeed to represent an aeademie liaison to the Institute.

If, as your letter implies, this is an unsatisfaetory relationship, then
by all means remove the editorial effort from this eampus and house it either
at the University or the Press, or wherever may be appropriate.

Sineerely yours,

-,

, '.

Harry Wool.£-

Princecon, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08j40

SCHOOLOFNATURAl~EN~

Harry Wolf, Director
LA.S.

Dear Harry:

June 9, 1982

Thank you for sending me your revised letter to Bailey.
I agree with the substance of what you say, and I object
only to the last sentence which seems unnecessarily sharp.
My understanding of Bailey's letter is that he is not en
gaged in jurisdictional jockeying but genuinely wants to
know whether there is any serious interest at the Institute
in having as members a few historians or scientists who
would interact with the Einstein Project. This is a ques
tion which deserves an answer. I do not know what the
answer is.

The way I would prefer to not answer Bailey's question
would be to say that we cannot know what the answer will be
until the project has been running for a year or two and we
see whether it in fact attracts applicants for Institute
membership of a calibre we find interesting. In other words,
the project will have to prove itself by the quality of the
people it attracts. As a practical matter, the school of
natural sciences has no interest in "Philosophers of Science,"
and so the people attracted to the project and of interest to
us are likely to be historians.

Thank you also for the other communication which came
yesterday.

Yours sincerely,

f ),U ..·~ ...-
Freeman Dyson

pb

c.c. Professor Clagett, lAS.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR AOVA CEO STUDY
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

HARRy WOOLF

Director

Professor ~~rshall Clagett
School of Historical Studies

Professor Freeman Dyson
School of Natural Sciences

Dear ~rshall and Freeman:

June 8, 1982

I thought a more attenuated version of my
earlier letter to Herb Bailey would be appropriate
if we are to consider the possiblity of living
together, out of wedlock of course.

Unless you object, I will send a copy of
the enclosed.

Thanks for your guidance.

Cordially yours,

Enclosure
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

DRAFT

HARRY WOOLF
Director

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Princeton University Press
41 William Street
Princeton, ~ew Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

June 7, 1982

Your letter of 6 ~~y 1982 has left me, to say the l~ast, with a most
uncomfortable feeling. The Institute for Advanced Stufty at great expense,
considerably beyond $100,000, has remodeled and comp}~tely equipped a
building dedicated to the Einstein Editorial Projep{. It was done on the
simple, direct, understanding that the Project wo~ld rent the space and,
indeed, you participated in the process and agreed to the rentals established.

The editor and those who are to work w~b and for him were hired by you
and the Project, and at no time, ever, was there any understanding, direct
or indirect, that academic membership in the Institute would be granted to
the participants in the Project. That aPpointment procedure is a Faculty
process and must be initiated and fol~w a series of steps according to the
established norms of the Institute'sllife. However. within the matrix of
the Institute there are always scholars interested in the character, growth,
and development of modern physics, and I have always felt that the presence
of the Project at the Institute is not only appropriate for historical
reasons, but because those interests, that is, that of editing the papers
and the internal intellectual concerns of our community would find occasional,
if not frequent, grounds for common stimulation. Equally, I informed you as
a courtesy, that I had asked Professors Dyson and Clagett to be representa
tives for the Faculty in overseeing the presence of the Project here, and
indeed to represent an academic liaison to the Institute.

If, as your lewter implies, this is an unsatisfactory relationship, then
by all means remov the editorial effort from this campus and house it either
at the University or the Press, or wherever may be appropriate. There has been
enough controve~sy connected with the editing of the Einstein papers already
and additi7naljurisdictional jockeying is both distasteful and unnecessary.

Sincerely yours,

Harry \~oolf

PrincelOn, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8200
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June 4, 1982

Dr. Woolf:

I reminded Prof. Dyson today about your

request for his comments.

Aida

Prof. Dyson responded to Dr. Woolf

via telephone 7 June 1982.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540

Telephone-609-924-4400

SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES

Dear Harry:

May 28, 1982

I first should note that I, too, found Bailey's letter quite dis
tasteful, and I should not like you to soften your reply so much that
its overall message is lost. Still you may want to lighten a few of
your expressions. In the first paragraph you might simply express your
"puzzlement, surprise and unease" at his letter (leaving out the phrase
"unsavory feeling"). The second paragraph is o.k. as it is. The third
paragraph is probably the most important one and however you rewrite it,
you should leave the message intact. I would leave out the phrase "your
provocative behavior in approaching the facul ty directly." Pe.rhaps you
can reduce the first two sentences of the paragraph to something like
"Needless to say, I was genuinely shocked by the sudden insertion of
the threat of departure of the Project as a form of changing the existing
relationship between the Institute and the Proj ect. " The rest of the
paragraph is fine except that you might want to soften "abhorrent be
havior" to "your letter's discourteous and threatening tone". The last
paragraph is fine.

Good luck on the revision.

As ever,

Marshall Clagett

Dr. Harry Woolf,
Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N. J. 08540
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lay 14, 1982

Professor Marshall Clag tt
School of Historical Studies

Professor Freet:aan Dyson
School of Natural Sciences

Dear tlarshall and Free1llan:

The attached will apeak for i self. I consider it a c1rcUlll!Jtance as
surprising as it is unfortunate. The attached draft, so marked, was my
i_dists, instinctive reaction to what I consider to be al1llOSt blsckmail.
but perhaps in the name of ongoing and continuing life in this region I
will not send it. I would like to meet with you to discusa the entire
situation and the reply which should be sent to Herb 'lailey.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,

'larry Woolf

Director's Office: Faculty Files: Box 11a: Einstein, Albert-Collecta, Publication of (File 4: 1982-1983) 
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Mr. Herbe t
Princeton
41 William
Princeton,

Dear Herb:

S. Baile
versity
reet

Ne Jersey

Hay 12, 1982

Your letter 6 May 198 , has left me with a most unsavory feeling
and I am writing xpress to ou in detail not only the element of
distaste with which view its c ntents, but of the state of dismay with
which it leaves me abo t the char cter of our relationship.

The Institute for A anced Stu at great expense, considerably beyond
$100,000, has remodeled an completel equipped a building dedicated to the
Einstein Editorial Project. It was do on the simple, direct, understand
ing that the Project would r t the spac and, indeed, you participated in
the process and agreed to the entals est lished. The editor and those
who are to work with and for hi by you and the Project, and at
no time, ever, was there any und standing, ireet or indirect, that academic
membership in the Institute would e granted tile participants in the
Project. That appointment~~ s a Facult process and must be initiated
and follow a series of steps accordi to the es ablished norms of the
Institute's life. However, within th matrix of e Institute there are always
scholars interested in the character, g owth, and velopment of modern physics,
and I have always felt that the presence of the Proj ct at the Institute is
not only appropriate for historical reaso , but beca e those interests, that
is, that of editing the papers and the int nal intelle tual concerns of our
community would find occasional, if not freq ent, ground for common stimula
tion. Equally, I informed you as a courtesy, that I had ked Professors
Dyson and Clagett to be representatives for th Faculty in verseeing the
presence of the Project here, and indeed to repr sent an aca mic liaison to
the Institute.

In view of the sudden insertion of the threat 0 departure the Project
as a form of changing the existing relationship betwe n the Instit te and the
Project, and your provocative behavior in approaching e Faculty d rectly and
of giving us first inkling of your intentions by info g Mr. Rowe, hen he
called to say that the offices were ready, that you were hinking of ing
elsewhere, a breach of both a decent business relationship and of a gen lemen's
agreement that has taken place. In a word, and there are songer words 0 use
for this kind of action, I am genuinely shocked. I shall no speak of the
courtesies already extended, the cooperation already given, tb monies alre dy
spent. Nor, indeed, those that would continue in keeping with e original
understanding. Equally, I shall take no further action at this time, but if

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609·734-8200
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erbert S. Bailey, Jr. page 2

some signif ant expla tion of what I consider to be abhorrent behavior is
not forthcomi upon yo return, I shall make the points I have made in this
letter to the tional Sc"ence Foundation, to indicate withdrawal of our
participation the Proje , to the Trustees of the Princeton University
Press, and to the President f the distinguished University with which you
are associated.

To conclude, "sunderstanding on Mr. Allen Rowe's part at
all, as there has not en on min and your letter, as you say in your last
paragraph, does indeed m ke everyt g clear, for it makes visible what was
not before, and I do not "ke what see.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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Princeton University Press il WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·i52.i900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 0 5iO (TELEX I 1160)

Prcndenl, H.....OLD W. Me CllAW, JR. Trusl«s. JOHN n'LE:Il. BONNER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, aOBUT G. CILPIN. WU-cHl,lNG HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, MaON LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM. G1LBEJlT F. ROZMAN,

AkTHUll H. THORNHJU, JR., THOMAS H. 'W"'CUT, TH£ODOkE J. ZIOLKowSKI

May 6, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I am leaving for England for a week (back in the office on
May 14) but I wanted to get this note off to you before I go.
This morning Allen Rowe called Bill Becker, our associate direc
tor and controller, to ask when the Einstein project was moving
back in. It has always been our intention and hope to move back
to the Institute, but a number of questions concerning the rela
tion of the Institute to the project have been left unsettled,
and I think they ought to be settled before the project moves
back. This has been the subject of several conversations
between us since last fall, and I have written twice urging you
to take up the subject with the special committee you appointed.
During the recent difficult period the Institute has been gener
ous in supplying space for John Stachel and his secretary, and I
don't want you to think that is not appreciated. The Institute
remains ouf first choice as a location for the project, but as I
have said before, and as John Stachel has emphasized from the
beginning, the institutional relationship is important. You
will recall our discussion with Aaron Lemonick about the idea of
an Einstein studies center, or something like that, so that
there would be a group of interested scholars, not necessarily
employed by the project but working on related subjects, provid
ing intellectual stimulation and occasional direct contributions.
That idea has apparently been abandoned. The institutional rela
tionship would also be important in the appointment of associate
editors and the like. I realize that this is a complex question
at the Institute, but your most recent letter to me seemed to say
that the only possible relationship was that of a mere tenant.
You may recall that at the reception for Queen Beatrix you told
me that the accommodations for the project were nearly completed,
and I again said to you that I hoped you would soon be able to
answer these other questions.

In view of what both John and I perceived as a lessening of
interest in the project at the Institute, we have been thinking

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI 'GEN SERIES
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Dr. Harry Woolf
Page 2
May 6, 1982

about other possibilities. The question remains of John's status
on long-term leave from Boston University, and of course that is
entirely dependent on the university authorities. I have every
reason to believe that the people at Boston will be cooperative,
but in these uncertain times one cannot be sure.

As you know, I have all along been engaged in raising funds
to support the project, and this effort has been greatly hampered
by the dispute with the Estate. That is now settled, but at the
moment we have funds only through November (except for the endow
ment supporting the editorship), and much depends on the response
of the National Science Foundation and other possible sources.
If you have any ideas that would be helpful in that regard, I
should be most appreciative.

Apparently, at least so far as Allen Rowe is concerned,
there has been some misunderstanding. If so, I hope that this let
ter makes everything clear. I shall look forward to talking with
you further when I return from my short trip abroad.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba
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INTRODUCTION

This proposal is a request for a grant of $1,423,300
from the National Science Foundation to support editorial work
on The Collected Papers and Correspondence of Albert Einstein
(hereafter denoted Einstein Papers) for the five-year period:
November I, 1982-0ctober 31, 1987. The Einstein Papers will
be a printed edition of the collected writings, published and
unpublished, as well as the correspondence of Albert
Einstein in about twenty volumes. The material to be edited
during the period of this grant request covers the years from
Einstein's birth (1879) to his move to Berlin on the eve of
the first World War (April 1914), in about five volumes.

Einstein's life span (1879-1955) encompassed several
major changes in the physical sciences. These included the
development of statistical mechanics, the creation of the
special and general theories of relativity and the birth of
the quantum theory culminating in the formulation of quantum
mechanics. Einstein's role in all of these changes was cen
tral, in many it was pre-eminent.

The volumes to be edited during the period of this
grant request cover: Einstein's education: his work in al-
most complete isolation from the scientific community in the
years before 1905 during which he elaborated his seminal ideas
in the fields of statistical mechanics, special relativity,
and quantum theory: his gradually growing reputation in the
physics community, culminating in the offer of a unique full
time research position in Berlin: his move from Swiss Patent
Office clerk in Berne to an academic career in Z~rich and
Prague. Many of his most important scientific papers were
published during this period, which ended with a decisive break
through in his quest for a general theory of relativity.
Correspondence, notebooks, and conference contributions from
this period add many new insights into the development of his
scientific ideas as reflected in the published papers.

His contributions, both constructive and critical are
universally acknowledged to have made him the leading theo-
retical physicist of his era. His work is still the object of
intense interest for physicists, philosophers and historians
of science. Work on the general theory of relativity and the
ensuing search for a unified field theory gave a powerful im-
petus to the development of modern differential geometry. His
work is thus of importance to mathematicians and historians of
mathematics. The need for a complete printed edition of Einstein's

1.
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300 published and unpublished scientific writings has been widely
felt since his death.[ll The vast majority of his correspondence
still remains unpublished. The published portion has appeared
in varying formats, often only in excerpts, with texts of vary
ing degrees of authenticity and level of annotation not always
in easily accessible sources.[2l The present edition of the
Einstein Papers will answer this need and remedy these defects
by making available to the scholarly community authenticated
texts of Einstein's writings and correspondence in a uniform
edition in their original language with annotations in English.

This edition clearly will be of major interest to many
physicists, mathematicians, philosophers and historians of science,
as well as psychologists interested in the creative process in
science. But it will contain material of importance to a much
larger scholarly public. The outbreak of World War II prompted
Einstein's first public pronouncements on social and political
questions as well as the first private comments of which there
is any record. From that time on, and especially after he
attained world-wide fame in 1919, Einstein was increasingly
called upon--or himself felt impelled--to speak out publicly,
on many current issues: His views on such topics as pacifism,
disarmament, nuclear weapons, racism, anti-Semitism, Zionism,
Jewish-Arab relations, socialism, fascism, communism, civil
liberties, religion, education--to give just a partial list--
were elicited in well over 400 published articles and interviews.
His ever-growing correspondence, while continuing to contain much
of great scientific interest, also came to reflect his social
concerns. In thousands of letters he exchanged views with a
large number of prominent public figures, as well as thought-
fully replying to questions from other correspondents attracted
by his magic name. Only a fraction of these published articles
have been reprinted in currently accessible form,[3] while most
of the correspondence on these questions remains unpublished.
Thus, this edition will be of value to many social and political
historians, especially those working on modern German or Ameri
can history, the pacifist and Zionist movements, disa~ment,

the League of Nations; as well as to educational theorists, theo
logians, social philosophers--to name a few fields that immedi
ately come to mind.

Undoubtedly there is a much larger audience in this coun
try interested in having access to a selection of the material
in the Einstein Papers. Work on this scholarly edition is an
important first step in making the Einstein heritage more access
ible to this broader public. Once work on the initial volume
of the Einstein Papers has been finished (by the end of 1983),
detailed planning of a selected three-or four-volume edition in
English will begin. This constitutes a separate project, for

2.
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which funding is not being requested, but it may be appropriate
to add a few words about it. A tentative table of contents has
already been drawn up for a volume of selected scientific papers,
intended primarily for students and others with an interest in
physics, mathematics, history and philosophy of science and re
lated fields. Over half of the contents of this volume have never
appeared in English. A volume of selected non-scientific papers
will also be prepared. The current availability of such selec-
tions in English will be taken into account in planning this
volume. [4] Such a volume is intended for the general
public, as are one or two volumes of selected correspondence,
to consist of letters most of which have never appeared in
English translation.

None of the existing biographies of Einstein, whatever
their merits, meets the often felt need for a large-scale, ac
curate biography. The Einstein Papers will provide material
indispensible for writing such a biography, as well as innumer
able more specialized monographs and articles.

[1] A Japanese edition of Einstein's published scientific papers
up to that date was published in 1923. Russian and Chinese edi
tions of his published scientific papers have been published since
his death. A facsimile microprint edition which includes almost
all of his published scientific writings was issued in 1960:
Albert Einstein, Collected Writings (1901-1956) (New York: Readex
Microprint Corporation, 1960).

[2] Einstein's correspondence with Michele Besso, Max Born, Elie
Cart an , and Arnold Sommerfeld have been published in book form,
with some omissions in each of them. His letters to Maurice Solo
vine have been published in a facsimile edition, without Solovine's
letters. Other letters or excerpts have appeared in various books
and periodicals.

[3] Volumes consisting of Einstein's non-scientific writings in
English include: About Zionism, The World As .! See .!!.' Out of ~
Later Years, Ideas and Opinions/and Einstein on Peace. The latter
volume also contains many letters on social and political topics.

[4] Of the volumes listed in the previous note, only Ideas and
Opinions and Einstein on Peace are readily available.

3.
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HISTORY AND GOVERNANCE OF THE PROJECT

In 1971 the Trustees of the Einstein Estate (hereafter
denoted Estate) and the Princeton University Press (hereafter
denoted Press) signed a Memorandum of Agreement jointly to
sponsor the preparation of the Einstein Papers for publication
by the Press (copy appended). They envisaged a complete,
letterpress edition of the works of Albert Einstein, published
and unpublished, including his correspondence, as well as such
other documents and editorial material as were deemed important
for the understanding of these writings.

An Editorial Advisory Board was established, with mem
bers appointed jointly by the Estate and the Press, to assist
in assuring the scholarly quality of the edition (current
membership list appended). This Board has been consulted on
such questions as the appointment of the Editor and
guidelines for the plan of the edition and the editorial method.
It will be consulted in future on such questions of general
policy.

In June, 1976 Dr. John Stachel was appointed Editor of
the Einstein Papers (vita appended). He started work in Janu
ary, 1977 in an office at the Institute for Advanced Study
(hereafter denoted Institute). Differences soon arose between
the Estate and the Press over the editorship which impeded work
on editing the Einstein Papers for some time. Pending resolu
tion of these differences, Dr. Stachel prepared a complete full
size duplicate of the Einstein Archive for use in the editorial
work and conformed it wi th the originals. He also prepared a
computerized Control Index to the 43.000 documents in the Ar
chive and wrote A Guide to the Duplicate Einstein Archive and
Control Index. Asecond~ull-size duplicate of the Archive-
has been made and placed in Seeley G. Mudd Library on the cam
pus of Princeton University, togepher with a copy of the Control
Index and Guide, for the use of scholars. This work was sup
ported by grants from the NSF and the Sloan Foundation.

Dr. Stachel signed a Contract with the Press in September.
1981 setting forth the terms of the editorship (copy appended).
An editorial office (hereafter denoted Einstein Office) was set
up in the Press Building where the editorial duplicate copy of
the Einstein Archive has been placed. Discussions are under
way between the Press and the Institute on the possibility of
permanently housing the Einstein Office at the Institute. Pend
ing the availability of funding for the appointment of a per
manent staff, Dr. Robert Schulmann. a modern German histor-
ian with previous experience in documentary editing, has been
appointed to the temporary position of Staff Historian (vita
appended). Mrs. Olga Griminger has been appointed a part-time
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Editorial Assistant (vita appended). Both are completely bi
lingual in German and English. Work was started on the trans
scription of manuscript documents and the annotation of texts.
All of the manuscript documents for the first volume have been
transcribed and are being annotated. Transcription of documents
for the next few volumes is well under way.

At the end of 1981 the Estate transferred all of its
physical and literary property to the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. A Publishing Agreement Assigoment transferred all
rights and obligations of the Estate under its Memorandum of
Agreement with the Press to the Hebrew University. The Press
and the Hebrew University have worked out a supplementary agree
ment, confirming their joint sponsorship of the Papers. Under
this agreement, currently awaiting signature, the Hebrew Uni
versity assumes all the rights and obligations of the Estate
except that of raising money for the Einstein Papers.

In February of this year Miss Helen Dukas, long-time
Secretary to Professor Einstein and Archivist of the Einstein
Archive since his death, passed away. Her loss will be keenly
felt by a generation of Einstein scholars, including the Edi
tor,who had come to rely on her intimate knowledge of the Ar
chive.

Editorial work is currently being funded by three sources:

1) Mr. Harold W. McGraw has given an endowment of almost
$1,000,000 to the Press, the income from which will be used to
pay the Editor's salary and fringe benefits until completion
of the Einstein Papers.

2) The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation has provided a series
of short-term grants over the last four years. The latest of
these, for $120,000, was used to cover all other expenses of the
project from May 1, 1981 until April 30, 1982, including the
salaries of Dr. Schulmann and Mrs. Griminger.

3) The Princeton University Press Trustees have authorized
the expenditure of $34,000 in Press funds to cover these other
expenses from May 1, 1982 until October 31, 1982.

Ultimate responsibility for the Einstein Papers project
now resides in the Press and the Hebrew University, which share
this responsibility in all matters except financial ones, for
which the Press has assumed sole responsibility. The Editorial
Advisory Board continues to function in an advisory capacity to
both of them. The Editor is responsible to the Press and Hebrew
University for the editorial work, the management of the Einstein
Office and the selection of the permanent staff. The appointment
of Assistant and Associate Editors is subject to approval of the
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Press and Hebrew University. The Editor's contract guarantees
the staff normal editorial freedom in their work. The Editor is required
to submit an annual report to the Press, Hebrew University. and
the Editorial Advisory Board on the progress of the work and plans
for the coming year.

Under his contract. the Editor is mandated to set up a
small Editorial Committee to work closely with him and the per
manent staff on detailed formulation of editorial policy, as
well as to provide expert advice in a variety of fields needed
for the editorial work (see the next section on Editorial
Committee).

Once the editorial structure has been set up. the work
of the permanent staff will be supervised by the Editorial Com
mittee. as well by the Hebrew University and Press with the ad
vice of the Editorial Advisory Board. They will all review the
final manuscript of each volume before publication.

6.
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THE EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

The Editorial Committee will consist of a group of
about half a dozen people with expert knowledge in areas of
particular importance to the editorial work. It is to con
sult with the permanent staff. providing advice on editorial
plans as well as specialized problems arising in the course
of the editorial work. and will review the final manuscript
of each volume. Its membership may change as the work pro
ceeds from one phase to another. For example. it is impor
tant in the early stage of the work to get regular advice on
questions of editorial method from someone with experience on
a major documentary editing project; such advice will be needed
less frequently later on. When the editorial work reaches
the period of the First World War when Einstein started to
write and correspond on political and social issues. advice
will be needed from historians familiar with the paci-
fist movement, the Weimar period. the Zionist movement. the
New Deal period. etc.

For the period of Einstein's career covered by this
grant proposal (1879-1914). the Committee should include
experts in the following areas:

editorial work on a major documentary editing project;

history of science. especially late nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century physics. both internal
and external aspects;

theoretical physics. especially statistical physics.
relativity theory and quantum theory;

philosophy of science. especially the philosophy of
physics and the early positivist movement.

Persons with expertise in one or more of these areas who have
also worked on Einstein are especially desirable. of course.
To give some idea of the caliber of the people to be asked,
the following names are mentioned:

Documentary Editors: Nathan Reingold. Arthur Link. Mary Jo Kline

Historians of Science: Russell McCormmach. Paul Forman. Mar
tin Klein. Gerald Holton

Physicists: Peter Bergmann, Abraham Pais. Valentine Bargmann

Philosophers of Science: Adolf GrUnbaum. Robert S. Cohen. Carl
Hempel

7.
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It is planned to convene the Committee as a whole several
times a year in the early stages of the work, and thereafter
at least once a year. Consultation with individual members
will be done by telephone or mail when possible. But the need
for some more extended contacts is anticipated, which may
necessitate travel by Committee members or staff persons.

8.
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PLAN OF THE EDITION

The aim of this edition of the Einstein Papers is to pro
vide full documentation of Einstein's thought and activities
through his own writings and correspondence, as well as a limited
number of third-party documents which shed significant light on
his activities. The edition is intended for a scholarly audience
drawn from a variety of fields, as noted in the Introduction.
Four broad questions must be addressed in the planning of such an
edition: the selection of the documents to be included, the
arrangement of these documents, the question of translation, and the
editorial method to be applied. The last point will be discussed
in the next section.

Selection of documents: it seems clear to the Editor
that scholars wi~want to have all of Einstein's published writ
ings available in a uniform edition. All of the unpublished Ein
stein manuscripts of which the Editor is aware--and there are
only about a score--are of sufficient interest to merit inclusion.
Only a handful of Einstein's notebooks have been preserved. Two
consist of notes on the physics course he took at the Eidgen8ssische
Technische Hochschule(hereafter denoted ETa) or Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, which give valuable insight into his edu
cation. The remaining notebooks consist of notes for his own uni
versity lecture courses and research notes. The former give
some insight into his teaching methods; the latter give a unique
insight into his research process. All of the notebooks will there
fore be included. Written records of oral remarks by Einstein, such
as questions or comments at scientific meetings and accounts of
lectures, speeches, or interviews, will be included if there is rea
son to believe they are substantially authentic. During the con
forming process, the editor found that the correspondence seems to con
tain very few trivial letters by Einstein (for example, repeated
copies of the same letter of recommendation addressed to different
people). So the basic principle will be to include all letters by
Einstein, except for tte few that fall into the trivial or repeti-
tive category. These will, however, be calendared. For the early
period of Einstein's life covered by this grant proposal, the prob-
lem hardly arises. We only wish more of Einstein's early letters
had been preserved: Letters known to have been written but pre-
sently unobtainable will also be calendared.

Letters to Einstein will be handled more selectively. Later
in life, after he became famous, he often received lengthy letters
or documents to which there is no reply or even evidence that he
read them. Such documents will be calendared but omitted. In some
cases, a lengthy document may receive a brief, possibly formal reply.
Such a document will be abstracted to the extent necessary to make
the reply intelligible~ In other cases,it may be impossible to
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obtain permission from the copyright holder to print what other
wise merits inclusion. In that case a letter summary will have
to replace the original. All significant letters to Einstein
for which permission to publish can be obtained will be included.
Comparatively few of the letters addressed to Einstein in the
early years before he had secretarial help have been preserved.
Those he kept were not generally trivial, so very few problems
of selection arise for letters to Einstein from the period covered
by the grant proposal.

Third-party documents will be included very selectively.
One group which merits consideration for publication is the lec
ture notes of Einstein's courses at the ETH in 1912-14 and at
the University of Berlin in 1916-18. Both note-takers (Walter
Daellenbach and Werner Bloch) were physics students close to
Einstein, and their notes give a full picture of Einstein's
courses. Their contents will be checked against Einstein's own
lecture notes from the period, and those portions that do not
overlap will be included in the Einstein Papers.

Letters not addressed to Einstein but which contribute
significant information about him will also be included. An
example is letters by members of the Einstein family, some of
which are currently available to the Einstein Papers project.
Documents about Einstein's career or activities that signifi
cantly help to place him in his milieu will also be considered
for inclusion. For example, the report of the Dean of the
Faculty of Philosophy at the University of ZUrich recommending
Einstein's initial appointment gives a unique insight into how
Einstein was perceived, especially as a Jew, in Swiss academic
circles in the first decade of this century. Some documents of
this type will be printed in full, other excerpted, or abstracted,
and some merely calendared. It is hard to give precise criteria
for such distinctions except to say that the aim will be to pre
serve all significant information about Einstein they contain
and give it a readable form.

For the early period covered by this grant proposal, the
amount of such documentary material is not large. Only a few
dozen documents have been uncovered so far, and further search
is not likely to increase the number by a large amount.

10.
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published
comments
This

Arrangement: The best way to realize the aim of this
edition--documentation of the development of Einstein's ideas
and activities--is to arrange the documents chronologically.
Unless letters were to be artificially subdivided, it is hard
to imagine any other principle on which the correspondence
could be ordered. Besides, chronological sequence of the
letters best brings out the unity of Einstein's activities,
the development of his ideas, and the growth of his contacts.
Third-party documents relating to Einstein's career also take
their place naturally in such a chronological sequence.

Current documentary editing practice in this country
favors printing all documents in strict chronological sequence,
and there is much to be said for doing so. We have decided
in favor of a modification that we feel will yield several
practical advantages. All of the material will be edited as
a whole with numerous cross references between papers and
correspondence. However, they will be printed in two corre
lated series of volumes:

1) The first series will include all of Einstein's
papers, unpublished manuscripts, notebooks, records of his
at scientific meetings, lectures, speeches and interviews.
series will be referred to as . Papers.

2) The second series will include his correspondence, third
party letters and other documents. However, all documents printed
in the first series will be calendared at the appropriate point in
the chronological sequence of the second series. This second series
will be referred to as Correspondence.

This system has the following advantages: Publishing the
letters separately will make it easy for a reader to follow the flow
of the corespondence without interruption. The reader who wishes
to follow a strictly chronological sequence need only use the
second series as a starting point, turning to the first series where
the text indicates this is appropriate. Readers who wish to follow
the flow of the papers without interruption will not have the encum
brance of interspersed letters; they will not miss letters directly
relevant to a given paper if they wish to refer to them, since they
will be indicated in the annotations to that paper. Those who wish
to buy the correspondence separately will be able to do so, as will
those who are interested only in the published papers. It is true
that the division will cause some inconvenience to the reader who
has to turn from one volume to another; but such inconvenience can
not be completely avoided in any multi-volume work.Many readers
may find that the possibility of consulting a relevant letter side
by side with a related paper makes up for this inconvenience.

A further possibility would be to subdivide the first series
of Papers into Scientific Papers and Non-Scientific Papers. Some
physicists and historians of science undoubtedly favor such a
division, since it would make available separately the papers directly
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•

relevant to their work. The same might be said by those scholars
not interested in the scientific papers. However, if one tries
to decide where to make the division in Einstein's writings, it
becomes clear that this is not a trivial problem. Einstein wrote
a number of clearly technical papers in physics. He also wrote a
number of articles with no scientific content. But in between
there is almost a continuum of writings which are potentially of
interest to scholars in both the natural sciences and in non
scientific fields. Two of his books on relativity[lj and many
semi-technical and popular articles explaining the special and
general theories and unified field theory, and his
Autobiographical Notes fall into this category. So do a number
of philosophical essays making varying demands on the technical
knowledge of the reader, essays on such figures as Newton, Kepler
and Maxwell, and popular scientific articles on such topics as
the meander of rivers, ae rodynamical lift and the mass-energy
equivalence relation. The question of a division between scien
tific and non-scientific writings requires further thought and
discussion by the permanent staff, Editorial Committee and Edi
torial Advisory Board before a final decision is reached.

Fortunately, postponement of this decision will not impede
work during the period of this grant request. There are no non
scientific published papers by Einstein from the period before his
move to Berlin. The only unpublished non-technical writings pre
served are some school essays, which will be included in the first
volume, containing all documents from his student years.

Question of translation: Einstein's primary language was
German, as was that of many of his most important correspondents.
He was never at home in English, even after his move to this country,
and always reverted to German when he felt it important to express
himself precisely. Thus, all of his manuscripts were written in
German, and the large majority were first published in that language.
Almost all of his letters were written in German, although English
translations were often sent after he moved to this country. It
is most important that Einstein's texts be given in their original
language, whenever available, and that this text be the basis for
annotation. However, a few early papers exist only in the published
French translation, and a number of papers published after his move
to the United States were first published in English. A small fraction
of letters to Einstein are in French, a few letters are in Italian,
Spanish and Russian. The only record of Einstein's lectures in
Japan is in Japanese. How will this variety of languages be handled?

The principle adopted is that the best available text in the
original language will be the basis of the published text. All
articles and letters by Einstein for which a German draft exists will
be given in German. This will be followed by the English text of
papers first published in an authorized English translation, or the
English letter actually sent, if such exists. All texts in languages
other than English or German will be followed by an English trans
lation.
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Ideally. German texts would also be followed by English
translations. However. if they were so handled. the resultant
practical difficulties would delay the project and increase its
cost to a significant extent without a commensurate gain in reader
ship. If translations of all of Einstein's texts were to be given
in the Einstein Papers. they would thereby be granted a degree of
authority which would require that they be prepared and checked
with the greatest care. This is no simple matter as the many faulty
current translations demonstrate. It would probably at least double
the time required for the production of each volume if it were to
be done by the permanent staff. Even if outside translators were
employed to speed up the process. the Editor's previous experience
with editing translations indicates that checking and revising the
translations would still require a great deal of additional time,
to say nothing of expense. Even if such translations were printed
in smaller type. they would still add significantly to the bulk
and cost- or each volume; or more probably would require an in
crease in the total number of volumes. For the period covered by
this grant request. for example. everything would have to be trans
lated anew. or copyrights secured for existing translations which
are often defective and in need of extensive revision if they were
to be used. The inclusion of translations of all French items. on the
other hand. involves about seventy pages of material for the entire
period.

Against these heavy expenditures of time and money what gains
could be expected? The publisher expects the edition to be sold
primarily to libraries and those Einstein scholars around the world
who will need to refer to it constantly. These scholars must be pre
sumed to know German, as must historians and philosophers of science
working on this period. Since inclusion of translations will not
turn a scholarly edition into a popular one. the publisher does not
anticipate significantly greater sales to the general public or even
to libraries if translations are included. There remains the advan
tage to non German-reading scholars who want to use the Einstein
Papers for research on some specific question. Such scholars are
presumably familiar with the problem of needing to use specific
items in an unfamiliar language. and will cope with it as they have
always done: by getting the help - formal or informal - of someone
who knows the language. At least they will have all of the relevant
texts in a uniform. authenticated edition at their disposal, with
annotations and indices in English to help them locate what they
need. We do not feel the advantage of meeting such needs outweighs
the heavy practical difficulties that the inclusion of translations
of German documents would create.

Much of the material in this edition will clearly be of interest
to a larger audience. But practical difficulties seem to rule out a
complete English edition. As mentioned in the Introduction, a selected
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English edition should and will be prepared by Princeton Uni
versity Press to meet this public interest. The Einstein Papers
project will benefit the larger community by providing the basis
for this selected edition as well as the source material on which
reliable popular books and articles on Einstein and related topics
can be based.

[1] Relativity: The Special and General Theory, and The Evolu
tion E! Physics (written with Leopold Infeld).
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EDITORIAL METHOD AND APPARATUS

Four questions will be discussed here: The establishment
of the text, transcription, annotation, and the editorial appara
tus.

Establishment of the Text: In the case of letters and
other non-printed material we shall always endeavor to work from
a photocopy of the original document. Only if this cannot be
obtained will we use a printed version of the text. If more
than one printed version is available, we shall try to find the
one which appears to conform most closely to the known peculi
arities of the author's orthography, punctuation, etc.

In the case of a printed document, we shall use the first
published version in the original language as the basis of our
text, footnoting changes in subsequent editions published dur
ing his lifetime in the case of Einstein's writings. If there
is a manuscript version of a printed document, it will be used
as the basis for correcting errors of spelling, punctuation,
formulae, etc. in the printed text. If there is no manuscript
version, errors will be allowed to stand in the text and will
be corrected in footnotes. Significant differences between manu
script and printed texts will be indicated in footnotes if they
consist of changes in what is basically the same text. Other
wise, the manuscript will be printed as a separate document pre
ceding the printed version. If the first printed version was in
a language other than German, but it can be established that a
later printed German version represents the original text and
not a translation (as we have been able to do, for example, in
the case of Einstein's contributions at the first Solvay Congress
in 1911), the German text will be printed. Only if no authenti
cated German version of an Einstein text exists will a published
translation be used as the basis of our text. As noted in the
section on the Plan of the Edition, if an authorized English
translation was the first published version it will also be
printed.

Transcription: The aim of our transcriptions of manuscript
documents is faithfulness to the original. The method used for
the initial transcription of such documents is described in the
appended Initial Transcription Procedure, which lists the few de
partures from literality. After being prepared by a bilingual
member of the staff, the transcription is read against the ori
ginal document by another bilingual staff member and finally by
the Editor. Points which still remain obscure after these read
ings are noted for later comparison with the original of the
document.
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Certain changes are made in the initial transcription in
converting it into the final form in which it will be printed.
Missing letters in uncommon or unclear abbreviations are supplied
in the text within square brackets. A decision is made on
whether to remove a cancellation from the text on the grounds
of its insignificance. An interlineation is brought down to
the line without comment, except for rare cases where there is
reason to believe that it represents a significantly later
afterthought. In the latter case, a footnote will indicate the
interlineation and the grounds for the belief. Words or sentences
marked by the author "in the text for insertion, but physically
placed elsewhere on the page, are inserted in the text with a
footnote indicating the original placement, unless it is felt
that significant information may thereby be lost. In this case,
the original placement is preserved as in research notebooks,
for example. Diagrams are placed in the text as close to the
original arrangement as the layout of the printed page will
allow.

Annotation: The documents in the Einstein Papers speak
for themselves, but even the specialist will sometimes need help
in understanding what they say. The aim in annotation is to be
as concise as possible in making the texts accessible to the
reader. Most obviously, specific references to people, places,
organizations, and events familiar to the writer and intended
audience of a document often need explanation for a contempor-
ary reader. The information contained in such annotations
will be kept to a minimum by providing only what is immediately
needed for understanding the particular reference in the text.
Fuller information will be provided in a biographical appendix
to each volume of the Correspondence about significant figures
in Einstein's life, such as Marcel Grossmann. Michele Besso,
Jakob Ehrat--all close friends of the young Einstein. References
to the extensive literature on Einstein and related topics will
be kept to the necessary minimum in the notes (a full bib
liography of such material will be issued as a separate by
product of the editorial work).

Annotation will also attempt to give contemporary readers
an indispensible minimum of more general background information-
scientific, historical, philosophical, political, cultural, etc.-
needed for understanding the context and significance of certain
documents. This may sometimes take the form of headnotes serv
ing to indicate the nature and origins of some common theme link
ing a group of documents. We will also give extensive cross
referencing, e.g., between a published paper and related corres
pondence,in the notes.

Since we shall be presenting a faithful text, annotation
of errors, omissions, doubtful readings, and other textual prob
lems will also be necessary where they might prove confusing to
the reader.
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Editorial Apparatus: Documents within each series (Papers
and Correspondence) will be printed in chronological sequence. If
no definite date can be assigned to a document, its place in the
sequence is determined by the beginning of the shortest unit of
time (week, month, year, decade, etc.) to which it can definitely
be assigned. For documents with which more than one date may be
associated, the earliest such date will govern its position (e.g.,
a copy of a letter from Einstein enclosed in a later letter to Ein
stein). Undated enclosures will be printed after the document in
which they were enclosed. The titles and dates of documents in
the Papers will be calendared at the appropriate place in the
chronological sequence of the Correspondence, as will be letters
known to exist of which no copy is available. Manuscripts known
to exist but unavailable will similarly be calendared at the
appropriate place in the chronological sequence of the Papers.

Every document will be preceded by a title in capital
letters, placed flush left. If a non-letter does not have a
title it will be given one. Reference to Einstein's authorship
in a title is deleted, unless there is more than one author.
Letters will be given the standard title of "FROM.••• TO •••• ,"
except that Einstein's name will always be omitted (e.g., "TO
WILHELM OSTWALD"). The date will be on the line following the
title and placed flush right. Any information added to the date
line will be placed in square brackets. The text will then follow.
The original pagination of published books and papers by Einstein
is indicated in the right margin within square brackets. All
original footnotes will be printed at the foot of the correspond
ing page.

All editorial footnotes will be indicated by Arabic
numerals enclosed in square brackets and will follow the text
and description of the document, unless the document is over
three printed pages. In that case, editorial footnotes will
be printed at the foot of the corresponding page, separated by
a bar from the text and original footnotes. Descriptive sym
bols will directly follow the text, flush left (e.g., ALSF for
Autograph letter signed, in Fraktur script). If nO indication
of provenance follows, the original of a non-printed document
is in the Einstein Archive. Otherwise, the location of the
original, if known, follows in parenthesis; if unknown, the
source of the photocopy used is given. In giving provenance,
symbols for documentary repositories are used. American reposi
tories being designated by the symbols used in the Library of
Congress National Union Catalogue. Comments on noteworthy
general textual features of a document or address follow the
information on provenance. For documents less than three printed
pages. footnotes will follow.
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In addition to the texts, headnotes and footnotes, the
Einstein Papers will contain other editorial apparatus. The
first volume will contain: an introduction, an explanation of
the editorial method, and a list of descriptive symbols to be used.
Each volume will contain: a table of contents (which will also
serve as a calendar), a list of abbreviations used in that volume
for documentary repositories, and a list of illustrations, all
preceding the texts. A chronology of Einstein's life for the
period covered by that volume will precede the texts of each
volume of the Correspondence, which also will include a biographi
cal appendix in the back matter. This will consist of short
biographies of significant figures in Einstein's life, first
mentioned in that volume, about whom this information is not
readily available in English biographical dictionaries. For
the period covered by this grant request we shall use the rule
that persons with biographies in the Dictionary of Scientific
Biography will not be included. The biographical appendix to
any subsequent volume mentioning the person will include only
a reference to the volume in which the biography is given. The
back matter of each Correspondence volume will also include
a calendar of letters arranged alphabetically by correspondent.

Every volume will include a bibliography in the back
matter. This will include the author and title of all books
and articles referred to more than once in the editorial matter
of that volume. These will be preceded by the following abbrevi
ated form: Author's last name, followed by year of publication,
all in italics, followed by a small italic letter if more than
one work by that author from that year is cited. References
to these works in the editorial apparatus will be in this abbrevi
ated form (see the Sample Texts for examples).

Every volume will also include name and subject indices.
The latter will be included in both English and German. Cumula
tive indices will be included from time to time. In particular,
the last volume of the Correspondence from the Swiss Years will
include such a cumulative index.
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PERMANENT STAFF

As the sections on the Plan of the Edition and the Edi
torial Method and Apparatus indicate-,-the editorial work calls
for people with a number of specialized skills. All of the
staff members will have to know German; those who do initial
transcription of German manuscript documents must be bilingual
in German and English. Some of the staff members should know
French or Italian; Spanish, Russian and Japanese are desirable
but not indispensible.

Editorial experience, particularly on a documentary
editing project, is desirable; at least one member of the
staff should have such a background. Research skills ina rele
vant field are an obvious requirement. For the editorial
work during the period of this grant request these include:
theoretical physics, history of science, philosophy of
science, and modern German social and cultural history (in
cluding German-speaking Switzerland, Austria and Bohemia).

A permanent staff of five is proposed. In such a
small group, a "table of organization" cannot be rigidly
applied. The actual work done by each person must vary to
some extent, depending on his or her individual skills and
other strengths and weaknesses, as well as the varying re
quirements of the project as it proceeds. Thus, the follow
ing job descriptions should not be interpreted as an immut
able blueprint, but an indication of the range of skills
and functions to be represented on the staff.

Editor: assumes overall leadership of the entire
project, and final responsibility for all decisions; major
background in special and general relativity theory; good
knowledge of quantum theory, and philosophical problems of
modern physics. Reading knowledge of German, French. Italian
and Spanish. Primary responsibility for research on annota
tions in the area of physics. Aid in checking transcriptions
of handwritten documents.

Associate Editor: assumes a major share of the
executive responsibility. Major background in the history
of science, especially work in late nineteenth- and
twentieth-century physics. Primary responsibility for
research on annotations bearing on the history of science
and preparation of indices. Aid in checking transcriptions
of handwritten documents.
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Assistant Editor: major background in social history,
especially work in late nineteenth- and twentieth-century
German history. Should be bilingual in German and English
with some experience on a documentary editing project. Pri
mary responsibility for: the initial transcription of handwritten
documents, research on historical and biographical annotations,
the search for new documents.

Assistant Editor: major background in physics and/or
philosophy of science, particularly late nineteenth- and
twentieth-century physics; a background in statistical physics
especially desirable. Primary responsibility for research on
annotations relating to philosophy of science. Major share in re
search on annotations in the area of physics. Primary responsibi
lity for the operation of the word processing system.

Editorial Assistant: Should be bilingual in German and
English. Major responsibility for operation of word processor,
including secretarial duties. Major share in the initial
transcription of handwritten documents.

So far, only funding for the editorship is assured
Dr. Stachel has been granted leave of absence from Boston Uni
versity for his work on the Einstein Papers since 1977. Boston
University has indicated its willingness to continue this
arrangement, as well to have the entire project move to Boston
if that ever seems desirable.

Dr. Schulmann and Mrs. Griminger have been hired on a
temporary basis due to lack of permanent funding, but would like to work
on the permanent staff. Dr. Schulmann would be a candidate for
an Assistant Editorship and Mrs. Griminger for the Editorial
Assistantship.

It is hoped that the entire permanent staff discussed
here can be hired by early 1983. The schedule for completion
of the volumes during the period of this grant proposal (out
lined in the final section) is based on this assumption.
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SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS

Although a large amount of material has been added to
the Einstein Archive in the quarter of a century since Einstein's
death, the frequency with which documents are still being dis
covered suggests that a substantial number remain to be found.
A number of letters are known to be in possession of members of
the Einstein family, for example. So far efforts to obtain
copies have not succeeded, but will be continued. In addition
to continuing efforts to secure copies of documents known to
exist but not yet in our possession, a systematic search of
archives and libraries in this country and abroad to discover
new documents is planned.

This search has been delayed, pending availability of
an inventory of the material found by the Berkeley project on
"Sources for the History of Twentieth-Century Physics", directed
by Dr. Bruce Wheaton. This project undertook a major search
of European and American repositories, resulting in a list of
about 750,000 letters to or from about 5,500 physicists. It
is pointless to undertake a broadcast inquiry now,since more
specific requests can be addressed to many repositories once
the inventory is available in the fall of 1982 as Dr. Wheaton
has informed us it will be. However, pending its availability
certain parts of our search can begin. This part of the search
will initially concentrate on sources likely to have documents
relevant to the early period of Einstein's life (1879-1914) ,in
accordance with the basically chronological plan of publication
(see section on Plan of the Edition). Places that will require
visits include~he Munich City Archive, the Aargau Can-

tonal School, the Archive of the Swiss Federal School Council
at the ETH, the State Archives in Vienna, and the Archives of
the Universities of ZUrich and Prague. The documentary inven
tory already published for DDR archives lists a number of docu
ments relevant to the negotiations for Einstein's mOVe to Ber
lin, photocopies of which we will attempt to secure.[ll

A number of other archives known to have significant holdings
of Einstein documents already have been or will be contacted
by maiL In some cases, visits to archives with very exten-
sive holdings will be necessary. Copies of a number of addi-
tional documents have already been acquired through such in
quiries.

A search through earlier volumes of the Jahrbuch der
Auktionspreise fUr BUcher, Handschriften und Autographen-,-
American Book Prices Current and Autograph Prices Current
for Einstein items previously on the market has been initiated.
A list of all such items will be compiled, together with any
quotations given in the original catalogues,for inclusion in
the Einstein Papers. In addition, major current auction and
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dealer catalogues are being regularly followed to locate
and obtain copies of new items as they come on the market.

Finally, a broadcast request for information on rele
vant holdings will be sent to all major libraries, archives,
etc., which have not otherwise been contacted. Advertisements
or notices requesting information on privately-held items of
interest will be inserted in a number of scholarly journals,
professional society newsletters, and newspapers. Several
new documents have been obtained already as a result of such
notices.

It is already clear that one or more trips to visit
archives and repositories in Germany, Switzerland, Czecho
slovakia, Austria, and possibly other countries will have to
be undertaken to uncover material from the period covered
by this grant request. Wherever possible, such trips will
be combined with other activities. For example, Dr. Stachel
has been invited to speak at a conference in Israel this
December, and will visit Israeli archives during this trip.
Dr .Schulmann combined a vacation trip to California with
visits to the Hoover Institution, Stanford University and
Bancroft Library, University of California, during which he
uncovered several significant documents indicating that Ein
stein was receiving a subsidy from a Berlin industrialist
as early as 1910.

[1] C. Kirsten and H.-J. Treder (eds.), Albert Einstein in
Berlin 1913-1933 Teil II Spezialinventar (Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 1979).
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WORD PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS

A recent report to the National Historical Publications
and Records Commission emphasized the importance of incorporat
ing computers and word processors into the work of large-scale
editing projects in order to effect substantial savings of
time and money. [1] The Control Index to the Einstein Archive,
mentioned in the Introduction, was prepared in computerized
form. This enabled rapid preparation of chronological and
alphabetical listings of the contents of the Archive which
have proved indispensible for the editorial work.

The Press has already adopted the Penta System for com
puterized typesetting. Thus, it seems advisable to plan on
doing as much of the editorial work as the present state of
the art allows using word processing equipment, as well as
many other secretarial tasks. The optimal goal is prepara
tion of final copy for the volumes in the form of magnetic
tapes compatible with the Press' typesetting system.

The Einstein Papers present several unique problems
when compared with projects, such as the Jefferson Papers and
the Edison Papers, which are already using word processing
equipment. The majority of the documents are in German.
There are also texts in French, Spanish, and Italian. The
editorial apparatus is in English. We would like a system
that can handle these languages simultaneously, including
the ability to store, display and print them. An even greater
problem is the need to store and the desirability of being
able to display and print a large number of mathematical and physical
symbols, and to format them in equations and other complicated
mathematical expressions.

Two alternate ways of meeting these requirements are
being considered. The first is to use a small shared-logic
system, with one or more keyboard-display terminals, capable of
storing and processing the contents of the volume being
edited. This system would have to be compatible with a main
frame computer to be used for the storage and processing of
the larger batches of information involved in preparation
of cumulative indices, etc. This is the system used by the
Jefferson Papers. The other possibility is to use one or
more display terminals directly connected to a mainframe
computer, together with a software package, such as one of
the UNIX Systems, best able to meet our requirements. This
is the system currently being used in editing Historical
Studies in the Physical Sciences. Either choice will also
involve the acquisition of a high quality printer.
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Preparation of the first volume of the Einstein Papers
is so far advanced that it seems advisable to finish editorial
work on it using the transcriptions already typed. We will
continue to investigate available word processing systems in
this fast-changing field and reach a decision during 1983.
We will then switch over to the word processing system for
the second or third volume, depending on how far work has
progressed by that time.

The budget estimates for computer hardward, software,
and operating costs are based on the adoption of the first
alternative. If the second is adopted, the initial cost of
equipment may be lower, but the operating costs of the system
will be increased, since it will be necessary to pay for con
siderably more mainframe computer time. No item costing more
than $10,000 will be purchased without prior National Science
Foundation Approval. of course, and the required certifica
tion will then be given.

Once we have gotten the word processing system. it is
expected that it can be used for transcription of documents,
editing of texts, and indexing. We shall then be able to
operate with minimal secretarial help, since many normal
office procedures, such as handling of correspondence, pre
paration of reports, arrangement of lists, etc •• can be
easily done with such a system.

[ll Henry
in Crisis:

F. Graff and A. Simone Reagor, "Documentary Editing
Some Reflections and Recommendations", March 1981.
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CONTACTING EINSTEIN'S COLLABORATORS

In the early years of the project, a number of living
correspondents of Einstein were contacted and many valuable
comments, as well as some additional items of correspondence
were secured. This work had to be interrupted during the
period when the editorial duplicate of the Archive was not
available. It has now been resumed. In particular, living
co-workers of Einstein not yet interviewed are being con
tacted. Dr. Nathan Rosen was interviewed by the Editor dur
ing a trip to Israel and by follow-up correspondence. This
resulted in Dr. Rosen finding several additional Einstein
letters in his files, of which he has supplied photocopies.
Still to be interviewed are Drs. Valentine Bargmann, Peter
Bergmann, Banesh Hoffmann, Bruria Kaufman, and Ernst Straus.
Even though their contacts with Einstein occurred at a much
later date than the period covered in the initial phase of
publication it is advisable, in view of their age and the
importance of the material, to get comments on their correspon
dence and collaboration with Einstein in the immediate future.
As much of this contact as possible will be done by mail, but
personal interviews may also be needed.
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SCHEDULE OF WORK DURING GRANT PERIOD

Although the editorial work is basically a continuous
process of preparing material for publication in chronological
sequence, it is convenient to publish the Einstein Papers in
the following sequence:

The Student Years (1879-1900);

The Swiss Years (1900-1914);

The Berlin Years (1914-1933);

The Princeton Years (1933-1955).

This proposal covers editorial work on the first two
periods: The Student Years and The Swiss Years. The latter
period includes Einstein's relatively brief term at the Ger
man University in Prague.

The known material available for The Student Years in
cludes:his first essay on physics: several high school essays
and exercises; two notebooks of lecture notes on physics
course taken at the ETH; less than a score of letters by, to or about
Einstein; and about a dozen documents about his birth, citizen-
ship and school career. It is unlikely that the search for
new documents will turn up many additional items from this per-
iod, so one volume is all that will be needed.

Transcription of all these documents has been completed.
Annotation is under way and should be finished by mid-1983. It
is expected that the manuscript of this volume will be given to
the publisher before the end of 1983.

The material for The Swiss Years will be issued in two
series of Papers and Correspondence (see section on Plan of the
Edition). The material available for the Papers includes: sixty
published papers (manuscripts for only two of which are avail
able); reviews of nineteen journal articles and of four books;
printed versions of discussion comments by Einstein at several
conferences (notably the First Solvay Congress in 1911,for which
manuscript drafts have been found in the Library of the French
Academy of Sciences); two short scientific manuscripts unpublished
during Einstein's lifetime; and six notebooks consisting of lecture
and research notes. A long, unpublished manuscript from 1912 is
known to exist, and efforts are being made to secure a copy. In
addition there are seven of Walter Dae11enbach's lecture
notebooks on Einstein's courses at the ETH. It is not likely
that the search for new material will uncover any other unpublished
manuscripts by Einstein from this period.
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This material will fill three or four volumes of the
Papers. Editorial work on the first of these volumes will
proceed while The Student Years is being finished, and it is
expected to be ready for publication by early 1984. The
second, third,and fourth volume (if one is needed) will be
completed in early 1985, 1986 and 1987 respectively.

The material available for the Correspondence includes
over 200 letters from and 100 letters to Einstein; about a
dozen third-party letters about Einstein; and about a dozen
documents dealing with Einstein's life, marriage, patent office
work and academic career. A number of other documents on his
academic career in Prague and the call to Berlin have been
discovered: efforts to obtain photocopies will be made.

It is possible that the search for new documents will
yield a substantial number of additional documents bearing on
Einstein's early academic activities. It is less likely that
a substantial number of additional letters from The Swiss Years
will be uncovered, but still possible. A small number of such
early letters (as well as many later ones) were recently found
in the Brandeis University Library, for example. Depending on the
amount of additional material uncovered, the Correspondence
for The Swiss Years will fill either one or two volumes. Since the
search must be completed before these volumes are issued, it
is not expected that the first volume of this series will be
ready before 1985, at the earliest.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE DOCUMENTS

INTRODUCTORY NOTE • • • • • • • A-I

LETTERS A-3

PAPER • A-16

Headnote A-16
Text • . A-17

BIBLIOGRAPHY A-28
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

Einstein's first published paper (Einstein 1901) and a group of
related letters have been chosen as a sample of the application of the
editorial method described in the proposal. Photocopies of the manu
script letters are included for comparison with the transcribed version.
Several points should be borne in mind in reading these documents:

The annotations provided are meant to suggest the level and type
of annotation to appear in the printed volumes, and are not in final
form. As we acquire additional material, and clear up certain ques
tions still under study, we hope to improve their content.

A relevant letter from Hermann Einstein (Albert's father) to
Wilhelm Ostwald printed in Karber 1964 is not included here because
we do not yet have a photocopy of the original letter. It will, of
course, be included in the final edition.

The text of Einstein 1901 is photocopied from Annalen der Physik,
with annotations and footnotes added. It is more efficient and accu
rate to work in this way from a photocopy of a printed source, and then
keyboard the entire document for the final printed version.

A headnote preceding Einstein 1901 and 1902a is included, pro
viding some background information on Einstein's work on intermolecular
forces, a subject he almost entirely abandoned after that. This is not
to be taken to imply that each paper will be given a separate headnote.

Ronald Clark, Einstein: The Life & Times notes the existence of
a blank "reply-page second half...---of the postcard, Einstein to Kamerlingh
Onnes, 12 April, 1901 (p. 43). No evidence of this exists on the photo
copy in the Einstein Archive. Should consultation of the original prove
Clark's information correct, the existence of the blank reply-page will
be noted in the final annotation of the letter.

The following abbreviations are used in the sample documents:

1) Descriptive symbols:

ALSF Autograph letter signed, in Fraktur script

APSF Autograph postcard signed, in Fraktur script

2) Archival designations:

ZAAW

RGN

zentrales Archiv der Akademie der Wissenschaften
der DDR, Berlin

Rijksmuseum voor de Geschiedenis der Natuurweten
schappen, Leiden
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3) Books and articles to be cited more than once are
cited by author and year of publication, followed
by a letter in lower case if there is more than
one from the same year.

For example: Seelig 1952

Einstein 1902a

A complete list of these abbreviations is given in the Biblio
graphy,with full citations.

Last names of all individuals for whom a capsule bio
graphy would be provided at the end of the volume are printed in
capital letters (e.g., Marcel GROSSMANN). If the person in
question is cited as author/recipient of a letter, however,
the name appears as in regular usage (Einstein to Grossmann,
14 April. 1901). Similarly, the titles of documents appear
ing elsewhere in the Einstein Papers are printed in capital
letters (e.g., WEBER NOTEBOOK II).
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LETTER TO WILHELM OSTWALD OF 19 March, 1901

.-
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TO WILHELM OSTWALOll)

ZUrich den 19. M~rz 1901.

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Da ich durch Ihr Werk Uber allgemeine Chemie zu der bei1iegen-

den Abhand1ung angeregt worden bin. bin ich so frei. Ihnen ein

Exemplar davon zu schicken.[2)Bei dieser Ge1egenheit er1aube ich

mir auch. Sie zu fragen. ob Sie vie11eicht fUr einen mathematischen

Physiker. der mit abso1uten Messungen vertraut ist. Verwendung

h~tten.[3)Ich nehme mir nur darum die Freiheit zu einer sol chen An-

frage. wei1 ich unbemitte1t bin. und mir nur eine derartige Stelle

die MBg1ichkeit weiterer Ausbi1dung bieten kBnnte.

Mit vorzUg1icher Hochachtung zeichne ich

Albert Einstein

Via Big1i 21.

Milano

Ita1ia.f4)

ALSF (ZAAW: Wilhelm-Ostwald-Archiv)

[1) Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932) was professor of physical chemistry
at the University of Leipzig.

[2) The first volume of Ostwald 1891 served as the major reference work
for Einstein 1901. a reprint of wh~is still in the Ostwald collection.
ZAAW (see KBr~1964). If Ostwald read it. it is unlikely he was favorably
impressed by Einstein's use of the atomic-molecular hypothesis. As an
anti-atomist. Ostwald attacked such explanations of capillarity in the
introduction to Ostwald 1893. He gave up his anti-atomism about 1909.
partly in response to Einstein's work on Brownian motion.

[3) Einstein had taken WEBER's course on "System der absoluten elektrischen
Messungen" (ETR ABGANGS-ZEUGNIS. 2 August. 1900).

[4) Einstein left ZUrich shortly thereafter to join his parents at
this address.
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LETTER TO WILHELM OSTWALD OF 3 April, 1901

~/
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TO WILHELM OSTWALD

Mailand den 3. April 1901

Hoch geehrter Herr Professor!

Vor einigen Wochen erlaubte ich mir, Ihnen von ZUrich

aus eine kleine Abhandlung zu Ubersenden, die ich in Wiede

manns Annalen ver6ffentlichte.[l]

Da mir an Ihrem Urteil darUber sehr viel gelegen ist,

und ich nicht sicher bin, ob ich damals meine Adresse bei

gefUgt habe, erlaube ich mir, dieselbe Ihnen nachtr~glich

zu Ubermitteln.

Mit vorzUglicher Hochachtung ergebenst

Albert Einstein

cand[idatus] phys[icae] [2]

Milano

Via Bigli 21.

APSF (ZAAW: Wilhelm Ostwald-Archiv)

[1] See Einstein to Ostwald, 14 March, 1901. Upon Gustav
Wiedemann's death in 1899, Paul Drude assumed editorship of
the Annalen der Physik, thereafter properly referred to as
Drude I s Annalen.

[2] At this time, Einstein was planning to submit his work
on molecular forces to the University of ZUrich for a doc
torate in physics (Einstein to Grossmann, 14 April, 1901,
note 9).
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LETTER TO HElICE KAMERr.lNGH ONNEs

A-7.
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TOHEIKE KAMERLINGH ONNES[l]

Mai1and d. 12. April 1901

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

. J2]
Durch einen Studienfreun erfahre ich.da~ bei Ihnen eine

Assistentenste11e frei ist. Ich er1aube mir. mich um diese1be

zu bewerben. Ich studierte 4 Jahre an der Abtei1un9 fUr Mathe-

matik und Physik des Po1ytechnikums in ZUrich. wobei ich mich

fUr Physik spezia1isierte. Dort erwarb ich mir 1etzten Sommer

das Dip1om. Meine Zeugnisse stehen Ihnen natUr1ich gerne zu

Diensten. [3]

Auch beehre ich mich, Ihnen mit gleicher Post einen Ab

druck meiner jUngst in den Annalen der Physik erschienenen Ab

hand1ung[4~u unterbreiten.

Mit vorzUg1icher Hochachtung

Albert Einstein

APSF (RGN)

[1] Kamer1ingh Onnes (1853-1926) held the chair of experi
mental physics at the University of Leiden.

[2] This friend has not been identified. Einstein to Gross
mann, 14 April, 1901, suggests that it may have been GROSSMANN
or EHRAT.

[3] ETH ABGANGS-ZEUGNIS. 2 August, 1900.
[4] Einstein 1901.
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LEITER TO MARCEL GROSSMANN
OF 14 Apri1,1901
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TO MARCEL GROSSMANN[ 1J

Mailand den 14. April. [1901]

Lieber Marcel!

Als ich gestern Deinen Brief fand, war ich wirklich gerUhrt

Uber Deine Treue und Menschenfreundlichkeit, die Dich an Deinen

alten Freund und Pechvogel noch nicht hat vergessen lassen. Ich

glaube wirklich,

habt hat wie ich

da~ nicht so leicht einer bessere Kollegen ge
[2J

in Dir und Ehrat. Ich brauche Dir wohl kaum zu

sagen, da~ ich glUcklich w~re, wenn ich einen so sch6nen Wir

kungskreis erhalten k6nnte, und da~ ich alles aufbieten wUrde,

urn Eurer Empfehlung keine Unehre zu machen.[3JSeit drei Wochen

bin ich hier bei meinen Eltern, urn von hier aus eine Stelle als

Assistent in einer Universit~t zu suchen.[4J Ich h~tte auch l~ngst

eine solche gefunden, wenn Webe~5~icht ein falsches Spiel gegen

mich spielte. Trotzdem lasse ich kein Mittel unversucht und la~

mir auch den Humor nicht verderben Gott schuf den Esel und

gab ihm ein dickes Fell.

Wir haben hier den herrlichsten FrUhling, und die ganze Welt

hierlacht einen so glUcklich an, da~ man ganz von selbst den alten

Hypochonder[6~bstreift. Zudem schUtzen mich hier musikalische Be

kannte vor dem Versauern.[7J

In wissenschaftlicher Beziehung sind mir ein paar herrliche
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Ideen in den Kopf gekommen. die nur noch geh~rig ausgebrUtet wer-

den mUssen. Ich glaube nun sicher. dap meine Theorie der Attraktions

kr~fte der Atome[8~uch auf Gase ausgedehnt werden kann. und da0

die charakteristischen Konstanten fUr fast alle Elemente ohne er-

hebliche Schwierigkeit zu ermitteln sein werden. Dann wird auch die

Frage nach der innern Verwandtschaft der Molekularkr~fte mit den New

tons chen Fernkr~ften ihrer Entscheidung urn einen gropen Schritt n~her

rUcken. Vielleicht werden die schon von andern zu andern Zwecken

angestellten Untersuchungen zur PrUfung der Theorie hinreichen. In

diesem Fall werde ich dann alles

Anziehung zur Doktordissertation

bis jetzt Erreichte

d [9J E .verwen en. s 1st

Uber molekulare

ein herrliches

GefUhl. die Einheitlichkeit eines Komplexes von Erscheinungen zu er

kennen. die der direkten sinnlichen Wahrnehmung als ganz getrennte

Dinge erscheinen.

Ich bitte Dich. Deine werten Angeh~rigen freundlichst von mir

zu grU~en. und Deinem Papa herzlichst fUr seine BemUhung zu danken.

sowie fUr das Vertrauen. das er mir dadurch entgegenbrachte. da$ er

mich empfohlen hat. Dir einen freundschaftlichen Gru~ von Deinem

Albert Einstein

Via Bigli 21

Milano.

ALSF (Photocopy provided by Miss Elsbeth Grossmann)
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[1] GROSSMANN (1878-1936), after graduating from the Federal
Institute of Technology (ETH) in 1900, spent the following
year there as assistant to Wilhelm Fiedler, professor of des
criptive geometry.

[2] Jakob EHRAT (1876-1960). After graduating from the ETH
in 1900, he spent the following three years there as assistant
to mathematics professor Ferdinand Rudio.

[3] Jules Grossmann, Marcel's father, recommended Einstein to
Friedrich HALLER (1844-1936), Director of the Swiss Patent
Office, with whom he was on friendly terms. See Einstein's
"Autobiographische Skizze," (Seelig 1956, p. 12).

[4] See Einstein to Ostwald, 19 March and 3 April, 1901 and
Einstein to Kamer1ingh Dones, 12 April, 1901.

[5] Heinrich Friedrich WEBER (1843-1912). After leading Ein
stein to believe he would receive an assistantship upon gradua
tion, Weber chose two engineers as his assistants in 1900 (Kayser
1930 , pp. 59-60 and Seelig 1952, p. 49).

[6] Einstein's chronic stomach troubles may already have begun.
Their origin has been attributed to undernourishment while Ein
stein was a student at the ETH (Kayser 1930, pp. 53-54).

[7] Probably the Ansbacher family (see Einstein to Alfred Stern,
3 May, 1901).

[8] See Einstein 1901.
[9] Nothing came of this plan. In November 1901 Einstein sub

mitted his third paper (Einstein 1902b) to the University of
ZUrich in an unsuccessful attempt to get a doctorate (see Ein
stein to Swiss Patent Office, 18 December, 1901). In early 1903
he temporarily abandoned attempts to get a doctorate (see Ein
stein to BESSO, [January, 1903J). He finally obtained it from
ZUrich for Eins te in 1905a.
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HEADNOTE

Einstein's first two papers (1901, 1902a) were part of an inves
tigation of the "attractive forces between atoms" (Einstein to Gross
mann, 14 April, 1901), in the mechanistic tradition of explaining
physical phenomena by means of central forces between particles. He
uses thermodynamic methods to evaluate ~ostulated molecular character
istic constants from experimental data. LIJ The first indication of
Einstein's interest in the problem of molecular forces is his comment
"Investigate: Vacation" in WEBER NOTEBOOK II, [1896-1900], where
WEBER refers to the unknown form of the intermolecular force law in
fluids. The explanation of capillary phenomena by means of short
range molecular forces had been actively pursued since Laplace and
a lecture on capillarity by Minkowski at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (ETH) , summer 1900, drew Einstein's praise. [2] In his
letter to Ostwald of 19 March, 1901 Einstein states that his first
paper was stimulated by the latter's Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie,
vol. one of which is the only reference mentioned. [3J Einstein's
letter to Grossmann, 14 April, 1901 indicates he hoped to use his
first paper as the basis of a doctoral dissertation but after
second paper he abandoned the subject of molecular forces, with one
exception (Einstein 1911a). A few years later he referred to his
"two worthless beginner's works" (Einstein to Stark, 7 December,
1907). Attempts to use his 1901 paper in a renewed search for an
academic position (Einstein to Ostwald, 19 March & 3 April, 1901;
to Kamerlingh Onnes, 12 April, 1901; H. Einstein to Ostwald, 13
April, 1901) were no more successful.

[1] It was not uncommon to combine the thermodynamic and molecular
approaches to capillarity. For contemporary surveys mentioning Ein-
stein 1901, see Friedrich Pockels, "Kapillaridlt in Winkelmann 1908, pp.1l19
1234; Herbert Freundlich, Kapillarchemie (Leipzig: Akademische Ver
lagsgesellschaft, 1909).

[2] Louis KOLLROS, "Erinnerungen eines Kommilitonen" (Seelig 1956,
pp. 17-31) reports Einstein's comment after the lecture: "That is
the first lecture on mathematical physics that we have heard at the
Poly!"

[3] The data Einstein cites establishes that he used the second
edition of this volume. Ostwald became an energeticist about the
time he wrote the Introduction to the second volume (Ostwald 1893)
in which he attacks molecular theories of capillarity and advocates
a purely thermodynamic treatment (pp. 27-29).
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FOLGERUNGEN AUS DEN CAPILLARITATSERSCHEINUNGEN

ZUrich, den 13. December 1900.
(Eingegangen 16. December 1900.)

[Published in Annalen der Physik,
vo1.4, no.3, 1 March, 1901]

Bezeicbnen ...-ir mit r diejenige Menge ",.cbaoiacher Arbeit,
welcbe wiT der FJOasigkeit lofnbun mOasen, um die {reie Ober
fllche um die Einbeit %II urgrllsseru, eo iBl r oiehl alwa die
gesamle Euergieznnabme dea S,at.ems, wie {olgender Erei&
process lehrt. Sei eine bestimmle FJOa.iglreitsmenge TOTliegend
Ton der (abaololen) Temperatnr T, Dnd der Oberfl~cbe 0,. Wir
TermehreD oon iaolbermiBcb die Oberflaehe.O, aof 0,. erbllbeo
die TempeTlltnr aof T, (bei wnBtanler Oberfl~ehe), Terminderu
dann die Oberflacbe aof 0, nnd Iroblen dann die FJossigkeit
wieder auf T, . ab. Nimmt mao DUD an, dasa dem Rllrper
aUSBer der ibm Termllge aeiner opecifi.cben WArme zukom",en.
den keine andere WArmemenge ngefnhrl "':;"'d, BO iBl bei dem
lrei'proce.s die Summ~ der dem Kllrper l1Igefnbrlen WArme
l'Jeicb der Summa der ibm entnommenen. F... mnB! aho oacb
dem Princir TOU der Erbaltnng der Energie aocb die Summe
de: zogefnhrlen mecbaoiBcben Arbeiten £leicb Noll Bein.

Es gilt also die Gleicbong,l'J

(0, - O,lr, - (0, - O,lr, = 0 oder r, ~ r,·
. 12J

Dies widerapricbt aber der Erfabron/t.
Es bleibl alBo oicbts andereB obrig als anZDnebmen, daBS

mit der Aendernng der OberBAcbe Bach ein AnstaoBcb der
Warme Terbnnden eei, und dB8s der Oberfl~cbe eine eigene
specifische Wiirme %IIkomme. Bezeichnen wir also mit U die
Energie, mit 8 die Entropie der OberBAcbeneinbeit der FIOsBig.
hit, mit I die specifiscbe WAnDe der Oberflacbe, mit 10. die
lOr BiJdnng dor Oberftiicbeneinheit erforderliche WAnDo in
n:echaniscbem Meaes, 60 sind die GrOssen:

dU~I.O.dT+ Ir + ".1 dO
und

dS= •. O./T +~;dO

'·ollstaI.oUlge Differentialo. Es gelteo also die Gleicbnngen:

[1] The second Yl in the following equation should read Y2
[2] Surface tens on 1s found to be a (decreasing) function·

of temperature. Essentially the same argument was first given
by Lord Kelvin (William Thomson, Proceedings of the Royal
Society 9 (1858): 255-256).
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•aCa • 0) !JL+ "'.J
. ao - ar-'

/0 (an - /T' (';: ).
Au. die.en G1eicbungen folgt:

T arr+". - r- at·
Die. aber i.t die ge..m~ EneriPe, welcbe zur Bildung der

Einbeit der Oberllkbe nOtig i.t.
Bilden wir Docb :1 3)

ddT (r+ lDo) - - T :;.-

Die Experimentalunlersucbnngen baben nnn ergeben, d.s•
•icb .Iets .ebr

l
, pabe r al. lineare Function der Temperatur

darstellen 11$.t, d. b.:
Die Inr Bildnng der OberBlcbeneinbeit einer Fln.sigkeit

nOtige Energie i.t nnabhlngig Ton der Temperatur.
Ebenso folgt:

dr d",. dr dr T tl'r 0
• = d'f + dT - dT - dT - tiT' - ,

al.o: Der Oberflacbe al. solcber i.t hiu Wlrmeinbalt IU·
In.cbreiben, aondem die Energie der OberBacbe ist potentielier
Natur.I'J Man siebt achon jeh!, d..,

r- T~~
eine In .tocbiometriscben Untersucbnngen .icb geeignetere
GrO••e i.t, al. das biaber bennhte r bei Siedetemperatnr. Die
Tbatsacbe, da., die lur Bildnog der Oberflacbeneiobeit er·
forderlicbe Energie hnm mit der Temperator uriirt, lebrl nDS
aber aucb, das, die Configuration der Molecnle in der Ober·
fllcbenscbicbt mit der Temperatur nicbt uriiren wird (abge.
aeben Ion Aenderungen Ion der Grossenordnung der tbermiscbeo
Au,debnnng).

Um nun I\ir die Groase

r - T!.r..dT

eine .tOcbiometriBcbe Beziebung aufznfinden, ging icb yon den
einfacIJ,ten Annahmen nber die Natur der moleculsren An·

[3] The following equation bas been called E.1nstein's equa
tion by Raymond Delay aDd Ilya Prigogine. Surface Tension and
Adsorption (New York.: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), p. 46. Or
dinary derivatives are used since (if the curvature of the sur
face 1s neglected) y is a function of T only.

[~l See Ostwald 1891, pp. 523-525.
[5] This 1s Einstein's justification for computing the surface

energy from 8 static model, neglecting motion of the molecules,
even though the mechanical theory of heat i6 based on a kinet.ic
model. Einstein uses heat cont.ent. (Wirmeinhalt) in the sense of
internal kinetic energy.
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xiebungokrlfle aus, und prtlfte deren Consequenzen auf ibre - [515 J
Uebereinstimmung mit dem Experiment hin. Icb liess micb
dabei oon der Analogie der GrantAtionskrA.fte loiten.

Sei also das relatioe Potential z..eier MolecDle oon
der Form:

p - p.., - .. '"1' 9' (r),

..obei " eine fllr das betrefTende -MoleeDl cbarakteristiscbe
ConstAnte ist, 9' (r) aber eme .om Weeen der MoleeDle un
abblngige Function ihrer Entfernuug.161 Wir nohmen fernor
an, dass

• •
t ~_~e.e'9'(r.. ,)

der entspreebende AUBdruck fllr n MolecDle seL Sind speciell
aile MolecDle gleicb beBcba1fen, so geM dieseT Ausdruck in

• •
te2.~ ~9'(r.. ,)

lIber. Wir macben ferner nocb die Annahme, dasB das Potential
der MolecularkrA.fte ebenBo grOBS sei, wie ..enn die Materie
bomogen im Raume .erteilt "lre; el ist die. a11erdingB eine
Annahme, .on der wir nUT angenlbert die Ricbtigkeit enrs.rten
dllrfen. Mit ibrer HOIfe ,,""andelt licb der obige ADldruck in:

p = P., - tel NIIId ... d ..' 9'(r", ...),

..obei N die Anzahl der MolecDle in der Volumeneinbeit isl
1st das MoleeDl DDSerer FIllnigkeit aDI mebreren Atomen
znaammengeleut, so soll analog wie bei den Grantationskriften
< =~ e. geseut ..erden kOnnen, ..obei die e. den Atomen der
Elemente cbarakteriltiBcbe Zahlen bedenten. Seut man noch
lIN = "...obei " das Molecu1&r?olum bedentet, so erbllJt man
die endgDItige Formel: .

p= P., - t ~:.)'IIdL d ..' 9'(r."",),

Beuen wir nun Docb oorana, daas die Dicbte der FIDssig
keit bis ZD deren Oberfiacbe constant ist, ..as ja dnrcb die
Tbatascbe ....bl1lcbeinlicb gemacbt wird, dus die Energie der
Oberllicbe oon der Temperatur Dnabblngig ist, so sind wir
nUD im stende die potentielle Energie der Volumeneinbeit im

[6] 'Ibis pocential also depends on the range of intermo
lecular force (See Pais 1982, p. 47). Einstein 1n effect
assumes the same range-for all molecules. resulting in an
incorrect dependence of unit surface and volume potential
energies on the specific volume of the fluid. Einstein
19118 (without mentioning 1901) shows such an assumption
~ untenable. The difficulcy can be overcou.!: if the
potential energy 1s taken as a universal funct10n of r/R.
where R 16 the range of the force.
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Inneren dOl Flo.sigkeit nod die der Oberfllcbeneinheit %II [516]
berech.nen.l'J

Seben wir nimlieb....
if

.·-aD

+CI:I +at

f f dz dydz. '1 (}'z'+ y' + x') - E,
f.-C1 a __ 1m

.0 i.t die potentielle Energie der Volnmeneinbeit

P_ P., _ E a:....)..
!lNlken wir Dna eine F1llssigkeit Yom Volnmen r Dnd yon

der Oberfllebe S, ao erbalten wir dnreb Integration [a]

P_ P -E a:..)'. 1'- E'~")'.O
C1.' ...'
. [91

wobei die Conatanta E'. bedentet:

"'_1 1'-1 ".0 ._2:1
f f f f-'_0 ".0 ".m •__ CID

,_c ._aD
f f dz.dy.dx.dr.dy'.dx

, __ aD ._0
ep r(r r"J'+ (Y-Yl'+ (z- xl,)·

Da Ilber 'F niebta· bek&not ist, bekommen wir natllrlich
bine BeziehDng z";aeben K nnd X'.

Dabei ist znolebat im ADge .n behaltan, dus wir nieht
";ssen konnen, ob das FlOssigkeitamoleetll nieht die .·(ache
Masae dea Gaamoleellles beaitzt, doch folgt aDa Dnserer Herleitnng,
dass dadnrch DOBer Auadrnek der potentiellen Energie der
Flu.sigkeit nieht gelndert wird. Fllr die potentielle Energia
der Oberfllche bekommen wir, am Grund der eben gema.cbten

(10)
Annahme, den ADSdruck:

P_K,a: ..)' = r- Tllr,.1 . tlT
oder

~c.-",vr-T.!!.L._1-.
liT YK'

[7] With certain assucptions about t.be nature of molecu
lar forces. the expression given for the total potential
energy can be transformed into the sum of volume and sur
face energy terms. (See MinkOW'ski 1911. pp. 333-336). Ein
st.ein. however. seems to have calculated the volume and
surface energies direct.ly. Be may already have read Boltz
mann 1898 (cited in Einstein 1902b). which contains similar
calculations in a discussion of capillary forces (pp. 55-62).

[8] The last m1.nus sign in the follo\dng equat.ion should
be a plus sign.

[9] Dimensional considerations show the following formula
for K' to be incorrect. Einstein 19l1a gives the correc t
expression for this constant. without referring to 1901.
The final dz should read dz'. and an open parenthesis should
follow,.

[10] Actually. the following equation gives the surface
potential energy per unit area.
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Da die recbts ltebende GrOsse fl1r Siedetemperatnr ftlr
Tiele Stolre ans den Beobacbtnngen ?on R. Scbiff berecbenbar
ist, 10 bekommen wir reichlichen Stolr znr BestimmDng del'
Grolsen ~.. lcb entnahm das gesamte Mate.ial dem Buch

tiber Allgemeine Cbemie ?on W. Olhrald~lllcb gebe hier m·
Dlcblt dal Material aD, mittels de.sen icb das e. fbr C, H, 0
Dach del' Methode del' kleinsten Qnadrate berechnete. In del'
mit~e_. tlberachriebenen CoIDmne lind die ~ e. angegeben,
wie lie mit Hll1!e der 10 -gewonnenen e. aDI den chemiscben
Forme1D lich ergeben. Isomere Verbindnngen 1I'llTden ID einem
Wert ?6reinigt, weil die ihnen ZlIgeh6rigen 'Werte del' linken
&ite nur unbedeDtend ?oneinander abwichen. Die Eiuheit
wnrde willlellrlich gewlhlt, weil, da X' Dnbekannt ut, eine 'ab
solute Beatimmung del' e. Dicht mOglich ist..

lch lAnd:

.. - - 1,6, ec = 55,0, eo = 46,8.

Forme! ~.. ~e...... N"",e der VerbiDdllDg

c"U" 610 &24 CitnlD tcrpeD

CO,B, 140 146 Am.i> dnre
c,B,O, liS 117 Eooigdnre
c,B,O, ISO 149 PropioDdnre
C.B,O, SOV 801 BaIV",lnre IlDd Iaobalterdnre
0.81.0. 116$ 352 Valeriaoalure
C.B.O, SSO 8S0 Aeetanblc1rid
c,e"o, sos 601 . A.tlJ,)oxalat
C,B.O, 4Vf 620 Ill.th,!beu&oat
c,e"o, &s3 s62 A.th,J1.ollooat
c,e"o, 471 4S' A"",""igllb.r
c,B.O 422 4IV Anaol
C,U"O 47V 470 Pboa.tol aod Moth,!creoo1&t
C,U..O, &11 &17 DimetlJ,l..-rciD
C,B,O, I4s 562 Furfarol
c,e..o 848 SOS Valeralduld
C•.u"O 687 &74 Canol

Man liehl., dan die AbweichDngen in fast allen FllJen die
Versuchlfehler wohl .kaDm llberateigen Dnd keinerlei Geaetz.
massigkeit leigen.

Hierauf berechnete ich gesondert die Wute fUr Cl, Br
und J, welchen Bestimmungen natilrlicb eine geringere Sichel"
heit znkommt, Dnd fand:

Co - 60, ~ = 152, eJ = H18.

lch lasse nDn in gleicher Weise wie oben daB Material
folgen:

[11J Ostwald 1891, pp. 528-530.
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Formel

C.H,CI
C,H,CI
C,B,Ct
C,H,OCI
C,OBC"
C,H,OCI
C,H,Clo
Dr,.
C,B,Br
C,B,Br
C,H,Br
C.H,Br
C.H,Br
C,H..Br
C,H,Br
C,H,B,
C,B,Br,
C,H,Br,
c,H,J
C,H,J
C,H,J
C,B,J
C,H.J
C.BuJ

::>- ..
585
488
450
270
858
462
492

217
251
811

811
802
858
U5
411
421
845
885
288
848
551
838
U8
464

::>-e.....
819
484
484

. ~10
885
484
485
804
IH
1106
806

809
8M
410
414
526
409
481
800
552
852
555
408
455

N~m. der VerbiDdtmg

Cb1orbenzol
Cb1onolaol
Be"'J'chlorld
EpieblorbydriD
CbloroJ
BeusoyJchlorid
Benzylldenchlorid
Brom
Aethylbromid.
Propylbrnmid
Ioopropylbromid
Allylbromid
loobntylbrnmid
Ioo~ylbromid

Bromb.....J
~Bromtoluol

Aethy)enbromid
Prnpylenbrnmid
Aethyljodid
Propyljndid
lanp<npyljodid
AlJyJjndid
loobntyljodid
loo~yIjndid

.[518]

Es scbeint DUr, dus grossere Abweicbungen Ton unserer
Theorie bei solcben Stoffen einueten, welche nrblUtnismA8sig
grosso Molecul&rllllL&88e und kleines Molecn1anolum baben.

Wir baben aU! unseren Annabmen gefunden, dass die
potentielle Energie der Volumenejnbeit den Ausdrnck besitzt:

p=p _K~"J',.. .'
dabei bede"tet K eine bestimmte Gro88e, 'welcho wir abor nieht
berecbnen konnon, da .. tlberbaupt erst dnrcb die Wahl der
c. Tollkommen definirt wird. Wir konnen daber K = 1 seue"
und gemnen so eine Definition fllr die absol"ten Werte der Ca·

Berilcksichtigen wir dies Ton nun an, 80 orbalten wir fI1r die
Grosse des Potentiales, welcbe dem Aeqninlent (Molectll) n-
kommt, den Ausdrnck: 1l2] •

P - P - K <::>- e.)' ,.. .
IU] As indicated in the text, K-l in the following equation.
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'Wobei natDrlicb P., eine and.re Constante bedeotel Nun
1<oonten wir aber das .,.,eite Glied der recbten S.ite dieser
Gleicbong der Differenz IJ. J -.A ,,_ gleicb setEen - 'Wobei
lJ. die molecnlare Verdampfungswlnne (Dampf,.,arme X Mole
cularma••e), J dak mecbaniscbe Aequivalent der Calorie, .A den
Atmospbarendruck in' absolotem Maass und c_ des Molecular
volom des Dampfes i.t -, 'Weon' die potentielle Energie des
Dampfes Null ,.,Are und ,.,enn rur Siedelemperatur der Iubalt
an kineti.cber Energie beim Uebergang yom 1l Dssigen in den
Gaszustand unge1ndert bliebe.f13JDie ente die.er Annabmen
sCheint mir unbedenklicb. Da ,.,ir aber .0 der Iet.tereo An
nabme keinen Grund baben, aber aocb keine Mogliebkeit die
fragliebe Grllss. abzuschltEen, so bleibt uns nicbts andere.
Dbrig, al. die obige Grosse selbst .or Recbnung zu benotzen.

In die erate Spalta der folgenden Tabelle babe icb die Grlls.en
rlJ: . c im WArmemaan eingetragen, wobei IJ: die om die
los.ere Verdampfungsarbeit (in Warmemaas.) ..erminderta Ver
dampfungs,.,Arme bedeutel. In die z'Weile aetde ieb die Grllssen
~ c., ,.,ie .ie aus den CapillaritAtevenucben ermittelt -sind; in •
der drillen finden .icb die Quotieuten beider Werle. Ieomere
Verbind nngen sind wieder zo einer Zelle ...reinigt.114 I

[519]

1861 5MI 2,4~

14S4 611 1,61
195 BIO 1,67
902 BU 2,48

1005 424 2,81

1122 475 2,86

1218 627 2,80
119 249 2,89

Name der VerbinduDg Formel
lIobutylpropionat o,H..O,
noamila.eetat ..
Propy!a""lal ..
IaobDtylioobDtyT&1 <;H..O,
Propylnleral ..
bobutylbDtyT&1 ..
lJoamyJpropionat ..
boamyliaobD17ral o,H"O,
laobutylvalerat ..
]lOamylvalerat C••HuO.
B....! <;a,
To] 00) ('~a,

AetbyJbe...l o,H..
.,·Xylo! ..
Propylbeuzol o,H..
)je.itl le.u ..
Crlllol C••Hu
AethyJformiat <;a,o,
Methyl.eetat ..

1251 510

Qaatieut

!J~.

[13] The volume of the liquid is neglected here in compari
son with that of the vapor. This discussion of latent heat
of vaporization is very similar to one in 'WEBER NOTEBOOK II.
[1896-1900].

[14] See Ostwald 1891. pp. 354-356 for the data on which the
following table is based.
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Namt der VerbiDdouJI; Formel

Aethylacetat C.H,O,
MethylpropioDat ..
propyJrormiat ..
Methyliaobutyr.>.l c,H"O.
bobutylformiat ..
Aetbylpropionat ..
Propylacolal ..
Methylbutyrat ..
AelbylilObutpat C,HuO,
Methyl.aleral ..
Iaobatylaeelal ..
Aetbylbotyral ..
Propylpropionat ..
Isoamylrormiat ..

y'D~. r
831

882

971

~ c0ber. Quotient

SOL 2,78

358

405

[520]

Trotzdem der in der !liDnen ColumDe eiDgetrageDe Quotient
keineswegs eine CoDSlaDte ist, sondero vielmehr deutlich .on
der ConstitutioD der Stoff. abhaDgt, so konneD .dr das .or·
liegeDde Material docb dazn beDolzeD, diejeDige Zahl, weoig·
.teDS der GrosseDordDuug n.ch, zu ermitteln, mit der unsers
c. mulliplicirt werdeD mUssen, d.mit ...ir sie in der von un.
gewilhlleD absoluteD Eiobeil erhalteD. Der gesuchte Multipli.
cator ergiebt sich im Miltel:

2,51. y'4,17.10' = 1,62.10'.

Da die .orheTgebeDde Betr.chloDg zeigt, d.ss sich bei deT
Verd.mpfong di8 kinelischeo VeTbiiltnisse der MolecUle ver·
ADdern (...eDigstens weDD ODser Ausdruck fUr die poteDtiells
Energie richtig isl), DDternahm ich es die absolute Grosse <.
noeh anf eine andere Weise aDfznsDchen. Oabei giDg ich 'OD
der folgenden Idee aDs:

Comprimirt man eine FIUssigkeit isothermiseh nnd Il.odert
.ieh dabei ihr Warmeinhalt nieht, ....s ...ir nun .0raossetzeD
...ollen, so ist die bei der Compression entweicheDde Warms
gleich der Summe der Compressions.rbeit und der Ton
deD Moleeolarluiflen geleisteteo Arbei!. Wir koooeo abo
lelztere Arbeit berechneo, wenD wir die bei der CompressioD
entweiehende Wilrmemenge eruiren kOonen. O.Ztl aber ver·
hilft. UDS d.. C.rDot'sehe Princip.
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nnd

Sei nAmlich der Znst&nd der FJlls.igkeit durch den Druek p
in absolnten Einbeiten und die absolute Temperatur T bestimmt;
ist nun bei einer unendlicb kleinen Zustandsiinderung d Q die
dem Kerper :tugefllbrte Warme in absolutem Maass, d 4. die
ibm zug~fiihrle mechanisebe Arbeit, und selzen wir

dQ~Xdp+8.dT,

la. a.)d,1 =- p.d" =- P rap-dp + TfdT

~ p."."dp - p.". adT,

so Iiefert nns die Bedingung, dass dQIT und d Q+ d,/ vollstAndige
Differentiale sein mUssen, die Gleiebnngen

aaT ( ;) ~ aa, ( ~)

-aaT (X +pIt) = aa, (8 - p a)

hierbei bedenten, wie man siebt, X die bei isothermiseber
Compression dnreh den Druck p = 1 dem Kerper zugef1i.brte
Warme in meehanisebem Maass, 8 die specifisehe WlI.rme hei
eonslllntem Druck, " den CompressihilitAtscoeffieienten, a den
thermischen Ansdebnnng&coeffieienten. Ans diesen G1eiehungen
findet man:

Xdp=-T(a+p ~; +p ~;)dp, .

Nun ist darau zu erinnern, dass der AtmospbArendrnck,
onter dem sieb onOfre Karper gewebnlieb finden, fItr Com
pressionserseheinungen von Flilssigkeiten nnhedenklieb als nn
endlieh klein :tn betraebten ist; ebenso sind die Compressinnen
in nDseren ExperimenteD sebr nabe prnportinnal den auge
wandten CompressionskrAften. Die 'Ersebeinnngen geben a1en
80 vor sieb, wie wenn die CompressionskrAfte nnendlieb Idein
waren. Berlleksiebtigt man dies, so gebt nnsere Gleiebnng
IIber in:

X.dp=- T.a.dp.

Wenden .... ir nnn die Vorauosetznng an, dus bei iso
thermiseber Compression die kinetisehe Energie des Systems
nieht geandert ....ird, so erhalten wir die Gleiebnng

X. d p + Compressionsarbeit + Arbeit der MoleeularkrAfte = O.
S(
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1st P da. Potential der MoleenJarluiifte, .0 i.t die lehte
Arbeit:

BP .~.dp.
B. Bp

Setzt mILD nn.eren Ausdrnek fllr die Gros.e de. Potential..
der Molecnlarkrlfte hierin ein nnd bertleksiehtigt, das. die
Compre.sionsarbeit Ton der Ordnnng dpi i.t, .0 erhllt man
bei Vernaehlls.ignng dieser Dnendlieh kleinen Gro.se ...eiter
Ordnnng

(522)

T.
-~

•
a: <,,)'.'

wohei _ den Compre.sibilitAtscoefficienten in absolnlem M.......
be.eiehnet. Wir erhalteD .0 aberma1e ein Mittel, den gesnehten
ProportionalitAtecoefficienten fllr die Grossen c. ID bestimmen.

. Die GrOssen a Dnd _ fl1r die Temperatnr des Eises entnahm icb
deD TabeUen Ton Landolt nnd Bornstein!15lJ,{an erhllt .0

fIlr den gesnehten Factor die Werte:

Xl101 1,71.10' Aethllalkobol 1,70.10'
Cymol 1,71.10' Hethyl&lkobol 1.H .10'
TerpeoliJlGI 1,78.10' Propll&1kobol 1,82. 10'
Aetbl11ther 1,70 .10' Amyl.lkobol 2,00.10'

Zunlchst ist In bemerken, dus die beiden durch ..r
sehiedene Methoden erJlLDgten Cotifficienten recht befriedigend
Ilherein.timmen. trotzdem llie aD. gan. Tenehiedenen Phenl>
menen herlleleitet .iud!'6JDie letzte TabeUe .eigt .ehr beftie
digende Oehereinstimmnng der Werle, nor die kohlen.to!f·
reieheren Alkohole weiehen ab. Es i.t dies aueh ED erwarten,
denn aD. den Ahweiebunllen, welche die AIkobole Ton dem
thermisehen Au.dehnDngegesetz 'on Men.delejew nnd Ton dem
ItI\chiometrieeben CapillaritAtsgeseh Ton R. SehiCf leigen, hit
man .ehon frIlber geseblo.sen. da.. bei diesen Verbindnngen
mit Temperaturlndernngen Aendernngen der Gr088e dOl Flllssig·
keitsmoleellle ..rhunden .ind~"JEe i.t a1.0 aneb ED erwarlen,

[15] Bans Landolt and Richard B8rnstein. Phys1kalisch
chemische Tabelleo. 2nd enl. ed. (Berlin: Julius
Springer. 1894). pp. 107-109 and 265-269.

[16] The existence of a thermodynamic relationship be
tween Einstein's tva results was noted in a review of
this paper by Otto Wiedeburg in Zeiuchrift fUr physt
kalische Chemie 39 (1902): 378. The Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. with the approximations used. may be written:
(ap/aT) - 0 'lTv. Uoing the identity (aP/aT)V (av/aPl T
CoT/oV)V. -f g~ves D ' • Tva/K. The Clausius-Clapeyron
eq1,LUiO~ is derived (elthout name) in WEBER NOTEBOOK II.
[1896-1900] in the course of a discussion of latent beat
of vaporization. ,

[17] See Ostwald 1891. pp. 279. 398-399 for Mendeleev s
formula. Einstein seems to be referring to the use of
Schiff's data to test EHtv8s' law. pp. 541-543.
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· ,

dass bei i60tbermischer Compression lolcbe moleculare Ver- [523]
lnderungen auilrelen, lod88s rur lolche Stoffe bei gleicher
Temperatur der Wirmeinhalt Function des Volums seiu wird.

ZusRmmenfsssend kOnnen wir also sagen, da.. sich unoere
fundamentalc Ann.hDle bew1hrl hat: Jedem Atom eotepricbt

ein molecnlares AnziehungsCeld, welches nuabhlngig TOO der
Temperatur und uoabhlugig 'fon der Art ist, wie daa Atom
mit andereu Atomen chemioch .,.rbunden isl

Schlie.sJich ist noch darauC hinzuweisen, daos mit Iteigen
dem Atomgewicht im allgemeinen auch die Coustanten <. Ileigen,
doch nkhte slete und nicht iu proportionaler Arl Die Frage, ob
uod wi. unler. Krlfte mit den GraTitationskrlften "erwandt
sind, mnlS also Doch Tollkommen offen gelasseu werdenpsE"
ist auch hinzuzuCUgen,. dass die EinClihruDg der Function 9' (rl,
welche unabhlngig Ton der Natur der Moleenle sein sollte, nnr
als NlherungsaDnahm••ufznfa8len ist, ebenso die Ersetzu~g

der Summen durch Integral.; in der Tbat Icheint lich unlere
Theori. fUr Stoffe Ton .kleinem Atom.olum nicht Xu bewlhren,
wie dae Beispiel des Wassers darthul Ueber ..diese Feagen
sind ent 'fon eingehenden Specialforschungen AuCaehln...
zu hoffen.

Znrich, ci.n IS. December 1900.

(EiDgegangeu 18. O.."mbu 1900.)

[18] Einsrein also discusses this que6t~on 1n his letter
to Grossmann. 14 April. 1901.
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SAMPLE DOCUMENTS - BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TITLES CITED MORE THAN ONCE

Boltzmann 1898 Boltzmann, Ludwig. Vor1esungen Uber Gastheorie.
2 parts. Leipzig: Verlag von Johann Ambrosius
Barth, 1896-1898. Part 2, Theorie van der Waals';
Gase mit zusammengesetzten Mo1ekU1enj Gasdissociationj
Sch1ussbemerkungen, 1898.

Einstein 1901 Einstein, Albert. "Fo1gerungen aus den Capi11aritllts
erscheinungen." Annalen der Physik 4 (1901): 513-523.

Einstein 1902a ---------------. "Ueber die thermodynamische Theorie
der Potentia1differenz zwischen Meta11en und vo11
st~ndig dissociirten Lnsungen ihrer Salze und tiber
eine e1ektrische Methode zur Erforschung der Mo1ecu1ar
kr~fte." Annalen der Physik 8 (1902): 798-814.

Einstein 1902b
gleichgewichtes
Thermodynamik. "

"Kinetische Theorie des Wlirme-
und des zweiten Hauptsatzes der
Annalen der Physik 9 (1902): 417-433.

Einstein 1905a ----------------. Eine neue Bestimmung der Mo1ekU1
dimensionen. Berni Buchdruckerei K.J. Wyss. 1905.
Reprinted in Annalen der Physik 19 (1906): 289-305.

Einstein 1911a --------------- "Bemerkung zu dem Gesetz von
E!!tv!!s." Annalen der Physik 34 (1911): 165-169.

Kayser 1930 Kayser, Rudolf [Anton Reiser]. Albert Einstein:
A Biographical Portrait. New York: Albert and
Charles Boni, 1930.

KHrber 1964 KBrber, Hans-GUnther. "Zur Biographie des jungen
Albert Einstein." Forschungen und Fortschritte
38 (1964): 74-78.

Ostwald~ Ostwald, Wilhelm. Lehrbuch der a11gemeinen Chemie.
2nd rev. ed. 2 vo1s. Leipzig: Verlag von Wilhelm
Engelmann, 1891-1906. Vo1.1, StHchiometrie,1891.

Ostwald 1893 ----------------. Lehrbuch der a11gemeinen Chemie.
2nd rev. ed. 2 vo1s. Leipzig: Verlag von Wilhelm
Engelmann, 1891-1906. Vo1.2, Part 1, Chemische
Energie, 1893.
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Pais 1982

Seelig 1952

Seelig 1956

Winkelmann 1908

Pais, Abraham. Subtle is the Lord ... The Science
and Life of Albert Einstein. Oxford and New
York: Clarendon Press and Oxford University
Press, 1982.

Seelig, Carl. Albert Einstein und die Schweiz.
ZUrich-Stuttgart-Wien: Europa Verlag, 1952.

Seelig, Carl, ed. Helle Zeit-Dunkle Zeit: In
Memoriam Albert Einstein. ZUrich-Stuttgart
Wien: Europa Verlag, 1956.

Winkelmann, Adolph, ed. Handbuch der Physik,
2nd ed. 6 vols. Leipzig: Verlag von Johann
Ambrosius Barth, 1905-1908. Vol. I, Allgemeine
Physik, 1908.
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL TRANSCRIPITCN PROCEDURE

1. OVERVIEW

The transcription of each document is done on white paper,
8~" x 11" and is double-spaced. The left margin is set at 1~" on
the left side, 2" on the right, and 1" at top and bottan. The
transcriber's initials and date of transcription are vJritten at
the top left of the page, the docurrent' s control number in the
duplicate Einstein Archive at the top right - if the original is
located in the Einstein Archive - or the repository and aCXJllisition
number if fran another source. This infomatioo is set off by a
line running fran margin to rrargin above the body of the transcriptioo.

In the case of a transcriptioo running to rrore than one page,
the transcript page number is added to the control number 00 the
right, while the transcriber's initials and the transcription date
are retained on the left and set off with a line.

EXI\MPLE: Olga Griminger's transcriptioo of the third page of
an item with control number 4 441 is headed

ex; (5/25/82) 4 441-3

The cardinal goal of the transcription is faithfulness to the
original text with no corrections in the text, no additions or de
letions, whether of characters or plIDctuatioo except as specifically
noted in the sections below. Where this policy might prove con
fusing in proofing, the problem is underlined in pencil with marginal
carrrents in pencil.

If attenpts to read letters, words, or phrases in the photocopy
fail, earlier transcriptioos (where they exist) m3de by Einstein's
loog-tirne secretary and archivist, Miss Helen Dukas, are consulted.
Reference to Miss Dukas' archival notes may also help in supplying
infomation as to author/recipient and date of letters where they
are not indicated in the original. My remaining obscure points
requiring consultation of the original manuscript or further research
are noted for follow-up (see 9. below).

2 • HE.lIDING

Each transcribed clocurrent is given a heading or title in capital
letters, flush left to the margin and two lines below the line nm-
ning fran margin to margin. For letters, authcr/recipient are given (first
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and last narres) in capital letters, except that Einstein's name
is always anitted. If the author/recipient cannot be detennined,
a question rrark within square brackets is provided tmless a person
is referred to by his title in which case it is given in English.

EXAMPLES: 'TO WIIREU1 0S'IW\l.J)

FRCM PAUL HABICHI'
FRCM CAPI'AIN JCl'IES

PAUL HABICHI' 'TO a::ww::l HABICHI'
ffiCM [?] RUPREX:HI'

UnOetennined first or last names of authors/recipients are noted for
later =rk (see 9. below). If a non-=rrespondence item dces not have
a title in the original, a provisional title is provided in English.

E}QIWLES: WEBER NCII'EBCXi< II

30 PLACE AND DATELINE

SWISS NATURALIZA7ICN CERI'!} lCATE

The dateline is always placed four lines down fran the heading,
flush right, regardless of its position in the original. Infornation
as to day, rrct1th, and year, missing in the original, is supplied, if known.
in square brackets. ApproxilTate dating may include "c" for "circa". "be
fore" and "after" a given date; this information too is placed in square
brackets.

EXAMPLES: [co 11 May, 1905J lbefore June, 1913J

If the date is unknown,

4. SIILUl'ATICN

[n.dJ is inserted.

In the case of =rrespondence, the salutation is placed flush left
four lines below the dateline.

5 • BODY' OF TE>cr'

Line by line transcription of each dOCLmel1t is ~oyed. When a
line in the original can't be enccrrpassed i.!l one line of transcription,
the rerrainder is typed beginning in the middle of the next line and single
spaced. A new page in the original is designated in the transcription with
a number in parentheses double-spaced bet~ the last line of transcribed
text and the first line of the text on the next page.

EXAMPLE:
Gestatten Sie, dass ich Ihnen die Hauptgedanken kurz vorlege; ich W<lre

Ihnen dankbar v.enn Sie mir

(8)

ganz offen mitteilen =11ten. was Sie davon denken.
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L'1 the case of =rrespcodence, the text beqins t\;o lines below
the salutation; in the case of non-co=espondence, four lines -below the
dateline.

a. abbreviations. In cases where an abbreviation is unCXllllOll or
unclear, this is noted for further work (see 9. below). If there is
no period, an extra space is left after the abbreviation as if there
were a period.

EXAMPLE: spez Theorie

b. cancellations. All deleted letters, words, and phrases occuring
in the original are indicated within angle brackets, before the revised
text. If the cancellation is unclear, a guess rray be rrade followed by
a question rrark; both are enclosed in angle brackets before the revised
text. If no guess is possible, an estirrate is made of the number of
words and letters in the cancellation and this is indicated by an ap
propriate number of dashes within angle brackets.

EXAMPLES: <gestern> heute

<tlberrrorgen?) gestern

<- -)

c. missina, obscured or otherwise difficult to read material.
Where one or t\;o letters of a word are missing or have been obscured
(because of blotting, cropping, aging of ink and paper) or are difficult
to read, they are silently supplied. If rrore than t\;o letters are
missing, the reading is placed within square brackets with an assumption
of ==ect spelling, gramnar, and syntax. A question rrark is used if
the reading seems dubious and a series of dashes, ==esponding to the
letters or words, is employed within square brackets if no guess can
be made.

d. interlineations and other insertions. Words interlineated in a
half-line position are retained in that position in the transcript.

Where a phrase or sentence is not interlineated but marked by the
author for insertion by a device such as an asterisk and physically
located at the bottan or side of the page, the original positioo and
device is retained.

Raised or lowered letters in the text are brought down to the line.

EXAMPLE: becanes septr. 7ten

e. punctuation. An extra space is left if any punctuation mark, such
as a period, is missing (see above, Sa.).

EXAMPLE: Alles ging zu Ende Dann fing
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f. paragraphing. The first paragraph of the transcript is always
indented. Where new paragraphing occurs in the original, the transcript
is indented five spaces.

g. peculiarities of Gernen characters. "rr." and "n" (abbreviating the
double coo.sonants limn" and linn") are expanded to limn" and linn". Where
1It'l.. is used in the original to distinguish "u" fran "n", it is rendered
as tlu".

h. diagrams. In the case of texts with diagrams, a photocopy of the
diagram is inserted in the text (after leaving sufficient space for the
insertioo). Transcriptioo of the labeling is provided in the left or
right rrargin, while awroxinBting the original spacing in relatioo to
the diagram.

i. archivists' marks. These are not transcribed.

6. C'CMPLIMENrARY CLOSE

This is al....oays run into one continuous text.

7. SIGNATURE

This is double-spaced down fran the canplirrentary close
and brought flush right.

8. POS'ISCRIPI'

This is placed tw:J lines below the signature and is brought flush
left.

9. TRANSCRIBER'S <X'M1ENI'S

Ccmrents are set off fran the end of the transcriptioo by a line
running fran margin to margin. These include the docurrent descriptioo
(ALS, 00, etc.), notatioo of the provenance of the original and of the
use of Fraktur script (if applicable), and of the address, if any,
fran the envelope of a letter or the verso or recto of a postcard.
Points of content or style in the docurrent which it is imrediately ap
parent are in need of later annotation are pointed out in this section,
e.g. ,

clarificatioo of obscure points requiring consultation of originals,
determinatioo of author/recipient or other perscns and places naITEd
in the text,

expansion of tmcamon or tmclear atbreviations, and
clarification of confusing anissions and errors in the text.
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m,de ,t Princeton, New Jerse)', this J2.Il~ day of F.,,1>.r~~,,~ 197.l

BETWEEN

T\m...Es.TII.T.f. ...Ol'l\LflJ;.l\T.. f.l;;).S.n:IN..il.c.tj,'\~...th rClI ,/,h lj.c.ll:.n~ ...n'Jl.~p.s ... llD.rl .. .QUo..Np..thal
Trustees tlncler the Hill of "~b"rt Eino;tein
(herein,fter c,Jled the Proprietor ,nd design,ted by the masculine singulnr pronoun)

AND

'.

PillNCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, of Princeton, New Jersey (hereinafter called the
Publishers)

relating to a work now entitled

TIlE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

YA'UtJ~}L's. 1. The Proprietor hereby grants and assigns to tbe Publishers tbe full and exclusive right
oio:>l:t I during the term of copyright and renewals to publish or to cause others to publish the s3icj work

in ill fomls ,nd in 31l 13nguages throughout tbe world.

I
!I,
I

I

Ii
Ii
i,

"

h'O:nmlCl;
,lfXRR.A"~Y

I
>~\ei,l~r.-MJIJU: I

)OO~}t!-()~,l;{£t{

\ , .,-t.. ,J ,.",<.;) hJ:-l

~(-;i:q;:\Li\

the Pronrietor's
The Proprietor authorizes the Publishers to t,ke out copyright in their: n,me in the United

States, and in otber countries if ther deem 'ddsable. Tbe Proprietor promises full :md seasonable
cooperation in effecting copyright renewal, which he ngrees to assign to the Publishers.
In~ert P~ra~raphs 2 - 8 (appended)

9.
:2Y Tbe Proprietor represents and gua, ~ntees th,t be is the sole ~I¥.!\n(\ proprietor of the
said work and that be has full power to make this agreement and grant; that the said work dees
not infringe the copyright or other proprietary rigbt of any nther perEoD; 3nd that t:->e said work
contains no Jibelells or otber UJ11:J.wful maUer, :md makes no improper invasion of the priyacy I
of any other person. The Proprietor undertakes to bold h,rmless tbe Publisbers from an)" cl3im,
suit, or proceeding asserted or instituted on tbe grounds th,t the said work infrin::;e' such rights Il
or contains such burtful matter, and to indemnify the Publishers for such reasonable expenses
as may be incurred iu defense against sucb claim, suit, or proceeding.

10.
:S. The Publishers 'gree to publisb the s,id work ,t their own expense (unless otberwise I

specif.cally proYided in this agreement) within a re3son,ble period in such form as they deem !I
most su il"bIe. l?i'6l'ju~i1;\ ~',: t',:~yCi.~ :tIDI t: ill:XI1C::l:l:!!ei)jf:nY~m~k >lJ1>)lUG~mtt{HillS'Xl!l'W litj5!~lc >~,)l'l\'l I,
)5J:}!lC'prospl:cJ:U1,\ Iir.llii!::lJ1111..'( b~:'(l\js ··:1l;i·"MI::Iitallt.: 'P\lJ)IiX1l~ IX~.:c:O11IIll iImeXlI.': tQ'qm 111 i~jn II :1U>be I!
:t /Un! ,Ygc ii ( ::upm!,xt>e~ :ate:t~ ion\'1)f, :tli~~~r:dlIDti:ll,:IJilW':Of ..1::tlti~~ (oil:>UIII ('~'l',ji (')', :i'tt:'}~,\\:1!~II': t llC II'
:toiii'j!Ct/!:tn':iillKcripf j;MllDiujttL'il·:t!iClt 'ir 1~··1tl"1<-;tli::lilfd: ·ttll(<<:)~ r WC!! tl~:'')jL~tllll!:itI? 'ile(jt:(~::(;:(,'(
;j."·u. ...... ·.,··.H ··.J ..·.~'t.l..: .•.·.. t.·.;~·;,,'!~ ... ·.(\:yf.1t·1·1.·~.·,,·~( ... 1. ·!·":"'.(,··~l\·\!:ir,\\ ::''''~''''',1 I". 1\"" ·c·J·Y ... ·.-· \ .. . ,'. I•• lJ\;uJ~.unU__ liV"..J..UL:.:.L..u.I.:).J., \,. _c IlU_~UJ) ,~.~.\.:•• _._ .•• 1\ .. 1,; .... _~J_JCI1 L; ~.l. ....... u~l;. ~l •• 'f

i!-';;,ci:lieIiilj';\:Jiiil'Jt,i\lSn: b::iu';':':Uul!~Y,,:.6tilt>llJ:lI·:t 1{,;::t:tl j loi'1:iW;il:uu(iJhi':tI tecil)'Xgi{i;j1'tiCllti:U, II •
Xil~iltorU! }j)'l1lC-:MUjeCl:'lliJU:pI"il"of.,:!l iC:·:,,-ilm;:\tililcJi..\ts:Ui :lJC";\PtJ1'oiim'(ID;l)~ , I' ..
11. The Proprietor n;l\" continue to f'uhlish, or permit to be puhl i ~hcd. I
those .of Albf'rt Einstein's "ritin::-." ,'hieh "ere published hefore the d.1te 'I
of this an,r~cf"lCnt, nnel tT.3nslations th0. reo f.

!
:.t:~;:·TIH.:.':pri..)jiijc{or:lip:ri..~~i:o(t. h'~ :i... iiI· r.or,.'l\'h.lu'Jut thl,;.:col);..cn': of ;tl'i~':riiuli~}il"l ~~' imti1i.c;l\:·:.ui5'( .:
~ Ijj.vn~ecI: o'i-' :U111er: 'i:H iOo\'i' of)1\,j"dji·}.t"bi:· ~jiy' 'I jtit\~~' '0r·' :i ":;imi~r.:tli~r:ictci·· 'feb:J iti~ .. to' ..hi~c":R~'c.,,: I.

X_'i til: t11<'''s:iJc..or.:Oi~X\,oi')(:ti:Nci'i:lI:h >'::tJiiS ~:;gtcei h~iyr; II
Ii
Ii
1: t
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SIZE OF 6. The manuscript of the work as submitted to tbe Publishers con~ists of:
MANUSCRIPT

" ,,... -.
., .,

-:."
. :.

. "

• • I r •

"1-" """)__-,,v=- _~__
..,.. _..._-~~._.---_ .._-.......",=-",-",-=._".=====================--~ . . ...=.

Ii

~ I 5:x:mieCEt»Jfr1iilliiX:l:,;.;-~\OC(o..Jtlcli\1!tab.~:<:lltlJ(jtel~uscriptl:;tP"godl~1irl1;'l!lI,:~m!i~!1~·
OF maps, charts, drawings, or other material (except index) to be included in the work, not ~Ul'%

MAl'USCRIPT than , If the Proprietor shaU fail to make delivery by that ,te,
the Publishers shall be rele3Sed from all obligations under this agreement unless th&Y lave
advised the Proprietor in writing of their willingness to poslpone the delivery date; ut the
Proprietor shaU not be free to caus~ publication of the said work elsewhere unti! he s all have
reoffered it to the Publishers under the terms or. this agreement.

I,

, "
I /I
I II

·1· '
"

In any revision which he may undertake before the work goes . to' production the Proprietor
shall not add to the size of the manuscript or number of illust tions without the written per
mission of the Publisbers.

'I

, ,

•.,
,
"1\

"I

I
I

!

FORM OF

MANUSCRIPT

EDITIl'G

INDEX

PERMISSIONS

AUTHOR'S

ALTERATIONS

REVISED

EDITIO~S

7. The Proprietor agrees to present a legibly typed uscript and illustrations, charts, etc.,
suitable for reproduction. If submitted in such fo that editing (aside from routine "copy-
reading" customary among publisbers) is required l' tbat retyping of manuscript or redraw
ing or other processing of illustrations is necessa ,such work shall be done by the Publishers
and charged to the Proprietor's account. Unless special request as to spelling, capitalization, I
'punctuation, and typographic style shall be de by the Proprietor, and unless a manuscript
consistently foUowing such style shall be fur Ished, the Publisbers are authorized to make the ,
manuscript conform to the style which the' elieve to be most suitable for the work, provided,
however, that the Publishers shall not b free, in the process of editing, to make substantive
changes in the manuscript without thei!:ress approval of the Proprietor. The Proprietor agrees
that if the book is to include an inde be will prepare it promptly after page proof has been
submitted, or, if he fails to do this, t co~pensate the Publishers for their expense in preparing
the index. The Proprietor agreett pay all permission fees (if any) for the use of text or illus
trations controlled by others, an upon request to furnisb the Publisbers with '''Titten evidence
of the copyright owner's au; ation to use the material.

8. The cost of Autbor~l;::ations (i.e. changes from tbe original manuscript submitted by
tbe author, exclusive of tbe cost of correcting printer's errors) made by the Proprietor in type
and/or plates shall be' borne by the Publishers to the extent of 10% of tbe cost of original
composition, but befond that-amount shall be-ch:rrged-to the Proprietor's account. The cost of
Author's Alteratj.o~s in illustrations, exclush'e of correction of printer's or platemaker's errors,
shall be borne bf the Publishers to the extent of 10% of the cost of making the original plates
or negatives, at the case may be, but beyond that shall be charged to the Proprietor's account.

,. T"L,,,,, ""~ .. =;", d. ,., o.d ,.b,,'1"" oIi« ....f <h, ,..,k ",d" """,
any Il(;W material ne.cessary from time to time to keep the work up to date as may be desired hy
the Fublishers; and in the e,'ent that the Proprietor shall neglect or be unable to make such
reYision or to supply sucb new material then to permit the Publishers to engage some other
r.1.·son or persons to reYise the said editions or to supply such new material and to deduct the

poi;e:,U;c'uwi'eor':rr~iii:cof.>l tic:.<Kliccili IIiif:tQuIii::\P.iiipi'ietOi< lSli:suen ~1i i'iseIT~IN.;;l'I:li'g'Q1:-i::'tli ti0iI1K,

Ii
II
I,
I'

1~. Prollril"t2.E, I
I!J. The Publishers shall take the same care of :IIlY manuscript, illustration, or other material
placed in their h:mds by the AliHiiir as the)' would of their own property, but they shall not he I
responsible for its Joss or damage berond the amount (if any) for which the }'ii/i.1'tOI- requests t,
in writing that it be insured at his exprnse. ~..t:2prictor

13. t
11. Six IIlvnli" after first publication of the work, the Publishers shall prepar~ a roplty I

I statement cOlerin£( sales of the work to that date, and within GO days thercuflcr shall pay the II Proprietor the amollnt due. l1,ereufter the Pnblishers shall pay the Proprietor in the months of
. """eh and Septelllber of each }'ear the rO)""l}' p:lpble as of the precedillll' llebru:lry 1 and ,ii'
I Aull"'" 1, respecti"ely, Cv"erin~ sales durin~ the prccedinll' six months. Provided, however, that

:mllll: tl r:llIu.:r than SClnHl!l11llal n~\,nl'nts rna,' he made if :1 !'l'llli-nnnll:ll p:l\'111CJlt would hpo iT' '1n
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R~IlU'1I:m:II
DOHtSrliJ( :

SALES

alllount less than $2,;'00. No ruyaity shall be paiu in any year in which less than five doH aI's
($5.00) has accrueu in rophies. The amount of royalty shall be calculated as follows:

of each vnlur:tC
On book sales "'ithi" the limit· of the United States (except for the special cases listed below),

the following stipulated percentage of the list price:

II
Ii
I:
"

Ii

:-SnID;l'~

lD'isGoo"t:&

lttt£lla!X(
~tlcrrtllo:s:

li>.WA't.'?i~REL

;eo']fJ:g

PRINCETON

PAPERnACK
EDITION

I
I

A'{)X'IWrt"lt I
:'t:i:>lm::s i

'l:j(f(m~Ysro:!l

ilK
1!O~,(Y.I(Xt:'>:

10% on the first 5,000 copies sold, 12-1/24 on the next
5,000 copies sold, 15;~ beyond 10,000 copies sold. This
royalty scale ~ill apply separately to each individual
volume published.

On book sales outside the limits of the United States, one-half the above stipubted percentage
of the list price.

On sales of sheet stock Or on book sales at special discounts of 50% or more from the list price,
or on book sales of a speci:u edition issued by the Publishers aod retailing at less than two·thirds
of the list price of the regular edition, the regular domestic royalty rate (as stipulated above)
calculated on the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

In the event of publication of an abridged, expanded, or revised edition necessitating the
resetting of twenty per cent or more of the work, the said edition shall be considered a new
work and a new agreement shall be arranged on mutually agreeable terms.

Ni>\'Fi)f~lffi;n:ill:b'e'pam:o);\;my:capieS:JO'st:oi. ~~tY.oYC<1;:or:on.V..t1fi1li~<!lt tiK)jv~~is~troPles
oo!<ps't:'br1)@ii'iy:miUilifaclunriifccst'p>rcg'f.VeW.iWil:Y;f6T:'l!le:pilipose:oJ:;aiQlit~e':stl1e:tiI\tlleXitllt~

~ny-t'6jlllt)'-pa)'ment-perioj -in-which-the' sale-1lf-the-work-is-l~i158 eapid, tlte
-royftl ty-sR911-be-<lne-halHhe-regular-royalty-Tate-a!H;tiprna,ted-abo"G.

If the Publishers should i~sue their olVn paperback edition of the work, the regular royalty
rate shall be fhe per cent of the poperback list price, and the aho\'e-listed stipulations with
respect to foreign sales, special discounts, rexlm:ed::rllte>obsnlC\ revised editions, and royalty-free
copies shall apply.
on the first 10,000 copies sold, 7-1/2% beyond 10,000 copies sold
14.
J,{ll;\ The Proprietor grants and assigns to the Publishers the full, sole, and exclusive right to
arrange for the sale or licensing of the following rights relating to the said work, and constitutes
the Publishers his representatives and attorneys-in·faet for that purpose. If such rights are sold
or licensed, the Publishers shall pay to the Proprietor, at the time of the next royalty payment
after receipt of the funds, the following portion of the net amount actually received for such
sale or licensing:

(a) Transbtion, first and second seriol rigl.ts, selection, abridgment, paperback, condensation,
digest, adoptation, syndication, omnibus volumes, receipts from a license to another publisher
to reprint in whole or in part, or from a license to a book club to manuhcture its own edition
for distribution to its members-50% of the net amount actually received by the Publishers.

(b) Dramatization, public reauing, radio, television, and motion picture rights (sight and
sound) or the right of reproduction by other mechanical devices-85% of the net amount actually
received by the Publishers. TIle Publishers ,,'ill make decic,iolls 0" :111 the 1'i,:;h 'r
,,,,,ntioned in this paraz,raph after consultation I'ith the Proprietor.
15. each vnl\lne of
~ The Publishers shoji 'give the Proprietor 10 free cOljleso~\il:;es:;;cr work. For additional
copies, not for resale, the Proprietor shall pal' the list price less 4,0% discount, Lo.b. Princeton, I

New Jersey. I!I

16. I
:I:4" If, after three years following the elate of publication of the said work, the Publishers sholl
advise the Proprietor in writing to his Inst known acldress that the)' fmd it necessary to discon- I
tinue publication, or if the Publishers fail to kcep the work in print and neglect to roprint it ,
within six months of the Proprietor's written request that they do so, then the Proprietor shall I

have the right to terminate this agreement by \\'Tilten notice. Upon sllch notice of termination II

the Proprietor shall have the right at his optio" within 30 days of such notice to purchase at
25% of the actual cost (including cnrll!"I'itinn) Ill(' ')'1'" :111(1/01' plates of the work, ~hc~ld any"
exist, and to purchase at actua!m:mllfacturing cost any copies :mu/or sheets remaining in the II
Publishers' hUJl(!s. If the Proprietor shall fail to exercise this option within 30 days, then the I
PlIhli"hers Ch:lll he frer ttl c1,·o,:trnr or dic::pl"lli:e nf th,.. ty!'''' :md pb!<:c;, if rlny, rmd to di!;po~c of !;
OilY copies and/or sheels in uny IV:!)' they set lit withollt I'apnrnt of allY royalt)' on such copies II
.....l/,..~ ..1 _4_ l'T":I:1 t .... ···in··tiO·l cr t"'" ....·rl' l'·,..· .. "1' ".l"" • ··-·,.CC to;l ;"jlJ n· ""._~""'• .. _ t'.~ ~" .." I - • ........" ~, ~ " UU::"II J """ ,) aU Il: U!').IJ~.Iu. "

II
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17. In Case ~~ disa<;rcemcnts between Proprietor and. Publishers for \,'hich ,I
, th"Y C<lnnot find 0 solution thell'se1ves, th" cnntroversi:11 matter "'ill be II
Isubmitted to the AIreriean Arbitration Association wh05e decision will be .'
bindinr; upon both p,~rties. I
18. The Proprietor rna."-e" and en ters into this agreement in th" fiduciary I
cap<lcity as <lbove described o~d not ?ersonally, and accordinrly no liability
or oblir;ation orising hereunder "h,,11 attach or may under any circum.5tanees

•
I be enforced against the individuals personally, but only in their trustee-jl
Iship e~pacity. Ibis ar,reew.ent may not be changed or terminated orally. 'II

19,
:i'OX This agreement shall be binding upon ond inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors, '
administrators, nnd assigns of both pnrties,

of the "id work to the Proprietor; thrret1pon .11 the then e"istin:! ri::hts [:Tnnterl tt' the Publishersi under this ogrecment ~hall re"ert to the Proprietor. .
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Insert, Paragraphs 2 - 6, on p. 1 of Appendix B

2. The Nork I-lill be performed Nith the editorial cooperation
of the I",;titute for Advanced Study, which houses the Einstein archives.
See also Paragraph 8.

3. To assure the scientific and scholarly quality of the editorial
I-Iork, the Proprietor unci the Publishers a~ree jointly to apooint, in
consultation I-lith the Institute for Advanced Study, an Editorial Advisory
Board of not less than sevan persons or such larger number as may be
abreed upon by the Parties from time to time. Vacancies on the Board
I-lill be filled in the sa~e way as the original appointments to the Board.

4. On the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board, the Proprietor
and the Publishers Nill jointly appoint the Editor, who will have the
primary responsibility of organizin~ and preparing the material for
publication, including any necessary copyright clearances. The Editor
may appoint, Nith the consent of the Proprietor and Publishers, ~ssoci~te

editors or assistant editors for individual volumes or series of VOlumes.

5. The Hork is und"rs tood to include the complete ,,,itings of
Albert Einstein, published and unpublis!led, scientific and non-scientific,
including correspondence, except for such papers as the Proprietor finds
it necessary to Ntthhold for reasons of privacy. Stanclards of editorial
selection I'hall be detennined by the Editor in consultation ,·,ith the
Editorial Advisory Board.

6. All documents included in the basic edition of the Work shall
be incorpora ted in their original laneuages. a the r editions will be
published at the discretion of the Publishers after consultation 'dth the
Editorial Advisory Board and the Proprietor. The publishers ar,ree to grant
a .royalty-free license to The Hebre,,' [niversity, Jerusalem, Israel, to
publish a Hebrew-language edi tion at their OI-'tl expense.

7. Puhlishing cos ts after preparation of ~anuscripts sui table for
the printer Nill be borne by the Publishers. Editorial costs for prepa
ration of manuscripts Nill be paid from funrls raised especially for the
purpose and deposited Nith, and administered by, the Publish"rs (a non
prof; t corporation, to I .•hich contributions are tilx-deductible); the
Proprietor and the Publishers a~ree jointly to seek contributions for
this purpose. An annual budget for the editorial "'ork Nil 1 be drmm un
and mutually approved hy the Proprietor and the Publishers. Duri.ng the
budget year the Publishers ,.,fll have authori ty to ap!'rove changes in the
provisions of the budget for editorial e~Tenses. The Publishers shall
prepilre an annual accounting of income and expenditure and shall suhmit
a copy of that accounting to the Proprietor. Any surplus of the funds
raised that may be left after comnletion of the edi torial Nork Nill he
used to further the ideas and ideals of Albert r.instein uron joint decision
by the Proprietor and the Publishers. but such use Nill be res tricted to
tax-e>.cmpt purponf.s.

8. Other institutions or individuals may be enlisted in the effort
to carry out this project, as sponsors of other.dse, by mutual agreement
of the Proprietor and the Puhlishers.

..
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Members of the Editorial Advisory Board of the Einstein Papers

Valentine Bargmann
B7 S. Stanworth Drive
Princeton, NJ 08540

Peter Bergmann
Department of Physics
Syracuse University
Syracuse, NY 13210

Marshall Clagett
School of Historical Studies
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Freeman J. Qyson
School of Natural Sciences
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Banesh Hoffmann
43-17 169th Street
Flushing, NY 11358

Gera1d HoHon
Department of Physics
Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138

Martin J. Klein
Department of History of Physics
Yale University
Box 2036 Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

Shmuel Sambursky
The Israel National Acad. of

Sciences and Humanities
P.O. Box 4040
Jerusalem 91040, Israel

Charles Scribner, Jr.
Charles Scribner's Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017

John A. Wheeler
Director, Center for Theoretical

Physi cs
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712

Harry Woolf
Director, The Institute for

Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540
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Princeton University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085~O (TEL. 609-~52-~900)

Praid~J, HAJ.OLD W. Me caAW. Ta... Trultus, CYRIL E. BUCK, JOHS TYLD CONNEll,

WILLIAM C. BO'W!.S, aOaEkY c. DAIl.l\iOS, "OBUT G. GILPIN, ~ru<.HUNG HSIANG,

ALYll" B. UINAN. DONALD W. KOEPP, AAaON LEMOSICK, IJCAaOO A. N.£STJ.E.S.

JOHN 1'. PECKHA.M., AJ.THua H. THOIlNHlll, 1.... THOMAS H. Vl."aIGHT

September Ie, 19CI

Professor John Stachel
In sti tute for Advanced
Princeton, New Jersey

Study
08540

Dear Professor Stachel:

1. Purpose

The purpose of this letter is to set forth the

terms of your appointment as Editor of The Papers of Albert

Einstein.

The appointment was made jointly by the Trustees

under the Will of Albert Einstein (Einstein Trustees) and

Princeton University Press (Press). The terms of your

appointment are governed by the provisions of this contract

as well as by the agreement between the Einstein Trustees and

the Press, dated February 22, 1971, and by the Last Will and

Testament of Albert Einstein dated March 18, 1950. You have

received copies of both documents and are familiar with their

contents.

2. The Nature of the Edition and Your Duties
and Responsibilities

You will have the primary responsibility for

collecting, organizing, and prepari~g the material for

pUblication of The Papers of Albert Einstein, comprising the

complete works of Albert Einstein, published and unpublished,

PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINGE1\ SERIES "
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scientific and non-scientific, including correspondence. As

Editor, you will be the manager of the Einstein Office (see

paragraph 4). You are to prepare typewritten manuscripts or

suitable printer's copy for volumes for a complete, accurate

and scholarly edition, with sufficient annotation to make the

work clear and maximally useful to scholars and scientists

and, where appropriate, to the general public, and you will

cooperate with the Einstein Trustees and the Press, and do all

things reasonably necessary, to enable them to carry out their

agreement of February 22, 1971.

Under the agreement of February 22, 1971 between the

Press and the Einstein Trustees, the Proprietor (the Einstein

Trustees) and the Publishers (the Press) have appointed an

Editorial Advisory Board to assure the scientific and scholarly

quality of the editorial work. It is understood that you

will, after consultation with the Einstein Trustees and the

Press, appoint an Editorial Committee to be available for

consultation at your request. Y~u will select the members of

the Editorial Committee yourself with the proviso, however,

that no person can serve simultaneously on the Editorial

Advisory Board and the Editorial Committee. Any agreements

between you and members of the Editorial COlnmittee concerning

but not limited to, matters such as compensation and acknowl

edgements for work to be performed, must be approved by the

Press, as the administrator of the project.

2
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The Edition is to be in the original languages in

which the material was written. The Press, with your advice

and the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board, and upon

consultation with the Einstein Trustees, will decide what

material should be translated into English. The prepara

tion of English translations for inclusion integrally, or

in separate volumes, will be your responsibility.

The format of the printed volumes will be the

responsibility of the Press, which will consult with you on

questions of ~esign and typography. You will read proofs,

check diagrams, and perform other customary editorial du

ties. The volumes prepared under your Editorship will not

be printed without your approval of page proof; if you

should be unable or unavailable to approve proof, the Press

will take the responsibility of doing so.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, you will not be

legally responsible for any claims or actions brought

by third parties, and the Einstein Trustees and the Press

agree to indemnify you against all expenses, including

reasonable attorneys fees, reSUlting from claims and actions

of any kind by third parties (except for material which you

have yourself written), based upon the publication of The

Papers of Albert Einstein during the term of this agreement

and thereafter.

3
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3. Submission of Reports and Selection of
Materials

(a) At the end of each annual period during the

term of your appointment, you will prepare and submit to the

Einstein Trustees, the Editorial Advisory Board and the Press

a memorandum summarizing your work on the project during such

annual period, a brief discussion of your plans for work

during the ensuing year and a summary of any proposed change

in your general plan of the intended Edition, the foregoing

to be subject to discussion with the Einstein Trustees, the

Press, and the Editorial Advisory Board.

(b) The Einstein Trustees and the Press desire

that The Papers of Albert Linstein contain as complete a col-

lection of Einstein's writings as possijle. However, the

Einstein Trustees shall have the right to withhold from

publication such papers as they find, in their discretion,

should be withheld for reasons of privacy. Except for such

reasons, the determination of material to be included in the

volwnes shall be within your province, except that nothing

shall be included that libels or infringes on the rights

(such as rights of privacy and copyright) of others. It shall

be your duty to obtain publication rights of all materials to

be included in the Edition, with the cooperation of the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. You will bring to the attention

of the Press any material about which there are doubts

4
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regarding publication rights. If legal problems arise,

you will consult the Press and the Press will take final

responsibility as to what shall be printed. Legal expenses

shall be part of the expenses of the Einstein Office.

4. The Einstein Office

It is understood that the editorial work will be

done as far as possible on the basis of the duplicate archive

and not by using the original material, which, when he deems

it necessary, and if available, shall be examined only by the

Editor. In addition, at the Institute for Advanced Study

(the "Institute") at Princeton University, at the Press, or

elsewhere, an Einstein Office will be established to facil

itate the work. The location of the Einstein Office shall be

selected jointly by you and the Press, as administrator of

the project. The duplicate archive will be kept in the

Einstein Office. As Editor, you will be the manager of the

Einstein Office. It is the responsibility of the Einstein

Trustees and the Press, under their basic agreement of

February 22, 1971, to provide funds to be sought from found

ations and private donors. You will, however, when reasonably

requested to do so, assist in the preparation of applications

for financial grants and funding. The application for and

management of such funds shall be the responsibility of the

Press or the joint responsibility of the Institute and the

5
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Press under arrangement to be made between them, such

arrangement being sUbsidiary to the basic contract between

the Einstein Trustees and the Press. Thus the staff of the

Einstein Office, under grants received, will be employees of

either the Institute or the Press, depending on arrangements

for specific grants. The employment of such staff will be in

accordance with budgets submitted to the granting agencies;

such applications will be reviewed in advance by the Insti

tute (if a participant in this project), the Press, and the

Einstein Trustees. The appointment of associate editors ana

assistant editors shall be subject to the approval of the

Einstein Trustees and the Press: If the Institute is the

employing institution, its approval shall also be required.

It is further understood that you will draw up an annual

bUdget for the editorial expenses to be submitted for appro

val to the Einstein Trustees and the Press. This annual

budget will include relevant portions of all grants-budgets

and will constitute a comprehensive budget for the project.

5. The Term of your Appointment

You assumed your functions under this appointment

on January 15, 1977. Your appointment will continue until

completion of the project, and shall be subject to termina

tion after January 1, 1982, at the joint option of the

Einstein Trustees and the Press upon not less than six (6)

6
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months prior written notice to you or, at your option, upon

not less than six (6) months prior written notice to the

Einstein Trustees and the Press.

6. Miscellaneous

(a) The Papers of Albert Einstein, including all

the products of your own work and writings, as well as those

of the editorial staff, will be copyrighted in the United

States and abroad, in the name of the Estate of Albert

Einstein which will be responsible for any renewal of copy

rights. This provision does not apply to such professional

writings as you may do on Einstein or related sUbjects, for

publication elsewhere than in The Papers of Albert Einstein.

You will cooperate in effecting copyright and copyright

renewals and, whenever requested, you will execute and pro

vide further instruments as may become necessary to obtain

copyright or copyright renewals.

(b) The rights of the Press to publish, in addi

tion to the basic Einstein edition, an abridged edition,

translations, anthologies and other derivative works are

herewith confirmed as stipulated in the agreement between the

Einstein Trustees and the Press. You will be consulted on all

these derivative works, together with the Editorial Advisory

Board and the Einstein Trustees. Separate arrangements

between yourself, the Press and the Einstein Trustees will

7
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be made in regard to the distribution of royalties on all

derivative wc~ks, with due consideration to the pertinent

provisions of Article 14 of the agreement between the Press

and the Einstein Trustees. No royalties will be payable to

you on the basic Einstein edition.

(c) You will cooperate with the Einstein Trustees

and the Press in the sale, advertisement and promotion of

The Papers of Albert Einstein and consent that in connection

therewith, they may use your name, photograph, and biograph

ical sketch, which you agree to supply from time to time on

their request. You will be comp~nsated for any reasonable

expenses you may incur in connection with promotional activi

ties which you may be asked by the Press to perform at

mutually convenient times on behalf of The Papers of Albert

Einstein.

7. The Financial Obligations of the Project

The Einstein Trustees make and enter into this

Agreement only in their fiduciary capacity as Trustees under

the Will of Albert Einstein, and not personally, and accord

ingly no liability or obligation arising hereunder may attach

or may, under any circumstances, be enforced against them

personally. Your salary will be equal to that which you would

have been paid for a twelve-month year by Boston University,

were you not on leave. In addition, since you will be on leave

8
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from Boston University, your fringe benefit program will be

paid to the same extent that Boston University would pay you

were you on active duty there. If and when you return to

your teaching uuties at Boston University on a part-time

basis, your salary and fringe benefits will be paid in pro

portion to the time spent on The Papers of Albert Einstein.

If you should change your academic affiliation, sinilar

arrangements on salary and fringe benefits will be made, but

such change shall not result in any other change in the

terms of this agreement. It is understood that you are to

be engaged in editing The Papers of Albert Einstein on a

full-time basis, with one month's vacation annually, re

gardless of the terms or payment periods of your academic

employer.

8. Arbitration

If we should be unable to reach agreement upon

any controversy or problem arising out of or relating to

your appointment hereunder, the matter shall be settled by

arbitration in accordance with the rules, then obtaining, of

the American Arbitration Association. If, at the time an

arbitration proceeding is commenced pursuant to this Agreement,

you have resumed your teaching duties at Boston University,

your testimony at such proceeding may be taken by oral

deposition in Boston.

9
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9. Third Party Grants

In the event any outside financial assistance is

obtained relating to any of the matters herein, including but

not limited to, assistance by grant of private parties or

government agencies, the parties to this agreement will

investigate the terms on which such aid is offered and will

take no action inconsistent with the terms of this agreement.

10. Other Understandings

(a) In the event the Einstein Trustees do not sign

this agreement, it is expressly understood that the Press

does not assume their obligations nor warrant the performance

thereof as set forth herein.

(b) It is expressly understood that in the event

the award of the arbitrator dated July 18, 1980 is set aside

or modified in any respect, this agreement shall be deemed

null and void.

(c) We have attempted, in the above paragraphs,

to set forth the terms of your appointment as Editor of The

Papers of Albert Einstein, in a way that will be satisfactory

and clear to everyone, with the full appreciation that this

is a great project in which the Editor must be the primary

shaping force. We realize that it is impossible to anticipate

all problems that may arise and we expect to rely heavily on

10
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your jUdgment, and at the same time have attempted to provide

reasonable methods for resolution of any disagreement.

If you agree to the terms set forth above, will

you please sign the enclosed copies of this letter and

return them to us.

Sincerely yours,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

''1rz .
By /:-.J. /...\ ,~"-J~

---'H"':e-r-;b~e"'r t S. Ba 11 ey ,
Director

Helena Dukas

Otto Nathan

as Trustees under the Last
Will of Albert Einstein, deceased

AGREED:

Stachel

1 1
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JOHN STACHEL
VITA

EDUCATION

B.S.: City College of the C.U.N.Y., 1956

M.S.: Stevens Institute of Technology, 1959

Ph.D.: Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962

PROFESSIONAL HISTORY

Lehigh University: Instructor of Physics, 1959-61

University of Pittsburgh: Instructor of Physics, 1961-62
Research Associate, 1962-64

Boston University:

VISITING POSTS

Assistant Professor of Physics, 1964-69
Associate Professor of Physics, 1969-72
Professor of Physics, 1972-
Director, Institute for Relativity Studies, 1972-

Institute for Theoretical Physics, Warsaw: Visiting Research Associate,
one half-year, 1962.

Temple University Relativity Group: Research Associate, Summers of 1965,
1966, and 1968.

Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados del I.P.N., Mexico:
Visiting Professor, summers of 1966, 1967, 1980 and 1981.

King's College, University of London: Visiting Professor, 1970-71 academic
year, and summer 1981.

Institut Henri Poincar~, Paris: Visiting Professor as guest of the C.N.R.S.,
April-May 1971.

International Center for Theoretical Physics, Trieste: Visiting Scientist,
summer, 1972.

Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, University of Paris VI:
Exchange Professor, January 1974.

Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, Bures, France: Visiting Professor,
March 1974.

Princeton University: Visiting Senior Research Fellow, Department of Physics,
Joseph Henry Laboratories, 1977-
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PUBLICATIONS

Articles:

"Cylindrical Gravitational News," J. Math. Phys., 7, 1321 (1966).

"Einstein Tensor and Spherical Syrrrnetry," J. Math. Phys., 9 (1968), with J. Plebanski

"Structure of the Curzon Metri c, " Phys. Letters, 27A, 60 (1968).

"Comments on 'Causality Requirements and the Theory of Relativity'" in R.S. Cohen
and M.W. Wartofsky (eds.), Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, V, p.96
(Reidel, 1969). -

"Behavior of Weyl-Levi Civita Coordinates for a Class of Solutions Approximating
the Schwarzchild Metric," Nature, 219, 1346 (1968).

"Perturbations of an Arbitrary Spherically Syrrrnetric Metric," Nature, 220, 5169
(1968).

"The Pure Radiation News Function in General Relativity, Phys. Rev., 179, 1251
(1969).

Covariant Formulation of the Cauchy Problem in Generalized Electrodynamics and
General Relativity," Acta Physica Polonica, 35, 689 (1969).

"Specifyi ng Sources in General Re1ati vity," Phys. Rev., 180, 1256 (1969).

"Invariances of Approximately Relativistic Lagrangians and the Center-of-Mass
Theorem I," with P. Havas, Phys. Rev. 185, 1636 (1969).

"Einstein Tensor and 3-Parameter Groups of Isometries with 2-0imensional Orbits,"
with H. GOnner, J. Math. Phys., 11, 3358 (1970).

"External Sources in General Relativity." GRG Journal, 3, 257 (1972).

"Comments on Two Papers in Quantum Mechanics," in R.S. Cohen and M.W. Wartofsky
(eds.), Lo ical and E istemolo ical Studies in Contem orar Ph sics, Boston
Studies in the Philosophy of Science, XIII, p. 214, p. 309 Reidel, 1973).

"The Rise and Fall of Geometrodynamics," in K. Schaffner and R.S. Cohen (eds.),
Proceedin s of the 1972 Biennial Meetin , Philoso h of Science Association,
Boston Studies in the Ph,losophy of Science, XX, p. 338 Reidel, 1973 .

"Introduction to Symposium on 'Current Problems in Cosmology'" in R.S. Cohen and
R.J. Seeger (eds.), AAAS Symposium on Philosophy - 1969, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Sciences, XI (Reidel, 1974).

"A Note on Scientific Practice," in R.S. Cohen, J. Stachel, ~1.W. Wartofsky (eds.),
For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science, XV (Reidel, 1974).

"Space-time Problems," review of General Relativity, Papers in Honor of J.L. Synge
in Sci ence, 180, 292 (1973).
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"Invariance of Approximately Relativistic Hamiltonians and the Center-of-Mass
Theorem," Phys. Rev., DB, 1598 (1976).

"The 'Logic' of Quantum Logic," in PSA 1974: Proceedings of the 1974 Biennial
Meeting of the Philosophy of Science Association, Boston Studies in the
Philosophy of Science, CI (Reidel, 1976). pp.515-526.

"Comments on 'Some Logical Problems Suggested by Empirical Theories' by Professor
Dalla Chiara," in Logic, Language and Method, Boston Studies in
the Philosophy of Science, XXXI (Reidel, 1982), pp.91-102.

"Center of ~1ass Theorem in Post-Newtoni an Hydrodynami cs ," Phys. Rev., D14: 4,
917 (1976) with T. Pascoe and P. Havas.

"A Variational Principle Giving Gravitational 'Superpotentials,' the Affine
Connection, Rieman Tensor and Einstein Field Equations," GRG
Journal: General Relativity and Gravitation, 8, 705 (1977).

"A New Lagrangian for t'tie9fflstein Equations, and its Tetrad Form" with A. Papapetrou
GRG Journal !' No. 12. (1978), pp. 1075-1087.

"Classical Particles with Spin. I: The WKBJ Approximation," with J. Plebanski,
Journal of Mather.1atical Physics, .l§., 2368 (1977).

Revi ew of "Ideology ofIi n the Natural Sci ences," edited by Hi 1ary Rose and Steven
Rose, in The Sciences, October 1977.

"Stri ng Matter: Perfect Dust and Hydrodynami cs," Abs tracts of Contri buted
Papers, 8th Internati9nal ~onference on General Relativity and Gravitation,
August 7-12, 1977, Unlverslty of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

"Achille Papapetrou," GRG Journal ~, 541 (1977).

"Notes .on the Andover Conference," Minnesota Studies in the Philosophy of
SClence, vol. VIII Foundation of Space-Time Theories, (U. Minn. Press,

"Conforma1 Two-Structure as the Gravita tiona1 Degrees of Freedom in General
Relativity," with R. d'Inverno, J. Math. Phys. }2., 2447-2460 (1978).

"Einstein's Odyssey," in The Sciences, March 1979,]1, 14,15,32-34.

"Einstein on Civil Liberty," Rights 25, 6 (1979).

"The Genesis of General Relativity," in H. Melkowski et al. (eds.), Einstein
Symposion Berlin (Lecture Notes in Physics, vol. 100),Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, 1980), pp. 428-442.
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"Einstein and the Rigidly Rotating Disc," in A. Held et al. (eds.), General
Relativity and Gravitation, Vol. I (Plenum, New York, 1980), pp. 1-15.

"String Dusts, Fluids, and Subspaces," preprint to appear in Laszlo Tisza
Festschrift (MIT Press, 1982).

"Thickening the String I: String Dusts," Phys. Rev. Q, Vol. 21, No.8 (15 April 1980)
pp. 2171-2181.

"Thickening the String II: The Null String," Phys. Rev. 0, Vol. 21, No.8
(15 April 1980), pp 2182-2184.

"The Anholonomic Cauchy Problem 'in General Relativity," J. Math. Phys. n(7),
(July 1980), pp. 1776-1782.

"If ~1axwell Had ~Jorked Between Ampere and Faraday," Am. J. Phys. 48, p. 5 (1980).

Review of Quantum Logic by Peter Mittelstaedt, Isis, 7l:l.:256--(l980), p. 162.

Review of Wolfgang Pauli: Scientific Correspondence with Bohr, Einstein,
Heisenberg, Nature, 285 (12 June 1980), pp. 515-516.

Review of The Greatest Power on Earth: The Storv of Nuclear Fission by
Ronald Clark, Nature 290, 695-rT9Bl) --- --

"Einstein's First Derivation of Mass-Energy Equivalence," with
R. Torretti, to appear in American Journal of Physics.

"Ei nstei nand Mi che1son: The Context of Di scovery and the Context of
Justification," Astronomische Nachrichten 303, pp.47-53 (1982).

"Do Quanta Need a New Logic?," preprint to appear in Univ. of Pittsburgh Series
in. the Philosophy of Science. -- --

"Marx's Critical Concept of Science," preprint to appear in Ciencia y.. ProducclOn,
(Terranova, Mexico, 1982).
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John Stachel - 5

"Globally Stationary but Locally Static Space-Times: A Gravi
tational Analog of the Aharonov-Bohm Effect," Physical
Review g, to appea~

"The Gravitational Fields of Some Rotating and Non-Rotating
Cy1 i ndri ca1 Shells of Matter," prepri nt.

"Albert Einstein: The Man Beyond the Myth," Bostonia Magazine
56, pp. 8-17 (1982).

Review of General Re1ativit : An Einstein
General Re ativity an Gravltatlon-i,

"Special Relativity From Measuring Rods," to appear in GrUn
baum Festschrift (Reidel, 1983).
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Theses:

"Energy Flow in Cylindrical Gravitational Waves," (M.S. thesis, Stevens Institute
of Technology, 1959).

"The Lie Deri vati ve and the Cauchy Problem in the General Theory of Re1 ati vity, "
(Ph.D. thesis, Stevens Institute of Technology, 1962).

Abstracts of APS Talks:

"New Solutions to the Einstein Field Equations," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.,6, 305 (1961).

"Variational Principle and Conservation Laws in Post-Newtonian Hydrodynamics,"
Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14, 69 (1969), with T. Pascoe.

"Bohm-Aharonov Effect and its Gravitational Analogue," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 14,
16 (1969).

"Quasi-Newtonian Approximation Method in General Relativity," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.,
II, 15, 881 (1970), with G. Gonzalez.

"Variational Principles as a Basis for Approximation Methods in General Relativistic
Hydrodynami cs ," Bu11. Am. Phys. Soc. II, 15, 882 (1970).

Editorial Work:

"Selected Problems in General Relativity," by C. M¢l1er, in Brandeis University
1960 Summer Institute in Theoretical Physics Lecture Notes, notes by J. Stache1
and L. Pande.

Proceedings of the International Conference on Relativistic Theories of Gravitation,
Warsaw, 30-31 July 1962, edited by J. Stachel and others [Gauthier Villars and
PWN, (1964)].

For Dirk Struik, Boston Studies in the Phi10so h of Science, XV , edited by J.
Stache1 and others Reidel, 1974 .

Selected Papers on History and Philosophy of Science, by Leon Rosenfeld in Boston
Studi es in the Phil osophy of Sci ence, edi ted by J. Stachel and R. S. Cohen
(Reidp.l, 1978).

Foundations of Space-Time Theories, Minnesota Studies in the Phi10so h of Science, 8
with J. Earman and C. Glymour (University of Minnesota Press, 1977

Editor, Collected Works of Albert Einstein. To be published by Princeton University
Press.
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Conference Organization:

Organized Symposium on "Current Problems in Cosmology," at 1969 Boston Meeting
of the MAS.

Member, si nce 1972, of the Organi zi ng Commi ttee for bi enni a1 "Texas" Conferences
in Relativistic Astrophysics, held in New York (1972), Dallas (1974) and
Boston (1976), Munich (1978). Baltimore (1980).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on
"Gravitation and Quantization," held at B.U. Conference Center, Andover,
Mass., October 31-November 3,1972 (See report on Conference in Nature,
240 (Dec. 15, 1972).

Organizer, Boston University Institute of Relativity Studies Conference on
"Absolute and Relational Theories of Space and Space-Time," held at B.U.
Conference Center, Andover, Mass., June 3-5,1974. (Proceedings to be
published jointly with those of a similar conference at the University
of Minnesota, by the University of Minnesota Press.)

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee for the Eighth "Texas" Symposium in Rela
tivistic Astrophysics, Boston, December 13-17,1976. (Proceedings to be
published by the New York Academy of Science.)

Organizing Session of the MAS meeting, Section L, on ".The Einstein Centenary:
I. Pr09ress, Problems and Prospects 1n General Relativity; II. Topics in
the History of General Relativity." Held January 1979 in Houston, Texas.

Courses Taught:

Undergraduate

Physics for the Life Sciences
Electricity and Magnetism
Einstein: The Man, The Times, The Achievement
Modern Physics and Political Problems
Vibrations and Waves
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John Stache1 - 8

Graduate

Quantum Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrodynamics
Special and General Relativity
Seminar in Relativity
Classical Mechanics

Reviewer for:

Articles: Annals of Physics, American Journal of Physics, Physical Review,
GRG Journal, Nuclear Physics.

Research Proposals: NSF Division of Theoretical Physics, Division of History
and Philosophy of Science, Latin American Cooperative Science Program;
CUNY Faculty Research Award Program, Guggenheim Fellowships Program.

Member

Governing Committee, International Society on General Relativity and Gravitation.
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APPENDIX G

RESUME

Robert John Schulmann
Date of birth: March 8, 1942

Place of birth: Bacolod, Philippines
Address: 103 Moore St., Princeton, N.J. 08540

Telephone: (609) 921-6452 (Home)
(609) 452-5408 (Office)

Current position:
Staff Historian, Albert Einstein Papers, 1981-

Teaching Experience:
Assistant Professor, University of Pennsylvania
History Dept., Modern Germany, 1980-1981
Assistant Professor, California State University,
Chico History Dept., French Revolution, Napoleon
and 19th-century France, Spring 1971
Lecturer in History, University of California,
Riverside History Dept., Modern Europe, 1969-1970

Editing Experience:
Associate Editor, General von Steuben Papers
project located at University of Pennsylvnia,
1976-1981
Intern, University of South Carolina, Institute
for Historical Editing, Summer 1976

Archival Experience:
Extensive search in American and European archives,
collecting material for Steuben Papers project;
devised control system for and guide to Steuben
duplicate archive at the University of Pennsylvania

Education:
University of Chicago; 1965-1967 and Spring 1973
Ph.D., June 1973

Primary field: Early Modern European Social History
with emphasis on comparison of bureaucracies in
Europe and America, 18th and 19th centuries

Dissertation: Tradition and Reform in German Klein
staaten and the Response to Industrialization
0790-1840)

Honors: Fellow of the University of Chicago, 1966-1967
German Academic Exchange Fellow, 1967-1968
Fellow of Institute for European History in
Mainz, 1973-1975
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Resume (cont.)

University of California, Riverside; 1959-1965
Master of Arts, June 1965
Bachelor of Arts, June 1964

Primary field:
Honors Thesis:

History Minor field: Politics
The Politics of Indecision: Walther
Rathenau and the Weimar Republic

Languages:

Publications:

Bilingual in German and English; excellent knowledge
of written French and good working knowledge of Latin

An article, based on a chapter in my dissertation,
entitled "The Impact of Military Recruitment on
German Labor and Emigration in the 19th Century,"
scheduled to appear in The Journal of Modern History,
1983

The Zeitschrift fUr Sozialgeschichte has asked me to
submit an article on industrialization, emigration
and the military in Germany, by the end of 1983

"Conservatives as Innovators: The Case of General von
Steuben and the American Military in the Revolutionary
War,'l Acta of the XV International History Conference,
vol. 4 (Bucharest, August 1980)

liThe Question of Innovation in American Strategic
Doctrine during the Revolutionary War J II Paper presented
to the U.S. Commission on Military History, Washington,
D.C., October 1980

"Enlightened Bureaucracies in the European and American
Military in the Early 19th Century," Paper presented to
the U.S. Commission on Military History, October 1979

Editor (with Prof. Edith von Zemenszky), The Papers of
General Friedrich Wilhelm von Steuben in America,
7 reels of microfilm, to be published in the fall of 1982
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Olga M. Griminger
325 North 4th Ave. ,Highland Par~

Ne,/ Je rsey 0890!1
(201)249-0556

Educati"n

BS- University ~f Illinois, Major: French; 1954
MS- University of 111 in'lis, School of Library Science, 1955
Additi~nal :

Rutgers University, GradJate Sc~~ol ~f Library & Infor~ation Studies:
Cours~s in Multimedia Instructi'lnal Materials, 1975
Courses in Reference and Cataloging, 197~

Introductory Cn~puter Caurse, Hill Center, 1381

Experience

1980-1981

1980

1972-78

Research Assistant, Center of Alcohol Studies, Rutgers
University (proof-reading, classifying, indexing, abstracting,

.copy-editing and editing for The Journal of Studies of Ale·,"ol
on paper and on a word ~rocessor, occasional computer searches)
Blbl iographer, Institute on Aging, Rutgers University
(prepared two major bibl iographies which were s~bsequently

published by the Institute)
Assistant Librarian, Highla1d Park High School

1950-62 Translator, scientific articles, free-lance and government
agenci es

1357-present organizer, scientific reprint collection of ca 15,000 items,
Rutgers University

1955-57 Director, Base Library, US Air Force Base, Lincoln, Nebraska
(s~aff supervision, budget, technical services, circulation,
reference, book selection)

1953-55 Assistant Librarian, Illinois State Natural History Survey
Library (bibl iogra;>hies, research, reference, technical
services, circulation)

1952-53 Catal'lger, Russian Materials, University of Illinois Library

Languages

Russian - fluent
Gerllan - f1 uent
French - w1 rking kn'lwledge

.'
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Professional Affil iations

American Library Association
NJ Boards of Public Libraries Trustees Association

Honorary Positions

Member of the Board of Trustees, Highland Park Publ ic Library

Member of the Executive Council, Center of ~lcohol Studies, Rutgers
University

Publ ications
Cultural Perspectives on Aging; an annotated bibliography Rutgers

University, Institute on Aging, 1980.

Menopause; an annotated bibliography. Rutgers University, Institute
on Ag i ng, 1980
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The Collected Papers and Correspondence of Albert Einstein
Research Grant Proposal Budget for

The Five Years Ending October 31,19B7

Year Ending October 31
Notes 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

A. Senior Personnel

1- Editor (Professor Stache1) -- 1
Salary $ 50,000 $ 54,500 $ 59,400 $ 64,700 $ 70,500 $ 299,100
Fringe Benefits 10,500 11,400 12,500 13,600 14,800 62,800

B. Other Personnel
1- Associate Editor-- 2

Salary 45,000 49,100 53,500 58,300 63,500 269,400
Fringe Benefits 9,000 9,800 10,700 11,700 12,700 53,900

2. Assistant Editors (2)-- .
Salary 60,000 65,400 71,300 77 , 700 84,700 359,100
Fringe Benefits 12,000 13 ,100 14,300 15,500 16,900 71,800

3. Editorial Assistant--
Salary 18,000 19,600 21,400 23,300 25,400 107,700
Fringe Benefits 3,600 3,900 4,300 4,700 5,100 21,600

$ 208,100 $226,800 $247,400 $269,500 $293,600 $1,245,400

D. Permanent Equipment 3 $ 65,000 $ $ $ $ $ 65,000

E. Trave1-- 4
Domestic $ 4,500 $ 1,100 $ 1,200 $ 1,300 $ 1,500 $ 9,600
Foreign 10,000 10,000

$ 14,500 $ 1,100 $ 1,200 $ 1j300 $ 1,500 $ 19,600

G. Other Direct Costs--
Computer Services 5 $ 1,000 $ 6,600 $ 7,300 $ 8,000 $ 8,800 $ 31,700
Other--
Office Rent 6 14,400 15,800 17,400 19,200 21,100 87,900
Office Utilities 6 2,500 2,800 3,000 3,300 3,600 15,200
Other Office Expenses 7 7,300 5,800 6,400 7,100 7,800 34,400
Fire Alarms System 8 5,000 1,100 1,200 1,300 1,500 10,100
Editorial Committee Expenses 9 9,400 5,700 3,700 4,100 4,500 27,400

$ 39,600 $ 37,800 $ 39,000 $ 43,000 $ 47,300 $ 286,700
I. Indirect Costs (24%) 10 $ 41,500 $ 45,300 $ 49,300 $ 53,800 $ 58,600 S 248,500

Total Budget $ 368,700 $311,000 $336,900 $367,600 $401,000 n,785,200
Less Institutional Cost Sharing (Editor) 60,500 65,900 71,900 78,300 85,300 361,900

Amount Requested From NSF $ 308,200 $245,100 -$265,000 $289,300 $315,700 $1,423,300
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PRINCEICN UNIVERSITY' PRESS

Notes To Budget

1. The salaIY and fringe benefits of Professor stachel, the Editor,
will be paid fran a one million dollar endownent received fran
Mr. Harold~.

2. The budget allows for a 9% salaIY increase annually for the Associate
Editor, the t\oA:) Assistant Editors, and the Editorial Assistant. Fringe
benefits are blrlget.ed at 20% of salaIY, the current average percent
applicable to Princeton University Press personnel, and is canprised
of the following:

Pension and social security 15%
M=dical Insurance 4
Group Life Insurance, Lcr1g-
Term Disability Insurance 1

20%

3. Pernanent equiprent expenditures incll.rle:
l)the estirrated cost ($60,000) of the ~rd processing systan

discussed in the section of the proposal on Word Processing Requirerrents.
2)$5,000 for the prrchase of five four~ fireproof file

cabinets to house the editorial duplicate copy of the Einstein Archive.

4. The najor part of the travel costs within the United states as well as
all the travel abroad blrlget.ed for 1982/83 covers trips in search of
dOClllTl2Dts to add to the Einstein Archive.

5. Beginning in the second year, CCIlplter services incluie the cost of
a naintenance contract for the ~rd processing system, estinated at
$5,500 in 1983/84.

6. Beginning in the Fall of 1982, the Einstein Office is expected to be
housed in newly renovated quarters located on the grounds of The Insti
tute for Advanced stuiy. Annual rent for the Project offices - consisting
of 1,200 square feet - has been set at $14,400 by the Institute for the
first year. utilities- heat, light, and water - will be additional.

7. The "other Office Expenses" budget for 1982/83 incll.rles the following:

Office supplies $ 400
Postage (regular) 700
Postage (special) 2,000
Photocopying 1,500
Telephone and telegraph 1, 200
Books, Subscription, etc. 500
Fire insurance on ccotents

of Einstein Office 1,000
$7,300
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"Special" p:>stage (bJdgeted for 1982/83 only) covers an extensive nail
search for additional docunents to add to the Einstein Archive.

8. Slroke and heat sensing devices are expected to be installed in the rented
space, and wired to an outside alann service (ADI').

9. Budgeted Editorial Carrnittee expenses 'Nere cerrp.lted as follows:

No. Ne. Ne.of Per Travel Cost
Meetings Attending Man Days Diem Per Meeting

1982/83 4 6 24 $250 $600
1983/84 2 6 12 275 660
1984/85 1 6 6 300 726
1985/86 1 6 6 330 799
1986/87 1 6 6 365 879

In addition, four days of special a::>nsU1tation with Editorial Carrnittee rrembers
~ included annually, at the sane per diem rates.

10. 'I1le indirect cost allocaticn percentage (equal to 24% of salaries) was
developed out of historical and projected experience at Princetcn Uni
versity Press (space costs are excluded since it is expected that the
Project will be located at the Institute for Advanced study). Here is
a broad breakdown of the ccrnpositicn of the 24%:

Administrative and A=unting Salaries 14.5%
All Other General and Administrative

Expenses (excluded staticnery and
supplies, p:>stage, telephcne, which
are all treated as direct costs. Also,
excludes ncn-allowable expenses:
interest expense and ccntriOOtions 9.5

24.0%

Since our Press has never established an indirect cost rate, the National
Science Foundaticn is being requested to make arranganents with the appro-
priate federal negotiating agency 50 one can be established. Ac=rdingly,
we \oIOUld like to be audited as seen as possible.

Note: Throughout the J::ujget, a 10% annual inflation factor has been taken
into a=unt (except that a 9% inflation factor was used for
salaries and fringe benefits) •
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Einstein's Papers Near'Publication
ByWALTERSULUVAN

li
FTER more than a decade of prepara

tloo, controversy and costly litiga
tion, the.project to publish all of Al
bert Einstein's papers in 20 volumes

is moving abead, thanks in part to a $1 miI1ioo
donation from Harold W. McGraw Jr., chair
man and chief executive officer of McGraw
Hill inc., the publisbers.

income from that fund wlll be used to pay
the project's cbief editor, but more mooey is
needed for the editorial staff and for seeking
out tunber material. For example, the
project is 00 the track of a 72-page unpub
lisbed manuscript, written in 1912, in which
Einstein discussed his special theory of rela
tivity.

The project bas loog been awaited by physi
cists seeking to understand how one of the
great revolutions in human understanding of
nature came about. The documents bear, for
example, on the evolution of Einstein's think.
log from early cbildhood to the clImactic
yean; when he proposed his CWO theories of
relativity.

Material for the first volume, covering EIn-'
stelo's life from birth until his graduation 10
1900 from the Federal Technical Il'Stitute in
Zurich, bas been assemhled by J ohll J. Stach
el, a science historian who is editor in chief of
the project at Princeton Univemty Press.

Biographical and scientific material will be
comhined and organized chronologically in

PERSONAl.
COMPUTEIIS

The keyboard is the key. Page C2.

each volume. Dr. Stachel is worldilg from
photocopies of the collection. The originals .....
maio at the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, where Einstelo spent his later
yeaIS. In his lifetime and after his death in
1955 the documents were gradually assembled
there hyhis secretary, HelenDukas.

Elnstein bequeathed his papers to the He
hrew University of Jerusalem but left them in
the trust of Miss Dukas and Dr. Otto Nathan,
an associate of Elostelo and a literary execu
tor of his estate, during their lifetimes. His
wlll, however, provided that the papers could
be transferred to Hebrew University "upon
the written direction" of Miss Dukas. Sbe ap
proved that transfer Jan. I, less than six
weeks before her death. .

The documents' publication was loog de
layed by litigation berween Dr. Nathan and
Princetoo University Press. In 1971 a contract
was signed berween the press and the estate
for publication of the papers.

Although Dr. Stachel was provided with an
advisory hoard of dlstinguisbed specialists,
Dr. Nathan chall"Olled his selection as sole
editor. Instead, Dr. Nathan wanted a hoard of

Continued on POlIe C5

~ piovided sam'e grants during planniOll
stages of the project but halted the
suppurt whlle the project was in litiga
tion. Funds from the A1fred P. Sloan
Foundation helped 10 that period, but
now a new application to the science
foundation is belog prepared and pri
vate donations are also belog sought.

A1bert Einstein, 1153

I ecsitors, noting, tor example, that five
~coequaJ editOrs had handled the

• ~pers of Bertrand Russell.
" The university press argued that the

appulottnent of Dr. Stacbel conformed
.JD the contract. An arbitrator agreed

and, despite successive challenges by
Dr. Nathan 10 New York State oourts,
the choice of a single cbief editor was
lloally upheld last summer.

Herbert Bailey, who heads Prince
ton University Press, said recently
that be hoped the first volume could be
sent to the printer by the end of next
year. The docuroentatioo bas been as

'6eIIlbled, but extensive notation re.
: Q1llins to be added, he said. A number
,of possible sources must still be ex
~Iored, such as places where Einstelo
was educated - the cantonal school 10
Aarau, Switzerland, and the Federal

· ;Jnstilute 10 Zurich - as well as the
• patent office 10 Bern, he said.

1Hard Hand to Read
.... - It was while wor in that office
!bat Einstein developed his first, or interview, the project bas had to flod
':speclal," theory?f relativity, the ooe people skilled at readlog the German

"that uses the speed of light to define script 10 which Einstelo wrote his
the relationship berween matter aod notes and manuscripts. Even such ex
energy. His subsequent general perts may puzzle long over a few
theory deaIt with gravitation. - words,butlotheend,besaid, they can

~ To decipher some of the manu- - determine what Einstein meant.
~pts,Mr. Bailey said In a telephone The National' Science Foundation

Conti1wed From POlIe Cl
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AMERICAN FRIE

y

DS OF THE HEBRHV UNIVERSITY..: INC.

June 14, 1982

•

Hr. Allen Rowe
Associate Director
Institute for Advanced Studies
Princeton Uni~ersity

Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear I1r. Rowe:

With the transfer of the Estate of Albert Einstein to the
Hebrew University, we, the Anerican Friends on behalf of the
University, have also assumed the grave responsibility of the
safety of the archives.

In this regard, I wish to emphasize that under no circum
stances should anyone be granted access to the archives other
than an authorized representative of the Hebrew University, or
by written permission from me.

I am sure that this has been the prevailing policy, and I
would appreciate your continued cooperation in this respect.

I'd like to extend, on behalf of the American Friends and
the Hebrew University, our gratitude for the invaluable services
you have provided over the years protecting the Einstein papers.
Their value to us go beyond the monetary aspects since Albert
Einstein was one of the Hebrew University's founding fathers. We,
therefore, are most appreciative to you for insuring tbe-safety of

his papers. ~

CEBlkn
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THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF .JERUSALEM

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Sherman BulldlnQ - Mount SCOCN'

Jeru.a.lem 91 905

Dr. Harry Woolf
Director
Institute of Advanced Studies
Princeton
N.J. 08540
U. S .A.

Dear Dr. Woolf,

"P'OJil n.J~'1

Dl!)l:-Jil 1n - I01Y! pJ~

9190~ D'~Vl1'

6 Nay 1982

I wish to advise you that Professor Milton Handler
has been designated as the representative of the Hebrew
University in all matters connected ~~th the Einstein
Papers.

Professor Handler's address is:

Messrs. Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler
425 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022. Telephone (212) 407-8000.

I would appreciate the help and cooperation you would
be kind enough to extend to Professor Handler or any person
designated by him.

I am most grateful for all your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

""\~L...._A/n

Avraham Harman
President

AH:hb
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609-452-4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX 181160)

Pusid~nt, HAROLD W. Me GRAw, JR. TruSI~U, JOHN TYLER BONNER.,

WILLIAM C. BOWEN, ROBERT C. GILPIN. WU-CHUNc HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. ROZMAN.

ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. W1l.IGHT, THEOOORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

Einstein Project

April 19,1982

To: Editorial Advisory Board ~

F,.., Joh. St.,h.1 ~~

Enclosed please find sample edited documents, t0gether
with notes on Editorial Method, which have been prepared for sub
mission with the Grant Proposal to the National Science Foundation.
Questions or comments on this material, or the NSF Draft Proposal
sent to you in February, will be greatly appreciated. We plan to
submit the final version of the Proposal to the NSF in late spring.

Informal response to the Draft Proposal from the NSF has
raised the following question:

Do you agree with the decision that documents should
appear in their original language in this edition? Would you favor
the inclusion of English translations of all documents? I feel
strongly that the documents should be in the original language, be
cause any translation represents an interpretive intrusion by the
editorial staff. Inclusion of English translations would delay the
work and increase the cost immensely. But I would like further
comments and advice from the Board.

In annotating the Einstein 1901 paper, the following
question arose: Should we append a list of selected references to
each paper, listing relevant work by historians and philosophers of
science; should such a list be appended to each volume or period
covered? Or would the publication of a separate bibliographical
volume as a "spin-off" from the Collected Papers be sufficient? We
are leaning toward the latter solution. Such a bib1iography~ou1d

be pUblished fairly soon, and up-dated from time to time.

Copi es to:

Mr. Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.
Dr. Avraham Harman
Dr. Charles E. Bloom

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLJNGEN SERIES
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CONTENTS

EDITORIAL METHOD

LEITERS

Einstein to Ostwald, March 19, 1901

Einstein to Ostwald, April 3, 1901
Einstein to Kamer1ingh Onnes, April 12, 1901
Einstein to Marcel Grossmann, April 14, 1901

PAPER

Headnote
"Fol gerungen aus den Capi 11 aritHserschei nungen"
Footnotes

EINSTEIN PAPERS CITED

LIST of SHORT TITLES

i

1

3

5

6

9

11
22

24

25
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EDITORIAL METHOD

The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein will be published in

two series of volumes: l)correspondence and other documents (referred

to hereafter as "correspondence"); 2)published papers and manuscripts

of unpublished papers (referred to hereafter as "papers").

Each series will be arranged chronologically.

A literal method of transcription is used with the following

exceptions: The dateline is always placed above the text. Infor

mation added in the dateline is placed in square brackets. The

first word in a sentence is always capitalized and a period put

at the end of a sentence. Written double consonants "m"and "n"
are given as "mm" and "nn". Obvious and insignificant omissions

and errors in the spelling or formulas are silently corrected.

Omissions and errors of substance are annotated, as well as unclear

or uncommon abbreviations. A conjectural reading f~r significant

omissions, gaps or illegible parts of the text is inserted in square

brackets, with a question mark if doubtful, and the nature of the

problem annotated. Deletions are ignored unless significant, in

which case they are inserted in angle brackets after the corrected

text and any peculiarities annotated. Addresses on envelopes or

postcards are not reproduced.

In the correspondence volumes, letters and other untitled

documents are given a title (e.g., "To WILHELM OSTWALD") placed
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immediately above the text. If no precise date can be assigned to

a letter or other document, its place in the chronological sequence

is determined by the beginning of the nearest unit of time which

can be assigned (e.g., month, year, decade). Descriptive symbols

used to designate its source directly follow the text. In the

examples submitted, only the following occur:

ALS Autograph letter signed

APS Autograph postcard signed

If no indication of the provenance of the document follows the

descriptive symbol, the original is in the Einstein Archive, current-

ly at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey (ulti-

mately to be moved to the Hebrew University, Jerusalem). Otherwise,

the location of the original, if known, follows in parenthesis. Sym-

bols for document repositories are used. American repositories are

designated by the symbols used in the National Union Catalogue of the

Library of Congress. In the examples submitted, the following symbols

occur:

ZAAW: Zentrales Archiv der Akademie der Wissenschaften
der DDR, Berl i n

RGN: Rijksmuseum voor de Geschiedenis der Natuurweten-
schappen, Leiden

If the current location of the original is not known to us, the

source of the copy in the Einstein Archive is indicated. Comments

on noteworthy textual features of the document or of the address

follow the information on provenance. References to books or articles

providing further bibliographical information about the document

i i
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follow on a separate line.

In the papers volumes, the original title of a paper is used,

if one exists, but reference to Einstein's authorship (e.g., "von

Albert Einstein") is deleted. The first published text of previous

ly published books and papers is used as a basis of the published

text unless a contrary indication is given in a headnote. The ori

ginal pagination is indicated in the right-hand margin. Information

on the date of complet~on , submission, acceptance and publication,

if available, is prOVided just below the title. The earliest 07 these dates

that can be assigned to a published paper determines its place in

the sequence. If no precise date can be assigned to an unpublished

manuscript, its place in the chronological sequence is determined by

the beginning of the nearest unit of time which can be assigned (e.g.,

month, year, decade). Significant variants in manuscripts of the

paper (if any exist) or in later printings of the text during Ein-

stein's lifetime are annotated. Manuscripts unpublished during Ein

stein's lifetime are discussed in headnotes. Information about sub

sequent republication during Einstein's life follows the document,

as well as information about the provenance of any manuscripts or

typescripts, if known.

In both series, footnotes in the original text of a document

are indicated by superscript symbols, such as * and 1 ' and printed

at the foot of the page on which they occur. Editorial footnotes

to the text are indicated by superscript numerals and printed after

the document.

iii
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References to published writing by Einstein in the editorial

apparatus are prefixed by "Einstein" (if not obvious from the context)

followed by the year of publication and lower-case letter (if more

than one item was published in that year) in italics. For example,

Einstein 1902b denotes: "Kinetische Theorie des W~nne91eichgewichtes

und des zweiten Haupsatzes der Thermodynami k," Anna len der Phys i k 9

(1902): 417-433. A list of cited papers appears at the end of each

volume. Reference to other items appearing in the Collected Papers

is by document title and date (e.9., ETH Abgan9s-Zeugnis, August 2,

1900). An appendix to each volume lists a printed source for any

previously published documents cited in the volume which have not

yet appeared in the Collected Papers.

Short titles will be used after the first full citation within

a volume. For example: Kllrber, "Biographie"stands for Hans-GUnther

Kllrber, "Zur Biographie des jungen Albert Einstein," Forschungen und

Fortschritte 38 (1964). Some books will be cited throughout in the

following abbreviated form: author's last name followed by year of

publication of the edition cited and lower-case letter (if more than

one book by the author in that year is cited), all in italics. For

example, Seelig 1956 stands for Carl Seelig, Helle Zeit-Dunkle Zeit:

In Memoriam Albert Einstein (ZUrich-Stuttgart-Wien: Europa Verla9,

1956). A list of books so cited appears at the end of each volume.

iv
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If a short biography is included in the biographical appendix

to a volume (or reference given there to one in an earlier volume) this

is indicated by printing the person's last name in small capitals

wherever it appears in the editorial apparatus. (This does not apply

to names which appear in a document title). No biographies are given

of individuals having entries in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography

(New York: Charles Scribner, 1981).

v
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With reference to the attached documents note that:

1) A relevant letter of Hermann Einstein to Wilhelm Ostwald,

April 13, 1901, is not included because we are not in possession

of a photocopy of the original. The text of the letter is printed

in Kllrber, "Biographie".

2) Although the text of Einstein 1901 is reproduced here from

the Annalen der Physik, with minor corrections made and footnotes

added, the entire paper will be reset in the printed version of the

Collected Papers.

3) Commenting on Einstein to Kamerlingh Onnes, April 12, 1901,

Clark states" .... the reply-page second half of the card, self-

addressed to 'A. Einstein, via Bigli 21, Milano,' remains blank in

the museum's archives" [Ronald W. Clark, Einstein: The Life and

Times

p.43].

(New York and Cleveland: The World Publishing Co., 1971)

No copy of th is" rep ly-page second ha 1f" is in the photo-

copy in the Einstein Archive. Clark's information will be checked

on the original in the National Museum for the History of Science,

Leiden and, if correct, added to the published version of the letter.

vi
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LETTERS
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To WILHELM OSTWALOl

ZUrich den 19. MMrz 1901.

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Oa ich durch Ihr Werk Uber allgemeine Chemie zu der beiliegen-

den Abhandlung angeregt worden bin, bin ich so frei, Ihnen ein

Exemplar davon zu schicken. 2 Bei dieser Gelegenheit erlaube ich

mir auch, Sie zu fragen, ob Sie vielleicht fUr einen mathematischen

Physiker, der mit absoluten Messungen vertraut ist, Verwendung

h~tten.3 Ich nehme mir nur darum die Freiheit zu einer solchen An-

frage, weil ich unbemittelt bin, und mir nur eine derartige Stelle

die MBglichkeit weiterer Ausbildung bieten kBnnte.

Mit vorzUglicher Hochachtung zeichne ich

Albert Einstein

Via Bigli 21.

Mil ana

Ita1i a.

ALS (ZAAW: Wilhelm-Ostwald-Archiv)
Hans-GUnther KBrber, "Zur Biographie des jungen Albert Einstein,"

Forschungen und Fortschritte 3B (1964):74-78.

1
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1. Wilhelm Ostwald (1853-1932), one of the foremost physical chemists
at the turn of the century, was a professor at the University of Leipzig.

2. Ostwald'sLehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie, 2nd rev. ed., 2 vols.
(Leipzig: Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann, 1891-1906) served as the major
reference work for Einstein 1901, a reprint of which is still in the
Ostwald collection, ZAAW (see Ktlrber, "Biographie"). If Ostwald read it,
it is unlikely he was favorably impressed by Einstein's use of the
atomic-molecular hypothesis to discuss capillary phenomena. As an anti
atomist, Ostwald attacked such explanations of capillarity in the intro
duction to vol. 2 of his Lehrbuch. He gave up his anti-atomism about
1909, partly in response to Einstein's work on B~ownian motion.

3. Einstein took WEBER's course on "System der absoluten elektri
schen Messungen"at the ETH (ETH Abgangs-Zeugnis, August 2, 1900).

2
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To WILHELM OSTWALD

Mailand den 3. April 1901

Hoch geehrter Herr Professor!

Vor einigen Wochen erlaubte ich mir, Ihnen von ZOrich

aus eine kleine Abhandlung zu Obersenden, die ich in Wiede

manns Annalen ver6ffentlichte. l

Da mir an Ihrem Urteil darOber sehr viel gelegen ist,

und ich nicht sicher bin, ob ich damals meine Adresse bei-

gefOgt habe, erlaube ich mir, dieselbe Ihnen nachtraglich

zu Obermitte1n.

Mit vorzUglicher Hochachtung

ergebenst

Albert Einstein

cand. phys.2

Milano

Via Bigli 21.

APS (ZAAW: Wilhelm-Ostwald-Archiv)
Hans-GUnther K6rber, "Zur Biographie des jungen Albert Einstein,"

Forschungen und Fortschritte 38 (1964):74-78.

1. See Einstein to Ostwald, March 14, 1901. Einstein should
have referred to Drude's Annalen. Upon Gustav Wiedemann's death
in 1899, Paul Drude assumed editorship of the Annalen der Physik.

3
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2. candidatus physicae. At this time, Einstein was planning to submit
his work on molecular forces to the University of ZUrich for a doctorate
in physics (Einstein to Grossmann, April 14, 1901, note 9).

4
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To HElKE KAMERLINGH ONNES1

Mailand d. 12. April 1901

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Ourch einen St~dienfreund2 erfahre ich,dap bei Ihnen eine

Assistentenste11e frei ist. Ich er1aube mir, mich urn diesel be

zu bewerben. Ich studierte 4 Jahre an der Abtei1ung fUr Mathe

matik und Physik des Po1ytechnikums in ZUrich, wobei ich mich

fUr Physik spezia1isierte. Oort erwarb ich mir 1etzten Sommer

das Oip1om. Meine Zeugnisse stehen Ihnen natUr1ich gerne zu

Diensten. 3

Auch beehre ich mich, Ihnen mit gleicher Post einen Ab

druck meiner jUngst in den Annalen der Physik erschienenen Ab

hand1ung4 zu unterbreiten.

Mit vorzUg1icher Hochachtung

Albert Einstein

APS (RGN)
B.A. van Proosdij, "Some Letters from Albert Einstein to

Heike Kamer1ingh Onnes," Janus 48 (1959):41-43.

1. Kamer1ingh Onnes (1853-1926) held the chair of experimental
physics at the University of Leiden.

2. This friend has not been identified. Einstein to Gross
mann, April 14, 1901, suggests that it may have been GROSSMANN
or EHRAT.

3. ETH Abgangs-Zeugnis, August 2, 1900.
4. Einstein 1901.

5
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To MARCEL GROSSMANN1

Mai1and den 14. April. [1901]

Lieber Marcel!

A1s ich gestern Deinen Brief fand, war ich wirk1ich gerUhrt

Uber Deine Treue und Menschenfreund1ichkeit, die Dich an Deinen

a1ten Freund und Pechvoge1 noch nicht hat vergessen lassen. Ich

glaube wirk1ich, da~ nicht so 1eicht einer bessere Ko11egen ge

habt hat wie ich in Dir und Ehrat. 2 Ich brauche Dir woh1 kaum zu

sagen, da~ ich glUck1ich w~re, wenn ich einen so sch8nen Wir

kungskreis erha1ten k8nnte, und da~ ich a11es aufbieten wUrde,

urn Eurer Empfeh1ung keine Unehre zu machen. 3 Seit drei Wochen

bin ich hier bei meinen E1tern, urn von hier aus eine Stelle a1s
4Assistent in einer Universit~t zu suchen. Ich h~tte auch l~ngst

5eine solche gefunden, wenn Weber nicht ein fa1sches Spiel gegen

mich spielte. Trotzdem 1asse ich kein Mittel unversucht und la~

mir auch den Humor nicht verderben ... Gott schuf den Esel und

gab ihm ein dickes Fell.

Wir haben hier den herrlichsten FrUhling, und die ganze Welt

hierlacht einen so glUcklich an, da~ man ganz von selbst den alten

Hypochonder6 abstreift. Zudem schUtzen mich hier musika1ische Be

kannte vor dem Versauern. 7

In wissenschaftlicher Beziehung sind mir ein paar herr1iche

6
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Ideen in den Kopf gekommen. die nur noch geh6rig ausgebrUtet wer-

den mUssen. Ich glaube nun sicher. da~ meine Theorie der Attraktions

kr~fte der Atome8 auch auf Gase ausgedehnt werden kann. und da0

die charakteristischen Konstanten fUr fast alle Elemente ohne er-

hebliche Schwierigkeit zu ermitteln sein werden. Dann wird auch die

Frage nach der innern Verwandtschaft der Molekularkr~fte mit den New

tonschen Fernkr~ften ihrer Entscheidung urn einen gro~en Schritt n~her

rUcken. Vielleicht werden die schon von andern zu andern Zwecken

angestellten Untersuchungen zur PrUfung der Theorie hinreichen. In

diesem Fall werde ich dann alles bis jetzt Erreichte Uber molekulare

Anziehung zur Doktordissertation verwenden. 9 Es ist ein herrliches

GefUhl. die Einheitlichkeit eines Komplexes von Erscheinungen zu er-

kennen. die der direkten sinnlichen Wahrnehmung als ganz getrennte

Dinge erscheinen.

Ich bitte Dich. Deine werten Angeh6rigen freundlichst von mir

zu grU~en. und Deinem Papa herzlichst fUr seine 8emUhung zu danken.

sowie fUr das Vertrauen. das er mir dadurch entgegenbrachte. da~ er

mich empfohlen hat. 10 Dir einen freundschaftlichen Gru~

von Deinem

Albert Einstein

Via Bigli 21

Milano.

ALS: Copy provided by Miss Elsbeth Grossmann

1. GROSSMANN (1878-1936). after graduating from the ETH in 1900.
spent the following year there as assistant to the mathematics pro
fessor Wilhelm Fiedler.

7
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2. Jakob EHRAT (1876-1960). After graduating from the ETH in
1900. he spent the following three years there as assistant to
mathematics professor Ferdinand Rudio.

3. Jules Grossmann. Marcel's father. recommended Einstein to
Friedrich HALLER (1844-1936). Director of the Swiss Patent Office.
with whom he was on friendly terms.

4. See Einstein to Ostwald. March 19 and April 3. 1901 and Ein
stein to Kamerlingh Onnes. April 12. 1901.

5. Heinrich Friedrich WEBER (1843-1912). After leading Einstein
to believe he would receive an assistantship upon graduation. Weber
chose two engineers as his assistants in 1900 (Kayser 1930. pp.59
60 and Seelig 1952. p.49).

6. Einstein's chronic stomach troubles may already have begun.
Kayser 1930. pp.53-54. attributes their origin to undernourishment
while Einstein was a student at the ETH.

7. Probably the Ansbacher family (see Einstein to Alfred STERN.
May 3. 1901).

8. See Einstein 1901.
9. Nothing came of this plan. In November 1901 Einstein sub

mitted his third paper (Einstein 1902b) to the University of ZU
rich in an unsuccessful attempt to get a doctorate (see Einstein
to Swiss Patent Office. December 18. 1901). In early 1903 he
temporaril~ abandoned attempts to get a doctorate (see Einstein
to BESSO. LJanuary 1903]). He finally obtained it from ZUrich
for Einstein 1905a.

10. See note 2.

8
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Einstein 1901 and 1902a were part of an investigation of the

"attractive forces between atoms" (Einstein to Grossmann, April 14,

1901) in the mechanistic tradition of explaining physical phenomena

by means of central forces between particles. 1901 uses thenno

dynamic methods to evaluate postulated molecular characteristic con

stants from experimental data. l The first indication of Einstein's

interest in the problem of molecular forces is his comment "Investigate!

Vacation" in Weber Notebook II [1896-1900], where WEBER refers to the

unknown fonn of the intennolecular force law in fluids. The explanation

of capillary phenomena by means of short-range molecular forces had

been actively pursued since Laplace and a lecture on capillarity by

Minkowski (ETH, summer 1900) drew Einstein's praise. 2 Einstein to

Ostwald, March 19, 1901 states that 1901 was stimulated by the latter's

Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie, vol.l of which is the only reference

cited. 3 Einstein to Grossmann, April 14, 1901 indicates he hoped to

use 1901 as the basis of a doctoral dissertation but after 1902a he

abandoned the subject of molecular forces (except for 1911a), referring

(Einstein to Stark, December 7, 1907) to his "two worthless beginner's

works." Attempts to use 1901 in a renewed search for an academic po

sition (Einstein to Ostwald, March 19 &April 3, 1901; to Kamerlingh

Onnes, April 12, 1901; H. Einstein to Ostwald, April 13, 1901) were

no more successful.

1. It was not uncommon to combine the thennodynamic and molecular
approaches to capillarity. For contemporary surveys mentioning Ein
stein 1901, see F. Pockel's "Kapillarit:lt" in Winkelmann 1908, pP:-1l19
1234; Herbert Freundlich, Kapillarchemie (Leipzig: Akademische Ver
lagsgesellschaft, 1909).

9
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2. Loui s KOLLROS, "Eri nnerungen ei nes Kommil i tonen" (See1i 9 1956,
pp. 17-31) reports Einstein's comment after the lecture: "That is the
first lecture on mathematical physics that we have heard at the Poly!"

3. Wilhelm Ostwald, Lehrbuch der allgemeinen Chemie, 2nd rev. ed.,
vol.1 (Leipzig: Verlag von Wilhelm Engelmann, 1891). Ostwald became
an energeticist about this time. The Introduction to vol.2, part 1
of the Lehrbuch (1893) contains an attack on molecular theories and
advocates a purely thermodynamic treatment of capillarity (pp.27-29).

I

10
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"FOLGERUNGEN AUS DEN CAPILLARITATSERSCHEINUNGEN

"Zurich. den 13. December 1900.

(Eingegangen 16. December 1900.)

[Published in Annalen der Physik, vo1.4, no.3. March 1, 1901]

nnd

Bezeichnen wir mit r diejenige Menge mechanischer Arheit.
welche wir der FIUssigkeit znCUhren mUssen, nm die freie Oher
ftAche nm die Einheit zn vergr~ssern, so ist r nicht etwa die
gesamte Energiezunahme des Systems, wie folgender Kreis
proce.. lehrt. Sei eine heslimmle FlUssigkeitsmenlle vorliegend
von der (absoluten) Temperatnr T. nnd der Oberftlche 0.. Wir
vermehren nnn isothermisch die Oberftlche, 0, anf 0" erMben
die Temperatur anf T, (bei constanter Oberftll.che), vermindern
dann die Oberftlche auf 0, und kuhlen daun die FlUssigkeit
wieder auf T. abo Nimmt man nun au, dess dem Korper
ausser der ihm verm~ge seiner specifischen Wlrme zukomplen
den keine andere Wlrmemenge zugefUhrt wird, so ist bei dem
Kreisproeess die Summa der dem Korper zngefUhrten Wlrme
gleich der Summe der ibm entnommenen. FA muss also nach
dem Princip von der Erhaltung der Energie auch die Summa
der zugefUhrten mechanischen Arbeiten gleich Null sein.

Es gilt also die GJeichung:

(0, - O,lr, - (0, - O,)rz.= 0 oder r, - r,.
Dies widerspricbt aber der Erfahrung.1

Eo bleibt also nichts anderes Ubrig als anzunehmen, daaa
mit der Aenderung der OberflAche aucb ein Auslausch der
Wlrme verbunden sei, nnd daBS der Oberftlche eine eigen.
specifische Wlrme znkomme. Bezeichnen wir also mit U die
Energie, mit 8 die Entropie der Oberllilcheneinheit der FIUssig
keit, mit, die specifische Wllrme der Oberftlche, mit 100 die
zur Bildung der Olterfllcheneinheit erforderliche Wlrme in
mechanischem Maass, 60 sind die Grossen:

dU= •. O.dT+{r+ lDoI J O

dS- •. O.dT +~'dO
- T T

vollsliindige Differentiale. Es gelten also die GJeichungen:

11
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514

-/0 (~~) = /T (';:)
Aus diesen Gleicbungen folgt:

Drr + "'0 = r - TaT'

Dies aber ist die gesamta Energie, welcbe zur Bildung der
Eiobeit der OberHacbe notig ist.

Bilden wir nocb: Z

4 T rl'r
dT (r + lDo) - - iii'"

Die Experimentaluntenucbungen baben nuo ergeben, dass
sich stets sehr nahe r als lineare Function der Temperatur
dantellen lisS~d. h.:

Die zur Bildung der Oberflacbeneinheit einer Fltlssigkeit
nOtige Energie ist unabhangig von der Temperatur.

Ebenso folgt:

, =~ + ~';: = ~~ - -* -T g., =0,

also: Der Oberflache als solcher ist keiu Warmeinhalt zo·
zuscbreiben, .ondero die l!:nergie der Oberflilche ist potenlieller
Nator.4 Man sieht schon jetzt, dass

T 4r
r- dT

eine zu stOchiometrischen Untersuchungen sich geeignetere
GrOsse ist, als das bisher benutzte r bei Siedetemperatur. Die
Thatsache, dass die zu,' Bildung der Oberflacheneinheit er·
forderliche l!:nergie kaum mit der Temperatur variirt, lebrt uos
aber auch, dass die Configuration der Molectlle in der Ober·
flacbenschicht mit der Temperator nicht variiren wird (abge.
seben von Aenderungen von der Griisseuordnuog der thermiscbeo
Ausdebnuog).

Um nun fur die GrOsse
T 4rr - dT

eine stochiometrische Beziebuog auCzufinden, giog ich von den
eiofachsten Annahmen tlber die Nator der molecularen An-
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ziebungakrifte aus, und prtlfte dereu Cousequenzen auf ibre
Uebereinstimmung mit dem Experiment bin. Ich liess mich
dabei .on der Analogie der Gra.itationskrifte leiten.

Sei also das relati.e Potential Iweier .Molectlle .on
der Form:

p ~ p.. - ... Co· 9' (r),

wobei c eine fl1r daB betreffende' MolecUl cbarakteristische
Constante ist, 9' (r) aber eine .om Wesen der MolecUle un
abbAngige Function ihrer Entfemung~ Wir nehmen femer
an, dus

• •t It ~c.c'9'(r.. ,)

der entsprecbende Ausdruck fl1r II MolecUle BeL Bind speciell
aile MolecUle gleicb bescbaffen, 80 gebt dieser Ausdruck in

• •
tc'.~ ~9'(r.. ,)

1lber. Wir macheu femer noch die Annahme, daBs das Potential
der Molecnlarlr:rAfte ebenso gross sei, wie wenn die Materie
bomogen im Raume .erteilt wAre; es ist die. allerdinga eine
Annabme, .on der wir nnr angenlbert die Ricbtigkeit erwarten
dllrfen. Mit ibrer HnIfe nnrandelt sich der obige Ausdruck in:

P= p.. -tc'.N'JJdT.dT'9'(r••,...),

wobei N die Anubl der Molectlle in der Volumeneinbeit isL
Is~ das MoiecUl unserer FIUssigkeit ana mebreren Atomen
lusammengesetzt, 80 soll analog wie bei den GraTitationslr:rAften
c = ::s c. gesetzt werden kOnnen, wobei die c. den Atomeu der
E1emente cbarakteristiscbe Zahlen bedeuten. Beht man nocb
lIN = 11, wobei 11 das Moleculu.olum bedeutet, so erblllt man
die endgUltige Forme1: .

p= p.. - t .~~.l' J J dT. dT' 9'(r......).

Setzen wir nun nocb voraus, daas die Dicbte der Fltlssig
hit bis Zll deren Oberfilcbe coustant ist, was ja durch die
Tbat&acbe wabrscbeinlicb gemacbt wird, daas die Energie der
Oberfilcbe .on der Temperatur unabbllngig ist, so sind wir
nun im stande die potentielle Energie der Volnmeneinbeit im

13
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Inneren dar Fllissigkeit nnd die der Oberflllcheneinheit %U 516
berechnen.c..

Beben wir nll.mlich

+ClID +CO +ClID

if f f dzdydz·."O'z'+y'+z')- K,
a--GO , __ GO • __ e

10 in die potentielle Energie der Volnmeneinheit

~")'p- p.. - K --.,-'

Denken wir nns eine F1Qasigkeit .om Volnmen r aDd Ton
der Oberflllche 8, 80 arhalten wir dnreh Integration"

p_p -K~")·.r+K'~··l'.O\
e., '" t

wobei die Conat&nte K' bedentet: 8
.. ,.,,1 ,.._1 "_0 __ %I

f f f f;_0 ~_o r_ac • __ QD

,-co .-cef f dz.dy.dz.dz'.dy.dz'
,_-co ._0

'1O'(z-z)'+ (y-y'J'+ (z-z)').

Da Qber 'I' nichta bekannt iat, bekommen wir natnrlieh
keine Beziehnng .wischen K nnd K'.

Dabei ist lUnichat im Ange .n behalten, dus wir Dieht
wissen kOnnen, ob du Fllissigkeitamoleclll nieht die II·fachs
Kasse des Gaamolecilles besitzt, doeh folgtaus unserer HerJeitnng,
d""s dadurch unser Ausdruck der potentiellen Energie der
FJUssigkeit nieht geAndert wird. FQr die potentielle Energis
der Oberfliche bekommen wil, auf Grund der eben gemachten
Annahme, den Ausdruck: ')

P_K'~"'f.=r- T.!L,.. . tIT
oder

~c'-"'Vr- T.tIr . __1_.
tIT YK'

Da die rechta stehende Grosse {Qr Siedetemperatnr fQr

.iele Stoffe ans den Beohaehtnngen .on R. Schiff bereehenbar
ist, so bekommen wir reichliehen Stoff .ur Bestimmung der
GrOssen c.. Ieb entnahm das gesamte Material dem Bucb
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llber Allgemeine Chemie Ton W. Ostwald~O Ieh gehe bier %11

Dkhst das Material an, mittels dessen ich das c. flIr C, H, 0
naeh der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate bereehDete. In der
mit~ c...... llheraehriebenen Columne SiDd die ~ c. angegeben,
wie sie mit HlUfe der so gewoDneneD C. aus den ebemischeD
Formeln sich ergebeD. Isomer8 Verbindungen wurden tU einem
Wert .ereiDigt, weil die ihnen zugebOrigeD Werle der linkeD
Seite nur unbedeuteDd .0neiDander abwieheD. Die Einbeit
wurde willk1lrlieh gewlh1t, weil, da X' unbekaDnt ist, eine ab
solute Bestimmung der c. niebt mOglieh isL

Ieh fand:

CB - - 1,6, Ce - 55,0, Co - 46,8.

Formel ~.. ~..... N"",. do< VorbiDd1lDl

<;,H.. 810 8U CilrollODterpeo
CO,II, UO U8 Ame.......ure
C,B,O, \88 181 EooigaIuro
C,H,O, 180 1ft PropioDdure
C.B,O, 809 801 ButWnlure und Iooballonlunl
C,S..O, 888 888 VaJeriaDdaro
C.8,O, 880 880 Aeetaabldrid
C,S"O. 808 1101 • Aethl'oulat
C,a.O, 494 820 M.tb,lb.msoat
C,S..O, 888 888 Aetbllbo.-t
C,B..O, 411 484 A.....igllbor
c,1I,0 482 418 Auilol
C,H..O 419 410 Pheaelol uDd Mctblle.-lat
C,B"O, 6\8 611 Dimetbl1reaorcia
C,H.O, 848 888 Fan"",1
C,H..O 84S 808 ValoraJdell,d
<;,11,,0 881 614 ear.ol

Man sieht, dass die AbweiehODgeD in last allen FlJJen die
V8r8uehsfehler wahl bum llbersteigen ODd keinerlei Geaetz
mll.ssigkeit teigen.

Hieram berechnete ieh ge80Ddert die Werle flIr CI, Br
ODd J, weIeheD BestimmuDgen nat1lrlieh eine geringere Sieher
beit zokommt, und land:

ca - 60, car - 152, c, - 198.

Ieh lUBe nun in gleieher Weise wie oben das Material
folgeD:

15
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FormeJ

C,H.CI
C,H,CI
C,H,CI
C,U,OCI
C,OHCI,
C,H.OCI
c,H.CI,
Br,
C,H,Br
C,H,Br
C,H,Br
C,U,Br
O.H.Br
C,B..Rr
C,H.Br
C,H,Br
C,H.Br,
C,B,Br,
C,H,J
c,B,J
C,H,J
C,H,J
C,H,J
C.BuJ

~ ..
88~

488
4~0

170
81>8
461
4.2
217
151
811
811
802
8~S

42~

411
421
S4~

US
288
848
8&7
SS8
418
484

~r....
87.
464
4Sf
no
88~

484
485
804
154
808
806
808
854
410
474
SI6
40t
481
800
8~2

8~2

6S5
408
455

Name der VerbiDdUDg

OblorheD..1
Cblortoluol
Bensychlorld
Epirblorbydrln
Obloral
Beowylchlorid
Be..,.lid...chIorid
Brom
Arthylbromid
Propylbromid
Iaopropylbromid
AJlylbromid
Iaobutylbromid
Iaoamylbromid
Brombeowl
o-Bromtoluol
ArthylrDbromid
Propylrnbromid
Aethyljodid
Propyljodid
Iaopropyljodid
AJJyljodid
Iaobutyljodid
Iaoamyljodid

518

Ea scheint mir, dUB gronere AbweicbnngeD YOD nnserer
Theorie bei BolcbeD StaffeD eiDtreteD, welche verhiltniamAaaig
gro888 Molecularmaasse ODd kJeiDes Molecul....olum h..ben.

Wir h..beD aus ODsereD ADDahmen gefuDdeD, dass die
poteDtieUe Energie der VolDmeDeinheit deD Ausdruck besitzt:

p _ P _ K i.~!")' •
... 0'

d..bei bedeDtet K eine bestimmte Grosse, welche wir ..ber mcM
berechDeD koooeD, d.. 88 IIberh"Dpt erst durch die W..hl der
c. yollkommen definirt wird. Wir kODneD d..her K = 1 seaeD
nnd gewiDDeD 80 eine DefinitioD fllr die absoluteD Werts der c.
Ber1lcksichtigeD wir dies YOD DDD aD, so erhalteD wir fllr die
Grosse deo PoteDti..leo, welche dem AeqmnleDt (MolecnJ) 1\1

kommt, deD ADBdrnck: \1

P P ~r.)'- -K---,... 0
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2,47

Quotient
2,M

•
biD

1887 bbt 2,46

U8f 811 2,61
79b SID 1167
902 872 2,"8

IOOb fU 1,S1

1122 fa 2,86

121S b27 2,30
119 2f9 2,89

I2b7

•

•..

..

..
CaH..

•
CaH..O,

..
CaH..O,

..
C"HIIO.
CaH,
(,~H,

CaH..

wobei Dalllrlich P.., eiDe aDdere CoDBlaDle bedealet. Nan
kijoDlea wir aber dao zweile Glied der rechleo Seile dieBer
G1eichuDg der DiffereDz IJ. J - .4 ,,_ gleicb BelzeD - wobei
lJ. die molecalare VerdampfuDglwlrme (Dampfwirme X Hole
calarmaose). J du mechaDiBche AequivaleDI der Calorie, .4 den
Almospbareudrack iD ahsolalem M&&BS aDd ,,_ daB Molecalar
volam deB DampfeB iBI -, weDn die poleDtielle Energie des
DampfeB Null ware and weDn flIr Siedelemperatar der Inhalt
aa kiDelischer EDergie heim UebergaDg yom f1nBligea iD deD
Gaozastand uDgelndert bliebe~ 2. Die enle dieBer Annahmen
scheiDt mir unbedeDklicb. Da wir aber za der lelzlereD An
Dahms bineD Gruod haben, aber auch keine }fijglichkeit die
fraglicbe Grijsse abzaBchatzeD. 10 bleibt UDB nichlB aDderea
nbrig, als die obige Gr68se Belbsl zur ReChDUDg zu beDutzeD.

In die enle Spalle der folgeodeD Tabelle habe ich die Grll8Ben
flJ:. " im Wlirmemaasa eiDgelrageD, wobei lJ: die am die
lasBere Verdampfongsarbeil (iD WllrmemaaBs) vermiDderle Ver
dampfaogswllrme bedeute\. ID die zweile Belzle ich die GrllBlen
~c., wie Bie aua den Capillaritillavenucbea ermitleltlliDd; in'
der drilleD fiDdea aich die Qaotienleo beider Werle. I80mere
Verhioduogeo aiod wieder zu eioer Zelle vereinigt.13

Name der VerbiodllDg Forme! YD~ .., ~e....
IlObulylpropional C,H"O, IIb7 fb6
boamil&cetat
Propylacotal
Ieobutylilobulyral
Propylnlezat
IlObutylbulyrat
llO&mylpropioD&t
leoamylioobutyral
IlObutylvaleral
Isolmylvalerat
B.=I
Toluol
Aethylbenaol
m·Xylol
Propylbeuool
)feeit,len
eymo]
Aethylformial
Methylacetal
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Name der VerbiodunR Forme.

Aethylacetal C.H.O,
MethyJpropioDat

"Propylformiat
"Idethylioobutyrut C.H1.O,

laobutylformiat
"Aetbylpropionat
"Propylacolat
"Idetbylbutyrat
"Aetbyliaobutyrat C."uO,

Methylvalerat
"laob.tylacelat
"Aetbylb.lyrat ..

Propylpropional
"boamylformiat
"

yD~ .•
837

882

971

~ '.be,. Quotie.l 520
901 2,78

3~3

40~

Troudem der in der 1llnften Columne eiDgetrageDe QuotieDt
1<eiDe3wegs eine ConstaDle ist, sondern vielmehr deutlich 'on
der CoDstitution der Stoffe abhaDgt, so kiinnen wir das ,or·
liegeDde Material doch dazn beDuueD, diejeDige Z"hl, ..enig.
atens der GrOsseDordDung nach, 'n ermitteln, mit der UDsere
c. multiplicirt ..erdeD mnssen, damit wir sie in der ,on una
gewahlten absoluten EiDheit erhalten. Der gesnchte Multipli.
cator ergieht sich im Mittel:

2,51. y4,l1.10' _ 1,62.10-.

Da die 'orhergeheDde BetrachtnDg .eigt, dass sich bei der
VerdampCung die kinetischen Verhaltnisse der Molecnle fOr·
lndern (weoigstens "enn UDser Ausdruck fUr die poteotielle
Energie richtig ist), unterDahm ieh es die absolute GrOsse '.
noch auf eine andere Weise auf.usueheD. Dabei ging ieh ,o0
der folgenden Idee aus: .

Comprimirt man eine Flnssigkeit isothermiseh und aodert
sieh dabei ihr Warmeinhalt niebt, was wir nUD ,0raussetzeD
"oileD, so ist die bei der CompressioD entweieheode Warme
gleieh der Summe der Compre8sionssrbeit uDd der TOO

den Moleeularkriflen geleisteten Arbeit. Wir kOnneo also
let.tere Arbeit bereehnen. weDD wir die bei der Compression
eDt..eieheDde WarmemeDge eruiren kOnneD. Dazll aber ver·
hilrt uns das Carnot'sehe Princip.

18
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uDd

Sei nlimlicb der Zustand der Flllssigkeit durcb den Druck p
in absolulen Einbeilen und die ubsolule Temperatur T bestimmt;
ist DUD bei einer uDendlicb kleiDen ZuslaDdsiinderuDg d Q die
dem Korper zugefllbrte Warme iu absolulem Maass, d 4 die
ibm xugefiibrte mecbaniscbe Arbeit, und selxeD wir

'.

dQ = Xdp + S.dT,

l/,l=-p.du=-pl~;dp+:;dTj

=p.u."dp-p.u.adT,

so liefert unsdie BediDgung, daBS dQITuDd dQ + d 4 TollslAndige
Differentiale BeiD mllssen, die GleicbuogeD

aaT ({) = aa" (~)

a a
a7'(X+p") = a; (S - pal

bierbei bedeuleD, ..ie maD siebt, X die bei isotbermiscber .
CompressioD durcb deD Druck p - 1 dem Korper zugefllhrte
Wiirme in mecbaDischem MlL&Ss, S die specifiscbe Wiirme bei
cODslanlem Druck, " den Compressibilitat8coefficienleD, a den
tbermischen AusdebDuDgBcoefficieDleD. Aus dieseD GleicbuDgen
findet maD:

I aG a'j -Xdp=-T\a+pa;+Pjff dp.

Nun ist daran zu eriDneru, dass der AtmospblireDdruck,
unler dem sich unsere Korper ge..obnlicb liDdeD, ftlr Com
pressioDserscbeiDungeD TOD FlllssigkeiteD uDbedeDklich &Is UD
endlicb klein xu betracbten ist; ebeDso siDd die Compressionen
in unsereu Experimenten sehr Dahe proportional deD aDge.
wandteD Compressionskrliften. Die 'Erscbeinuogen geben &110
80 Tor sicb, wie weDn die Compressionskriifte uDeDdlicb ldeiD
..lireD. Berllcksichtigt man dies, so geht UDsere GleichuDg
tiber in:

X.dp=- T.a.dp.

WeDden ..ir DUD die Voraussetzuug an, dass bei iso
thermiscber CompressioD die IciDetiscbe Energie des Systems
Dichl geii.ndert wird, so erbalten wir die Gleicbung

X. dP + CompressioDsarbeit + Arbeit der Molecnlarkriifte - O•
.4naalt'D del' rbr-lt. IV. Fa",. .. Sf.

19
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1st P d&S Potential der Molecnlarkrilfte, so ist die letzte
Arbeit:

a p a.
ifOoTjodp.

Setzt man nnseren Ausdruck fllr die GrOsse des Potentiales
der Molecu1arkrilfte bierin ein und herUcksicbtigt, das. die
Compressionsarbeit von der Ordnnng dp. ist, so erMlt man
bei Vernacbllssignng dieser unendlicb kleinen GrO'Be zweiter
Ordnong 0

~=~,. .'
wobei • den CompressibililAtscoeflicienten in absolntem Mus.e
bezeicbneL Wir erbalten so abermals eio Mittel, den gesncbten
ProportionalilAtscoeflicienten fllr die GrO.sen c. zu beBtimmen.
Die GrO.sen tt und • fllr die Temperatur des Eises eotnabm icb
den Tabellen von Land nit nod BOrnstein~ Man erbilt 80

fIlr den gesochteo Factor die Werte:

Xr101 1,71.10' Aethrlalkobol 1,70010'
CTmo\ 1,71.10' liIeth1la1kobol 1,7.010'
TerpeotiD6\ 1,78.10' ProP11alkobol 1,82010'
Aelh11&ther 1,70010' Am11tJlr.oboi 2,00 010'

ZunllchBt ist zo bemerken, dus die beiden durch ver·
scbiedene Metboden erlanglen Coeflicienten recht befriedigend
Dbereiostimmen, trotzdem sie ans ganz verschiedellen Pben()
menen bergeleitet siud~S Die letzte Tabelle zeigt sehr hefrie
digende OebereinBtimmung der Werte, nur die koblenstoff
reicheren Alkohole weicben abo Es ist dies auch zu erwarten,
denn aus den Abweicbungen, welche die AIkohole von dem
thermiscben Ausdebnungsgesetz von Menodelejew und von dem
stl\chiometnscben CapillarilAtsgesetz von R. Schiff zeigen, bat
man schon frllher geBchlosBen, dus bei diesen Verbindungen
mit Tempersturlnderungen Aenderungen der GrOsse der Flu••ig
keiumolecule verbunden sind. litEs i.t also anch zn erwarten,
da.. bei isothermischer Compre..ion solche moleculare Ver
inderungen anflreten, sod&Ss fIlr solcbe Stoffe bei gleicber
Temperatur der Wilrmeinbalt Fnnction des Volums sein wird.

ZU.I\mmenf&Ssend kOnnen wir also sagen, da.s sicb nnsere
fundamentale Annabme bewlhrt bat: Jedem Atom enupricbt
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.,in moleculare. Aoziehuog.Celd, welches uuahhllngig '00 der
Temperatur und unabhll.ngig .on der Art ist, wie d... Atom
mit anderen Atomeo chemisch .erbunden isL

Schlies.lich ist noch daranC hinznwei.en, das. mit steigen
dem Atomgewicht im allgemeinen 80ch die Con.tanten c. steigen,
doch nichts .tets und nicM in proportionaler ArL Die Frage, ob
uod wie un.ere Krllfte mit den Gra.itation.krllften TOrwandt
.ind, mUIB al.o noch .ollkommen offen gelauen werden~" Ee
ist auch hinzuzufllgen,. dass die Einfllhruog der Function 9' (r),
welche unabhllngig .on der Natur der Molecllle .ein .ollte, nor
alB Nilherungsannahme auIznC....en i.t, eben.o die ErsetJl1I!g
der Summen durch Integrale; in der Tbe.t scheint .ich un.ere
Theone fur StofFe .on kleinem Atom.olum mcht zu bewllhren,
wie das Bei.piel de. Was.ers darthuL Ueher die.e Fragen
mnd ent ,on eingehenden Specialforschnngen Aufschlll•••
zu hofFen.
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1. Surface tension is a (decreasing) function of temperature.
Essentially the same argument was first given by Kelvin: William
Thomson, Proceedings of the Royal Society 9 (1858):255-256.

2. The following equation has been called Einstein's equation:
R. Defay and I. Prigogine, Surface Tension and Adsor tion (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966 ,p.46. Ordinary derivatives are
used since, if the curvature of the surface is neglected, ~ is a
function of T only.

3. Ostwald, Lehrbuch, vol.l, pp.523-525.

4. This is Einstein's justification for computing the s~rface

energy from a static model, neglecting motion of the molecules,
even though the mechanical theory of heat is based on a kinetic
model. Einstein uses heat content (W~rmeinhalt) in the sense of
internal kinetic energy.

5. The potential should also depend on another constant: the
range of the intermolecular force, as noted in Pais 1982, p.47.
Ei ns tei n in effect assumes the same range . for all mol ecul es,
resulting in an incorrect dependence of unit surface and volume
potential energies on the specific volume of the fluid. Einstein
1911a (without mentioning 1901) shows such an assumption to be
untenable. The difficulty can be overcome if the potential energy
is taken as a universal function of r/R, where R is the range of
the force.

6. The expression given for the total potential energy can be
transformed into the sum of volume and surface energy terms with
certain assumptions about the nature of molecular forces (see,
e.g., Hermann Minkowski, "Kapi11arit~t," in Gesal1111elte Abhandlungen
von Hermann Minkowski, ed. David Hilbert (Leipzig and Berlin:
B.G. Teubner, 1911) vol.2, pp.333-336). Ein~tein,.however, seems to
have calculated the volume and surface energles dlrectly. He may
already have read Boltzmann 1898, cited in Einstein 1902b, which
contains similar calculations in a discussion of capillary forces
(pp.55-62).

7. After designating surface area by S, Einstein reverts to 0
in the following equation. The sign of the last term in this 
equation has been corrected.

8. Dimensional considerations show the following formula for K'
to be incorrect. Einstein 19l1a gives the correct formula for
this constant, without mention of 1901.

9. The following expression is actually the surface potential
energy per unit area.
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10. Ostwald, Lehrbuch, vol.l, pp.528-530.

11. As indicated, K should be set equal to unity in the following
fonnula.

12. The volume of the liquid is neglected in comparison with
that of the vapor. This discussion of latent heat of vaporization
is very similar to one in Weber Notebook II [1896-1900].

13. Ostwald, Lehrbuch, vol.l, pp.354-356 for Schiff's data, on
which the following table is based.

14. Hans Landolt and Richard B6rnstein, Ph sikalisch-chemische
Tabellen, 2nd enl. ed. (Berlin: Julius Springer, 1894 , pp.107-109
and 265-269.

15. The two results are not independent, however. The Clausius
Clapeyron equation with the approximations used may be written:
(ap/aT)V = Dm'/Tv. Using the identity (ap/aT)V (av/ap)T (aT/aV)p= -1
gives Dm'= TVa/K. The Clausius Clapeyron equation is derived (with

out name) in Weber Notebook II [1896-1900] in the discussion of
latent heat of vaporization. The existence of a thennodynamic re
lationship between Einstein's two results was noted in a review of
1901 by Otto Wiedeburg in Zeitschrift fUr physikalische Chemie
39[1902): 378.

16. Ostwald, Lehrbuch, vol.l, pp.279, 398-399 for Mendeleev's
fonnula.Einstein seems to be referring to the use of Schiff's data
to test E6tv6s' law, pp.541-543.

17. See Einstein to Grossmann, April 14, 1901.
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Einstein 1901 "Fo1gerungen aus den CapillaritMtserscheinungen,"
Annalen der Physik 4 (1901): 513-523.

1902a "Ueber di e thermodynami sche Theori e der Potenti a1
differenz zwischen Meta11en und vo11stMndig dis
sociirten Ltlsungen ihrer Sa1ze und Uber eine
e1ektrische Methode zur Erforschung der Mo1ecu1ar
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Annalen der Physik 8 (1902): 798-814.

1902b "Ki neti sche Theorie des WMrmegl ei chgewi chtes und
des zwei ten Hauptsatzes der Thermodynami k,"

Annalen der Physik 9 (1902): 417-.433

1905a Eine neue Bestimmun der MolekUldimensionen
'Bern: Buchdruckerei K.J. Wyss. 1905 : repri nted in

Annalen der Physik 19 (1906): 289-305.

1911 a "Bemerkung zu dem Gesetz von Etltvtls,"
Annalen der Physik 34 (1911): 165-169.
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1930.
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Pais 1982

Seelig 1952
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and Life of Albert Einstein. Oxford and New York:
Clarendon Press and Oxford University Press, 1982.

Seelig, Carl. Albert Einstein und die Schweiz.
ZUrich-Stuttgart-Wien: Europa Verlag, 1952.

Seelig, Carl, ed. Helle Zeit-Dunkle Zeit:In Memoriam
Albert Einstein. ZUrich-Stuttgart-Wien: Europa Ver
1ag, 1956.
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Princeton Universtty Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609-452-4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY U 540 (TELEX 181160)

Pruident, HAROLD w. Me CRAW, JR. Trltst~esJ JOHN T\'LER BONNER.,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN', ROBERT G. GILPIN, WU<HUNG HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON' LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. ROZ),L\N,

ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

April 12, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I was glad to hear that progress on remodeling the building
has been going forward. I am of course aware, going back through
our discussions over several years~ that any programmatic content
of the Einstein project would come under the jursidiction of the
Institute faculty, and that at our meeting in your office on
February 10 you mentioned taking up the question with Professors
Dyson and Clagett. I am eager to hear the result of your delibera
tions with them, since the institutional and academic setting of
the project must be part of our long-range plans, now that we are
free to make them. The institutional arrangements will no doubt
be as important to the staff as the physical arrangements, and so
we must take everything into account. I appreciate very much
your looking into these matters.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLI.·GE~ SERIES
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Harch 31, 1982

Professor Marshall Clagett
School of Historical SNclies
Instituee for Advanced Study

Dear Marshall:

The attached is for your information,
and perhaps you and Freeman will want to
talk to me about it at your convenience.
I leave the ....tter in your collective hands.

Sincerely yours,

Harry I<oolf

Enclosures
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March 31, 1982

Professor Free.an J. Dyson
School of Natural Sciences
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Freeman:

The attached is for your information,
and perhaps you and Marshall will want to
talk to me about it at your convenience.
1 leave the matter in your collective hauds.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf

Enclosures
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cc. Freeman Dyson
Marshall Clagett

March 31, 1982

Mr. llerbert S. BaUey, Jr.
Pr1n~~on University Press
41 'iliiam Street
Princeton, ~ew Jersey 08540

Dear Herb:

Thank you very ..ch for yours of 24 March 1982. 1 am happy to report
that progress continues in the reoodeling of the building in which we will
houae the Einstein editorial project. 1 shall let you know when the pro
cess is complete and the officee are available for occupancy.

With regard to the second paragraph of your letter and the idea of
having some programatic content within the framework and ongoing activities
of the Einatein editorial project, I need to inform you that such endeavors
coW! under the jurisdiction of d,e l' culty and that, as you know, Professors
Dyaon and Clagett represent the superviaory committee for the academic
di_nsiona of the editorial project at the Institute. 1 am sharing your
letter with th_ and I ahall await their counsel in this matter.

As for the status of the staff with respect to the Institute, I see
no i80ity at all. They are employees of the project to who.. we have
extended the courtesy of our facilities, which means the use of the
dining hall, and a ready welcome to them for attendance in the public
affairs or activities of the Institute, auch as concerts. public lectures
and the like. Any other status. erahip, Faculty status or the like
is a _tter for the Schools and shall be so placed before them.

Sincerely yours.

Harry Woolf
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609-452-4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY U8540 (TELEX 181160)

Pusid~lIt. HAROLD w. Me CRAW, JR. Trustees, JOHN TYLER BONNER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT G. GILPIN. WU<HUNG HSIANG. ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LU10NJCK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GI.LBERT F. ROZhfAN•

....RTHUR H. THORNHiLL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT, THEODORE J. ZJOLKOWSKI

March 24, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

I have been thinking and talking with John Stachel about the
future of the Einstein project. Our past difficulties seem to be
clearing up, though we are still in process of working out the
details of new arrangements with The Hebrew University. Also of
course I am still looking for operating funds.

Another matter of concern, in accordance with our recent dis
cussion, is the relationship of the Institute to the project. At
one time we talked about other relationships beyond that of land
lord, and I gather that that is something you are discussing further
with Freeman Dyson and Marshall Clagett. I believe that the long
range health of the project does depend on having the right kind of
organizational as well as intellectual environment, and the idea we
once discussed of having something like a Program in Einstein
Studies is still attractive. The main thing, of course, is to get
on with the Edition, but it has proved helpful in other editions to
have a certain amount of closely related scholarly activity. There
is also the question of the status of the staff with respect to the
Institute, which could make a difference both to the editor and to
prospective associate editors and others. I shall hope to hear from
you when you have had a chance to consider these matters further.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: John Stachel

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLINCEN SERIES
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The Complete Writings of Albert Einstein:
Research Grant Proposal Budget for
The Five Years Ending June 30, 1987

Year Ending June 30,
Notes 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

A. Senior Personnel

l. Editor (Professor Stache1) -- I
Salary $ 50,000 $ 54,500 $ 59,400 $ 64,700 $ 70,500 $ 299,100
Fringe Benefits 10,500 11,400 12,500 13,600 14,800 62,800

B. Other Personnel
l. Associate Editor-- 2

Salary 45,000 49,100 53,500 58,300 63,500 269,400
Fringe Benefits 9,000 9,800 10,700 11,700 12,700 53,900

2. Assistant Editors (2) --
Salary 60,000 65,400 71,300 77 , 700 84,700 359,100
Fringe Benefits 12,000 13,100 14,300 15,500 16,900 71 ,800

3. Editorial Assistant--
Salary 18,000 19,600 21,400 23,300 25,400 107,700
Fringe Benefits 3,600 3,900 4,300 4,700 5,100 21,600

$ 208,100 $226,800 $247,400 $269,500 $293,600 $1,245,400

D. Permanent Equipment 3 $ 60,000 $ $ $ $ $ 60,000

E. Trave1-- 4
Domestic $ 4,500 $ 1,100 $ 1,200 $ 1,300 $ 1,500 $ 9,600
Foreign 10,000 10,000

$ 14,500 $ 1,100 $ 1,200 $ 1,300 $ 1,500 $ 19,600

G. Other Direct Costs--
Computer Services 5 $ 1,000 $ 6,600 $ 7,300 $ 8,000 $ 8,800 $ 31,700
Other--
Office Rent 6 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 14,400 72,000
Office Utilites 6 2,500 2,800 3,000 3,300 3,600 15,200
Other Office Expenses 7 6,300 4,700 5,200 5,700 6,300 28,200
Editorial Committee Expenses 8 7,000 4,400 3,000 3,300 3,600 21,300

$ 31,200 $ 32,900 $ 32,900 $ 34,700 $ 36,700 $ 168,400
I. Indirect Costs (24%) 9 $ 41,500 $ 45,300 $ 49,300 $ 53,800 $ 58,600 $ 248,500

Total Budget $ 355,300 $306,100 $330,800 $359,300 $390,400 $1,741,900
Less Institutional Cost Sharing (Editor) 60,500 65,900 71,900 78,300 85,300 361,900

Amount Requested From NSF $ 294,800 $240,200 $258,900 ,$281,000 $305,100 $1,380,000
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS

The Complete Writings of Albert Einstein:
Research Grant Proposal Budget For
The Five Years Ending June 30, 1987--

Notes To Budget

1. The salary and fringe benefits of Professor Stachel, the Editor, are expected
to be paid from a one million dollar endowment received from Mr. Harold McGraw.

2. Budget allows for a 9% salary increase annually for the Associate Editor,
the two Assistant Editors, and the Editorial Assistant. Fringe benefits are
budgeted at 20% of salary, the current average percent applicable to Princeton
University Press personnel, and is comprised of the following:

• Pension and social security
• Medical Insurance
• Group Life Insurance, Long

Term DIsability Insurance

15%
4

1
20%

3. The $60,000 equipment expenditure represents the estimated cost of the
word processing system noted in the "Project Description."

4. A substanital part of the travel costs budgeted for 1982/83 covers trips
within the United States as well as abroad in search of documents to add
to the Einstein Archive.

5. Computer services includes a maintenance contract for the word processing
system (beginning in the second year), estimated to cost $5,500 in 1983/84.

6. Beginning in the Spring of 1~82, the Einstein Project staff is expected to
be housed in newly renovated quarters located on the grounds of The Institute
for Advanced Study. Annual rent for the Project offices--consisting of 1,200
square feet--bas been set at $14,400 by the Institute. Utilities--heat, light,
and water--will be additional.

7. The "Other Office Expenses" budget for 1982/83 is comprised of the following
components:

Office Supplies
Postage (regular)
Postage (special)
Photo-copying
Telephone and telegraph
Books, Subscription, etc.

$ 400
700

2,000
1,500
1,200

500
$6,300

"Special" postage (budgeted for 1982/83 only) covers an extensive mail search
to uncover documents to add to the Einstein Archive.
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8. Budgeted Editorial Committee expenses were computed as follows:

No. No. No. of Per
Meetings Attending Man Days Diem

1982/83 4 6 24 $ 250
1983/84 2 6 12 275
1984/85 1 6 6 300
1985/86 1 6 6 330
1986/87 1 6 6 365

In addition, the budget includes four days of special consultation with
Editorial Committee members in each of the five years, at the foregoing per
diem rates.

9. The indirect cost allocation percentage (equal to 24% of salaries) was
developed out of historial and projected experience at Princeton University Press
(space costs are excluded since as noted the Project will be located at the
Institute for Advanced Study). Here is a broad breakdown of the compositiop
of the 24%:

Administrative and Accounting Salaries
All Other General and Administrative

Expenses (excluded stationery and
supplies, postage, telephone, which
are all treated as direct costs. Also,
excludes non-allowable expenses:
interest expense and contributions

14.5%

9.5

24.0%

Since our Press has never established an indirect cost rate, the National
Science Foundation is being requested to make arrangements with the appropriate
federal negotiating agency so one can be established. Accordingly, we would
like to be audited as soon as possible.

Note: Throughout the budget, a 10% annual inflation factor has been taken
into account (except that a 9% inflation factor was used for salaries
and fringe benefits).
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·452·4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX 181160)

President, HAJl.OLD W. Me GaAW, }It. Trust«s, JOHN TYLE.l Bossn,

WILLIAM: C. BOWEN. ROBUT C. GILPIN, wt.l<HUN'C HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN',

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON L£MONICK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. Jl.OZ~fAN.

AllTHua H. THOJlNHlLL, Jk., THOMAS H. WlJGHT. THEOOORE J. lIOLKOWSK.!

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board
of the Einstein Papers
Project

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: March 18, 1982

COPIES: Avraham Harman
Milton Handler
John Stachel

SUBJECT: A Change in Responsibilities

Shortly before Helen Dukas's death, an arrangement had been

completed between the Estate of Albert Einstein (Otto Nathan and

Helen Dukas, Trustees) and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

transferring ownership of the original Einstein Archive, along

with copyrights and all other rights in relation to the Papers,

to the Hebrew University. Thus the Hebrew University takes the

place of the Einstein Estate in the contract with Princeton Uni

versity Press for preparation aod publication of the Einstein

Papers, with the single exception that the Hebrew University

will not share in the responsibility for raising funds for the

project. Princeton University Press now assumes sole responsibi

lity for fund-raising; indeed nearly all the funds already raised

have been raised by the Press.

The Press will continue to be the administrator of the proj

ect, with general supervision exercised jointly by the Press and

the Hebrew University. For this purpose the Hebrew University

will appoint a representative to consult with the Press on any

problems that may arise.

I want to express my personal satisfaction at the new

arrangements.

PtBLISIiERS OF BOLLI GE SERIES
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·452-4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX 181160)

Pruid~nl. HAROLD W. Me GRAW. JR. Trustees, JOHN TYLER BONNER,

WILLIAM C. BOWEN, ROBERT G. GILPIN, WU-cHUNG HSIANG, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

DONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONTCK, JOHN F. PECKHAM, GILBERT F. ROZMAN,

.... RTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

Einstein Project

February 26, 1982

To: Editorial Advisory Board

From: John Stachel

Subject: Correction to Draft NSF Proposal

Peter Bergmann kindly pointed out that I had inadvertently

omitted the name of Professor Nathan Rosen from the list of living
co-workers of Einstein on p. 26 of the Draft. I have recently

visited Dr. Rosen at the Technion in Haifa, and discussed with him
a number of questions about his correspondence with Einstein. My
apologies to Professor Rosen for this oversight.

+ PUBLISHERS OF BOLLtNCEN SERIES
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085,11

(TEL. 609-452-4900)

(TELEX 181160)

Pr~sid~lIl, HAROLD W. Me CRAW, JR. Trtlst~~s, JOliN TYLER BONNER.

WILLIAM C. BOWEN, ROBERT C. CILPIN, WU-CHUNG HSIANG, ALVI/Il' B. KERNAN,

PONALD W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONICK, JOHN F. PECKH.\M, ClLBERT F. ROZMAN,

ARTliUIt H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMAS H. WRIGHT, THEODORE 1- 'ZIOLKOWSKI

February 10, 1982

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board

FROM: H. S. Bailey, Jr.

Since writing the enclosed memo I learned that Helen Dukas

died last night. Many of you, I know, were friends of hers.

Her death is a real loss to all her friends. We are sorry also

that her special knowledge about Einstein will not be available
to help us with the Edition.

+ JI 1 8 LIS 11 £ R S 0 r B () L LIN r, J:; N S l~ R I E s
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Pnncdon University Press ~ I WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609.452.~900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 1I8540 (TELEX 181160)

Pr{'sident, HAROLD w. Me CRAW, JR. Trus/us, JOHN TYLER BONNER,

WILLIAM G. BOWEN, ROBERT C. GILPIN, WU-eHUNC HSIANG, ALVIN 8. KFRN .... N,

DONALD W. KOEPP, A.... RON LEMON I K, 10HN F. PECKH.... M, C1LBEJtT Y. ROZMAN,

ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMA H. WRIGHT, TliEOOORE J. ZIOI.KOWSKI

February 10, 1982

TO:

COPY:

FROM:

Members of the Editorial Advisory
Board of The Papers of Albert Einstein

Dr. Otto Nathan

Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

I wan t to thank those of you who replied to my memorandum of
October 28, 1981. Professor Stachel joins me in expressing appreci
ation; your comments will be taken into account as we proceed with
the work.

I am enclosing a copy of Professor Stachel's annual report.

I think you should know that recently we received an anonymous
letter with a thinly veiled threat to attack the project publicly,
saying that John Stachel is unfit to be the Editor because (1) his
father was once a leader of the American Communist Party and (2)
because in 1955 Stachel wrote an article in a Communist journal
(Professor Stachel cannot identify the article). It is said that on
these grounds, and presumably on the grounds of Stachel's acknowledged
Marxist political views, he is not a suitable Editor of Einstein's
writings on Zionism or on Soviet science.

This could perhaps lead to an imbroglio reminiscent of the
McCarthy days. However, on the basis of your recommendation,
Professor Stachel's record as a scholar, and our observation of his
work here, our Trustees stand firmly behind him as an appropriate,
able, and objective Editor. Moreover it has been planned from the
beginning, at Professor Stachel's request, that he would have appropri
ate associate and assistant editors in the field of modern European
history, politics, and other areas in which he is not a specialist.
Thus, considering both Professor Stachel's stated intentions and the
expected reviews of manuscripts before publication, it seems extremely
unlikely to us that the Edition would be improperly biased in any way.

We thought you should have this information because of your recom
mendation for the selection of Professor Stachel as Editor and your
continuing support of him at the meeting of May 6, 1978. We also want
to be sure that you understand our position.

+ I' I B L I ~ II E R SOl· Ii II L L I (, t. S SlIt 1 E S
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EDITORIAL WORK ON THE EINSTEIN PAPERS

Annual Report for 1981
to tlie

Einstein Estate and Princeton University Press

Until mid-October of this year, editorial 'work on the

Einstein papers was made difficult by the fact that the duplicate

Archive prepared for editorial purposes was under seal in the

Princeton Library, pending final resolution of the issues under

arbitration between the Press and the Estate. During this period

I prepared a preliminary catalogue of materials to be included in

the first volumes of papers (up to the 1914 move to Berlin). I also

continued research on various aspects of Einstein's work during

the period to be covered in these volumes. Topics studied included

the origins of special relativity theory, the early stages of the

development of the general theory, and Einstein's work on the quantum

theory. I give a number of invited talks based on this work, have

written several articles and am working on others on these topics.

I continued to expand and update the Einstein bibliography originally

prepared in 1977. I secured copies of many new items to add to the

collection of material on Einstein's life and work (and related topics)

which I have been collecting over the last few years as an editorial

resource library, and spent a good deal of time reading this material

as necessary background information for the editorial work. I have

also been in contact with a number of scholars in this country and
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abroad working on aspects of Einstein's life and work, exchanging

information with them.

A study was begun of the feasibility of utilizing word

processing equipment to facilitate the editorial work on the papers,

with the ultimate aim of preparing copy on magnetic tapes in a form

that can be directly handled by the Press' computerized typesetting

equipment. A recent report to the NHPRC ("Documentary Editing in

Crisis: Some Reflections and Recommendations") recommended that all

major historical editing projects use word '~rccessors as a method

of significantly reducing the time and expense of such projects.

The Einstein papers present some special problems, however, compared

to those usually encountered by projects dealing with the papers of

major American historical figures, such as the Jefferson papers, which

has already made the transition to word processing equipment. First

of all, material in several languages must be handled simultaneously.

Even more of a problem is presented by the need to handle a large

number of equations and other expressions involving many unusual

mathematical symbols. The Princeton University Computing Center has

been investigating word processors, and we were able to look at some

of the models currently available and to discuss our needs with their

personnel. We have drawn up a list of optimal requirements for such

a system (copy attached); but finding a system that meets all these

requirements may not be possible. It was decided to wait until we had

done more actual editorial work, and were thus in a better position to

assess priorities, before deciding whicQ system might represent the
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best compromise between our needs and the state of the art.

The signing of the Editorial Contract in mid-September

permitted the initiation of a new phase in the editorial work. Dr.

Robert Schulmann, a German historian who had previously been working

on the editing of the Steuben papers, was hired as Project Historian

for one year initially. Since there was a need for more space than

the Institute for Advanced Study could immediately supply, the Einstein

Office (see Clause 4 of the contract) has been established temporarily

in the Press building. It is hoped that we shall be able to move the

Einstein Office to the Institute when space becomes available and a

suitable agreement has been worked out with the Institute (see Clause

4 of the contract).

In early October, at the time of the move to the Press

building, the du~licate Archive was transferred to the Einstein Office

and unsealed. This allowed work on transcription and annotation of

documents to begin. In keeping with the basically chronological plan

for publication of the papers (see the Bailey letter of October 28,

1981 to the Editorial Advisory Board, copy enclosed) we began work

on the early documents. First of all, a standardized method of trans

cription of hand-written documents had to be developed. Dr. Schul mann

and I worked on this problem, and have now developed what we feel to be

a satisfactory system. It is basically a literal transcription of the

text, with expansions of abbreviations; some corrections are also indi

cated, but changes of the text to conform to a uniform editorial style

are being left until a later stage of the editorial work.

Mrs. Olga Griminger has been hired as a part-time Editorial

[
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Assistant. and (in addition to secretarial work) she and Dr.

Schul mann have begun work on transcription of documents. Their work

is greatly facilitated by the availability of earlier transcriptions

of many documents made by Miss Oukas. on the basis of her unparalleled

familiarity with Einstein's handwriting. Not being familiar with

Gothic script. in which most of the early documents are written, I

have not so far done any of the actual transcriptions. But all three

of us consult on difficult points and I am able to be of some help,

particularly when physical or mathematical symbols and terminology is

involved. I should like to pay special tribute here to Dr. Schulmann's

skill, patience and perseverance in this arduous but important work.

He returns over and over to puzzling features of the text. sometimes

coming up with the correct interpretation of a squiggle weeks after

we first encountered the problem.

I have started to work on the annotation of the first two

papers published by Einstein. No manuscripts exist for these early

papers (1901-02) and one must work from the published text. Very

little in the way of commentary on these papers has been published.

in contrast to the situation for many of Einstein's later works.

So I have to do a great deal of searching in turn-of-the-century

scientific journals and books to find background material needed to

annotate the papers. I will soon have an annotated version of the

first paper available, including headnote and footnotes. which I

will send to several Einstein scholars to get some critical feedback

~on my approach.

Clearly, a large-scale search for additional Einstein
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documents will have to made to supplement the already formidable

resources of the Einstein Archive before the Collected Papers can

appear. We had originally hoped to start such a search this year;

this hope was based on the original estimate that the results of the

Berkel ey project on "Sources for the Hi story of Twenti eth-Century

Physics" would be available by the end of 19BO. This project has

gathered information on the whereabouts of over 600,000 letters from

or to about 6000 physicists; and it would seem wise to have this

information available in planning our search. We have been in regular

contact with Dr. Bruce Wheaton, Director of the "Sources" project, who

recently informed us that the project will be unable to supply us with

the needed information on Einstein letters until mid-1982. Dr. Schu1

mann is making a preliminary visit to Berkeley this January to see if

it might be possible to get some of this information earlier if he

were to spend some time there. If not, we shall start looking for

Einstein documents in places not likely to have been covered by the

Berkeley search, e.g., the Swiss Patent Office.

I have been at work on a new grant application to the

National Science Foundation. This will expand and fill in the details

of the plan outlined in the Bailey letter of October 28, 1981 to the

Editorial Advisory Board. Assuming that we are successful in getting

the needed funding from this or some other source, I hope that several

Associate and/or Assistant Editors (as appropriate to seniority and

experience) can be appointed in the coming year. with the approval of the

Estate and Press (see Clause 4 of the contract). The annual budget
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called for in the Contract will be included in the NSF application.

a draft of which is now nearly completed. A copy of this draft will

be submitted to the Estate and Press for comments as soon as it is

ready.

I also hope to appoint an Editorial Committee soon (see

Clause 2 of the contract and the Bailey letter of October 28. 1981 to

the Editorial Advisory Board), to assist me in completing plans for

the edition, and to consult on details of the actual editorial work.

Now that the duplicate Archive is available again, it is

possible to resume contacting living correpondents of Einstein. In

particular. it seems important to contact the living co-workers of

Einstein, even though their contacts with him occurred during a later

period than that currently being edited. This group includes Drs.

Valentine Bargmann. Peter Bergmann, Banesh Hoffmann. Bruria Kaufmann

and Ernst Straus. Comments on their correspondence and published

and unpublished papers with Einstein will be secured by mail or

personal interviews, as appropriate. during the coming year.

Mr. John Norton. an Australian philosopher of science who

has just completed a Thesis on "The Historical Foundation of Einstein's

General Theory of Relativity" at the University of New South Hales,

has come to Princeton to do further work on the origins of the general

theory. He will be spending about a year here, at nc expense to the

Einstein Office beyond the provision of office space and related faci

lities. This is a gratifying first in~:ance of my hope that the

Collected Papers project will become a center for research on topics
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related to Einstein's life and work. The results of such work will

serve to benefit the editorial work proper, both directly and indirectly.

Dr. Michel Biezunski, a French physicist who presented a Thesis on

"La diffusion de la theorie de la relativit~ en France" to the Uni-

versity of Paris VII in 1981, will be coming to Princeton for a short

visit in January to explore the possibility for future cooperation.

He is interested in documenting Einstein's 1921 visit to the United

States, in particular the reaction in the Yiddish press. This work

would clearly be of great direct benefit to the editorial work.

It is an old pleasure to again acknowledge the financial

assistance of the Sloan Foundation during the last year. Its support

over the last few years enabled the project to continue during a period

when no other source of support was available.

It is a new pleasure to acknowledge the endowment of the

editorship of the Einstein papers by Mr. Harold W. McGraw. His

enthusiasm for the project has been gratifying. My colleagues and I

will do everything possible to justify the confidence he has placed in us.

'-
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.. EINSTEIN PROJECT:

WORD PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS

POTENTIAL USES

Transcription of documents

Writing and editing of letters, articles and book copy

Printing acceptable copies of documents, letters, articles

Storing up to one volume of Einstein papers in memory of small CPU

Draw upon information stored in larger (mainframe) computer memory:
e.g., Control Index, volumes already published

Prepare and search through indices for each volume, bibliographies, etc.

Produce, file, store and search through correspondence

Prepare tapes for automatic typesetting

CAPABILITIES DESIRED

Produce and store:

Characters of English, German (most used) and occasionally
French, Russian, Greek, Hebrew alphabets
Mathematical symbols, numbers, etc., combined in complicated formulae
Various typefaces: italics, boldface, etc.; sizes of type; subscripts,
superscri pts, etc.

Display copy on screen and make changes in displayed copy while holding the
original version ln CPU, e.g., the usual copy editing functions: transpose
words, sentences, paragraphs; insert and delete material, add footnotes, etc.,

Prepare and store documents in standard fo~at, while variations are inserted
as copies are produced (e.g., basic letter with various names and addresses)

Print-out copies with legibility comparable to typed copies

CPU capable of holding at least one volume of Einstein papers, with quick
access to all material in internal and external storage (floppy disks?)

Automatic reformatting of material (e.g., transform line-by-line transcription
into ordinary, justified copy)

Store and search through alphabetically and numerically arranged material

Maintain filing system for correspondenc~

1
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Capabilities Desired - Continued

Be able to display and print-out different character sets simultaneously
(e.g .• words and formulae)

Ability to use printer and editing terminal simultaneously on different
jobs

Capability for expansion to shared-logic system in future (probably 2 or
3 terminals maximum)

Ability to communicate easily with mainframe computer

Ability to prepare material in form that can be used directly for type
setti ng

HARDWARE NEEDED

Video display terminal(s)

CPU with sufficient internal memory

Externa1 memory

Printer

Interface for communication with larger computer and output to typesetter

SOFTWARE NEEDED

Text Editor

Document Formatter

Data Base Management System

Back-up System

ON SITE MAINTENANCE

0-
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Pnncetun University Press PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 085;0 (TEL. 609·;52·;900)

Pruidenl, HAI\OLD W. Me CkAW, JR. TrllllUS, C"'lIL E. BLAC'-, JOHS TYLER BONNU.

WILLIAM C. BOWES, ROBUT C. DARSTOS. "OBERT C. GILPI:"', \\'t:-eHl:SC HSIANe,

"LVI!" B. KER:"AK, DONALD w. KOEPP, "AliOS LEMOSIC RICARDO .... MESTRES,

}OHS F. PECKHAM, ARTHl:R H. THORSHILL, }R., THOM S H. WRICHT

TO: The Editorial Advisory Board of
THE PAPERS OF ALBERT EINSTEIN

FROM: Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

DATE: October 28, 1981

COPIES: Otto Nathan
John Stachel

--------------------------------------------------------------------•
Now that thE legal obstacles to work on THE PAPERS OF ALBERT

EINSTEIN are out of the way, we would like views of members of the
Board on the following questions, as well as any others that may
occur to them.

Plan to have a staff of four:

Editor (Stachel, physicist) with principal overall respon
sibility as well as major responsibility for physics
annotations

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian of science) with
major responsibility for history of science annotations,
search for documents

Associate or Assistant Editor (historian) with major
responsibility of archival aspects of project, general
historical annotations

Editorial Assistant to be responsible for day-to-day run
ning of office, transcription of documents

Naturally such a small staff can not operate on rigid, hierarchial
principles. There will be discussion of many editorial decisions,
and a sharing of responsibility for their execution. Some reassign
ment of particular tasks based upon the special talents of the
individuals filling these posts is also possible. Suggestions of
names for the unfilled positions are solicited.

The basic plan of the edition is chronological, with work to
proceed sequentially on various periods:

A. Youth and Swiss Years 1879-1914
B. Berlin Years 1914-1933
C. American Years 1933-1955

"-

+ "1.: B L J S II E R S 0 F B 0 L LIN C ENS E R I E S
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Work has already started on transcription and annotation of material
from the first period. Question: Should the volumes be strictly
chronological; or should (for example) published and unpublished
papers on the one hand, and correspondence on the other, appear in
separate but coordinated volumes?

For the first period, it is planned to include all of the few
letters to Einstein that have been uncovered, as well as, naturally,
all of Einstein's letters. For later periods, where a much greater
volume of material has been preserved, more selectivity may be
necessary in dealing with letters to Einstein. It is also planned
to document Einstein's appointment to and activity at the Swiss
Patent Office, as well as his academic positions at Bern, ZUrich,
Prague, the ETH and Berlin. This will involve the search for and
inclusion of a number of third party documents. Some other third
party documents, such as letters describing significant contacts with
Einstein, will also be referenced or included.

A major search for new documents is planned. Contact with the
Berkeley project "Inventory of Sources for the History of Twentieth
Century Physics" suggests that the main effort wait until the results
of their extensive search for letters become available in mid of late
1982. However, it is already clear that a number of archives will
have to be contacted and probably visited; work on these contacts can
begin before then. Leads or other suggestions for this search are
solicited.

It is planned to appoint a small Editorial Committee, to be avail
able for steady consultation with the staff on problems arising in
the planning and editing of the edition. The composition of the com
mittee might well vary with the period being edited. For example, in
the first period there is no documentation of any political or social
activity by Einstein, while questions of his relationship to the 19th
century physics tradition are of major importance. For the second
period, questions of Einstein's relationship with the pacifist move
ment, the Zionist movement, and of his place in the Weimar milieu are
of major importance. The membership of the Committee--envisaged to be
about half a dozen--could reflect these changing emphases. Suggestions
of names for the Committee are solicited.

It is generally agreed now that documentary editing must take full
advantage of the latest technological innovations. It is planned to
use word-processing equipment extensively in the project, from the
initial stage of transcription of documents to the final stages or pre
paration of camera-ready copy and indexing. Our project has several
unique problems compared to other recent historical editing projects
that have been using word-processing equipment with success. For
example, we have documents in a number of languages, and involving a
great many scientific symbols. Any advice on choosing suitable equip
ment from the growing array of word p~~cessors is welcome.

We shall be grateful for your advice on these matters.
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February 11, 1982

Profell8or Marshall Clagett
School of Historical Studies

Professor Freeman Dyson
School of Natural Sciences

Gentlemen:

Thank you very much for agreeing to serve as a Faculty committee

for the academic supervision of the editing of the Einstein papers,

whose activities will return to our campus when the remodeling of the

building at 320 Olden Lane is completed.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

February 3, 1982

To: Harry Woolf

From: Allen Rowe

Subject: Einstein Papers

I spoke with Herb Bailey today and told him that the rent for
320 Olden would be $ 1,200 per month plus utilities. I estimated utilities
at $ 2,SOO/year.

He said you had mentioned last summer that we were installing
a computer that might be able to handle their word processing needs. I told
him we had such a computer and perhaps something could be worked out. I gave
him Jim Gettys' phone number to investigate the feasibility of using the
system.

We have a meeting with Herb Bailey and John Stachel on Friday,
February 12 at 11:00 a.m.

AIR:mw

i I .. /

Princeton, New Jetsey 08540 Telephone 609-734-8000
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

February 3, 1982

To: Harry Woolf

From: Allen Rowe

Subject: Rent - 320 Olden

I have looked at the rental of 320 Olden from several angles to
get a sense of what rent to charge. The total net usable space (including
entrance foyer and common room but excluding bathrooms) is 1177 square
feet.

1.

2.

3.

I asked Robert Dougherty of Stewardson & Dougherty what
the space might rent for commercially. He had Toby Laghlin
of his office call me since Toby is their commercial rental
expert. He said that the going rate is $ 12 to $ 14 per
square foot, but unique space such as ours might go for $ 15.
The rate is sans utilities.

I depreciated the improvements ($ 110,000) over twenty years
and added that to the rental we received prior to the
improvements. This resulted in a rate of $ 10 per square foot.

I took the total cost of operating the Academic buildings (less
utilities) and divided by the total square footage of usable space
and a rate of $ 8.76 resulted.

If we round the square footage to 1200 for ease of calculating,
the monthly rate of $ 1 per square foot would be equal to $ 100 per month.
Therefore, twelve dollars per square foot would equal twelve hundred dollars
per month. The range within which we could work is $ 900 to $ 1500 per
month (provided they pay for the utilities).

The choice is yours.

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 Telephone 609·734-8000
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Princeton University Press 41 WILLIAM STREET (TEL. 609·452.4900)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540 (TELEX 181160)

Presidenl. HAROLD w, Me CRAW, JR. Trustees, JOliN TYLER BONNER,

WILLIAM C. ROWEN, ROBERT G. C1LPIN, WU-eHUNG HSIANC, ALVIN B. KERNAN,

I)ONALO W. KOEPP, AARON LEMONI K, JOHN F. I)ECKI-IAM. OILBEIl.T f. ROZMAN,

ARTHUR H. THORNHILL, JR., THOMA H. WR.IGHT, THEODORE J. ZIOLKOWSKI

January 26, 1982

Dr. Harry Woolf, Director
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Harry,

Here is the draft grant proposal to NSF for the Einstein
Papers project. I am particularly anxious for you to see it
before it is sent out to make sure that the references to the
Institute are satisfactory. You will note page 2 especially.
Of course you will be seeing it also in its final form, complete
with budget, as a member of the Editorial Advisory Board. We
will be working on the budget next week, when John Stachel
returns from his trip.

I was delighted to hear that work is going ahead well on
the new office space that will be available for the project. We
still have to work out detailed arrangements for this, and I
would like to discuss such arrangements with you in the near
future. John is of course also very interested in the way in
which the Einstein office would fit in to the Institute.

Please give me a ring as soon as you have had a chance to
read this, since we should get in our application to NSF quite
soon.

With many thanks for your continuing interest and help.

Sincerely,

C)t~
Herbert S. Bailey, Jr.

/ba

cc: John Stachel

I' Lr B LIS 11 E R S n I; B 0 L L I '" li E SLit I E S
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DRAFT - GRANT PROPOSAL TO THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

This proposal is a request for financial assistance from the

National Science Foundation over the next five years for partial support

of the editorial work on the first series of volumes of the Collected

Papers of Albert Einstein (hereafter denoted "Papers"). This first

series will cover the period from Einstein's birth in lB79 up to his

move to Berlin in April, 1914.

History and Governance of the Project

In 1971 the Trustees of the Einstein Estate (hereafter

"Estate) and the Princeton University Press (hereafter "Press")

entered into an agreement jointly to sponsor the preparation of the

Papers for publication by the Press. They envisaged a complete,

letterpress edition of the works of Albert Einstein, published and

unpublished, including his correspondence, as well as such other

documents and editorial material as were deemed important for the

understanding of these writings. It is estimated that the Papers

will comprise twenty or more volumes.

A~ Editorial Advisory Board was established, with members

appointed jointly by the Estate and the Press, to assist in assuring

the scholarly quality of the edition. This Board has already been

consulted on such questions as the appointment of an editor and the

general plan of the edition, and will continue to be consulted on

matters of general policy.

In June 1976 Dr. John Stachel was appointed Ed1tor of the

Papers, and started work in January 1977. Differences that soon arose

~etween the Estate and the Press over how to proceed impeded work on
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editing the Papers for some time. Pending resolution of these differences,

Dr. Stachel prepared a complete duplicate of the Einstein Archive for use in

the editorial work, and a Control Index to the 43,000 documents in the

Archive. A second duplicate of the Archive was made and placed in

Seeley G. Mudd Library on the campus of Princeton University, together

with a copy of the Control Index, for the use of scholars. A Guide to

the Duplicate Archive was also prepared (Copy appended). This work was

supported by grants from the NSF and the Sloan Foundation.

The issues between Estate and Press were brought to arbitration

in 1979. The Arbitrator found in favor of the Press position, and con-
,

firmed Dr. Stache1 in his position as sole Editor (Copy of the Decision

appended). This decision was upheld in the courts of New York State,

final action being taken by the Court of Appeals in 1981.

As directed in the Arbitrator's decision, Dr. Stache1

signed a contract with the Press in September 1981 setting forth

the terms of the editorship (Copy of Contract appended). The

Estate has declined to sign this contract. Editorial offices

(hereafter "Einstein Office") were temporarily set up in the Press

Building, pending the availability of sufficient office space at

the Institute for Advanced Study (hereafter "Institute"), and nego-

tiation of suitable,detailed cooperative arrangements between the

Press and the Institute.

The editorial copy of the Einstein Archive has been placed

in the Einstein Office. Pending the securing of suffi~ient funding for

the appointment of a permanent staff, Dr. Robert Schulmann, an historian

specializing in German history who had previously worked on the Steuben

papers, has been appointed to the temporary position of Staff Historian
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(vita appended); and Mrs. Olga Griminger has been appointed a part-

time Editorial Assistant (vita appended). Both are completely bilingual

in German and English. Work was started on the transcription and

annotation of texts for the early volumes of the Papers.

As noted above, the Editorial Advisory Board will continue

to function in a general advisory capacity (current membersnip list

appended). In addition, the Editor is mandated by his Contract to

appoint a small Editorial Committee to work closely with him on

formulation of detailed editorial policy and to provide expert advice

in various fields. In addition to the Editor, the permanent staff will

include several Associate or Assistant Editors, and Editorial Assistants;

the exact title will depend on the exp~rience and the level of seniority

of each individual chosen. (For a more detailed discussion see

the Sections on the Editorial Committee and the Permanent Staff).

Once it has been set up, this editorial structure will function

with the guarantees of normal editorial freedom provided by the

Editor's Contract. Supervision of the editorial work of the permanent

staff will be exercised by the Editorial Committee; the Estate and Press

with the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board; and the Institute

(should current plans be carried out).

Currently, the editorial work is. receiving funding from two

sources. Mr. Harold McGraw has donated one million dollars to the Press,

the income from which serves to endow the editorship and help meet other

expenses of the project. The Sloan Foundation has also given a series of

short-term grants over the last four years, the latest of which is for

$120,000 to cover the period from May 1, 19B1 until June 30, 19B2.
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The Editorial Committee

The Editorial Committee will consist of a small group of people

(about half a dozen) with expert knowledge in areas of particular importance

to the editorial work. Its function will be to provide a forum for

detailed collective discussion of editorial plans with the permanent staff,

as well as a resource for individual consultation on particular problems

arising in the course of the editorial work. It is anticipated that its

composition may change as the work proceeds from one phase to another.

For example, it seems important at an early stage of the work to have

regular advice on general editorial policy questions from someone with

a great deal of editorial experience on some other collected papers

project; such advice will be needed more rarely once the details of

editorial policy have been set. On the other hand, when the editorial

work reaches the period when Einstein started to express himself and

receive correspondence on political and social issues, expert advice

will be needed from historians familiar with the Weimar period, the

pacifist movement, the Zionist movement, the New Deal period, etc.;

but such advice will rarely if ever be needed for the period before

the First World War.

For the period covered by this grant proposal, the Committee

should include experts in the following areas:

editorial work on a major collected papers project

history of science, expecially late nineteenth and early
twentieth-century physics

theoretical physics, especially statistical physics,
relativity theory and quantum theory
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philosophy of science, especially philosophy of physics
and the early positivist movement.

Persons with qualifications in one or more of these areas who have

also done work on Einstein would be expecially desirable, of course.

To give an idea of the caliber of people desired, the following

names might be mentioned:

~ditors: Nathan Reingold, Arthur Link, Mary Jo Kline,

Historians of Science: Russell McCormmach, Paul Forman, Martin Klein,
Gerald Holton,

Physicists: Peter Bergmann, Abraham Pais, Valentine Bargmann,

Philosophers of Science: Adolf GrUnbaum, Robert S. Cohen, Carl Hempel.

It is planned to convene the Committee as a whole several

times in the early stages of the work, and thereafter at least once a

year. Consultations with individual members would take place by tele-

phoBe or mail; or by visits when necessary.
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Permanent staff

It is planned to build up a permanent staff which will

include the Editor, three Assistant or Associate Editors (title to

depend on level of experience and seniority of the individual), and

one or two Editorial Assistants (who would not be expected to have

an advanced academic degree). In a small group like this, any "table

of organization" cannot be too rigidly applied in the selection of

personnel. The actual work done by each individual will depend on his

or her particular skills and other strengths and weaknesses, and will

also change with the changing requirements of the project. Thus (except

for the Editor), the following descriptions should not be interpreted as an

immutable blueprint, but rather as an indication of the range of skills

that we hope to have represented on the staff, and the range of functions

to be performed by this staff.

Editor: overall leadership of the entire project, and ultimate

responsibility for all decisions. Major background in special and

general relativity theory. good knowledge of quantum theory, and philo

sophical problems of modern physics. Primary responsibility for edi

torial annotation in physics. Aid in transcription of handwritten

documents.

Associate Editor: will assume a major share of the executive

responsibility. Major background in the history of science, primarily

late nineteenth and twentieth-century physics. Primary responsibility

for editorial annotations bearing on history of science. Aid in

transcription of handwritten documents.

.'
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Assistant Editor: major background in general history, primarily

late nineteenth and twentieth-century German history. Some experience

on a large historical editing project desirable. Primary responsibility

for general historical annotation, the search for new documents, and

transcription of handwritten documents.

Assistant Editor: major background in philosophy of science, par

ticularly in late nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy of physics.

Some background in statistical physics also desirable. Primary respon

sibility for editorial annotations bearing on philosophy of science.

Aid in transcription of handwritten documents.

Editorial Assistants: management of Einstein Office, including

secretarial duties; primary responsibility for word processing and

computer work. Assist in transcription .of handwritten documents.

Primary responsibility for preparation of indices.

All of the staff members should have at least a passive know

ledge of German, and bilingual fluency is desirable. Some knowledge

of French, Spanish or Italian is also useful.
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Plan of the Edition

The aim of this edition of the Einstein Papers is to document

fully Einstein's thought and activities as they emerge from his

writings and correspondence. The edition will include all available

published articles, unpublished manuscripts, notebooks and letters by

Einstein; as well as all significant letters to him that have been

preserved. Third party documents which shed significant light upon

his activities will also be included. This edition is aimed at a

scholarly audience, but one drawn from a wide variety of fields.

Although Einstein's creative work was primarily in the area'of

physics, his writings and activities had a far-reaching impact in

such fields as philosophy, politics, education, and Jewish affairs, to

name only a few. Physicists, historians and philosophers of science,

psychologists interested in the creative process, and historians of

the Zionist and pacifist movements are some likely users of the Papers.

An edition of the documents in their original languages, including all

significant textual variations, will best meet the needs of such readers.

Sufficient annotation to facilitate reading of the texts by such

a scholarly audience will be provided.

In keeping with the aim and intended audience of this

edition, as well as recent practice in editing the papers of major

historical figures, the documents will be organized chronologically.

To facilitate use of the material, it will be issued in two parallel

series: The first series will include Einstein's published articles,
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unpublished manuscripts and notebooks. The second series will include

his correspondence as well as third party letters and documents of

significant bearing on his career and public activities. Each series

will appear in separate volumes, apart from a single volume of

juvenilia; but all material from the same chronological period will

be edited together so that volumes from both series can be issued in

parallel with cross-references. It has been suggested that the first

series be further subdivided into separate volumes of scientific and

non-scientific papers. There are significant arguments fo~ and against

such a subdivision. Since there are no non-scientific articles or

manuscripts by Einstein preserved from the period covered by this proposal

(1879-1914) - nor is there any reason to think that any will be uncovered 

it seems prudent to postpone a decision on this question until the

permanent staff and Editorial Committee have discussed it.

Within the basically chronological plan of organization of the

Einstein Papers it is convenient to subdivide the chronology into

several periods. Any such subdivision will always be somewhat arbitrary,

and the editorial work will basically be a continuous process. However,

a consideration of Einstein's career suggests a fairly clear subdivision

into four broad periods:

I The Student Years (1879-1900)

II The Swiss Years (1900-1914}

III The Berlin Years (1914-1933)

IV The Princeton Years (1933-1955)
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It may prove advantageous to further subdivide the last two periods

because of the large amount of material preserved from the Berlin

and Princeton years.

This proposal covers editorial work on the first two

periods. The editing of the material from these periods is discussed

in the Sections on The Student Years and The Swiss Years.

I'
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Editorial Method

Since Julian Boyd's pioneering work on the Jefferson papers.

historical editing projects have developed a number of editorial

methods to cope with their particular needs. l Our aim is to present

original texts with as little editorial encumbrance as possible

and with an eye to explanation rather than interpretation.

In the present phase of transcription. prior to selection

of a word-processing system. and before we have the input of the

permanent staff and Editorial Committee on editorial method. we have

adopted a literal method of transcription. with a few exceptions:

interlineations are brought down the line. the first word in a

sentence is always capitalized and the last word followed by a

period, no matter what the writer does. To facilitate conversion

to the final transcription style, we are noting slips of the pen,

expanding abbreviations. and indicating points in need of annotation

at the foot of the transcripts. Copies of several sample pages of

manuscript together with transcription are appended.

In preparing the texts for publication we plan to use

an expanded method. This will involve expanding non-standard abbreviations.

and silently correcting trivial slips of the pen. Uncertain items in

the text will be indicated. ~e will develop a style sheet, listing

all our conventions, during the coming year.

lFrank Freidel (ed.), Harvard Guide to American Historf' Rev. Ed .• I.
pp.27-36 (The Belknap Press of Harvard U. Press. 1974 .

.'
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Annotation of documents will include general introductory

material. as well as headnotes and footnotes for individual documents

where needed. Headnotes will provide additional information about

the document. Footnotes will comment on names, places and other

obscure points in the text, explain problems in transcription. and

give bibliographical references. In addition, there will be a general

introduction to the edition. including a discussion of editorial

method. as well as introductory material for the larger subdivisions

of the Papers. Chronologies will be included for the volumes in

the second (correspondence and document) series. Each volume will

contain detailed name and subject indices. Cumulative indices

covering all the preceding volumes wil) be included from time to

time.
We have appended an annotated version of Einstein's first

published paper and several of his letters. as a sample of the

proposed editorial method.
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The Student Years

The material from the Student Years (1879-1900) should fit into

one volume, barring the highly unlikely discovery of a large number of

new documents from this period.

The known documents include the following items by Einstein:

1)'Uber die Untersuchung des Aetherzustandes im ma9netischen Felde,"
an essay of six ms. pp. written in 1895;

2)Essays and Exercises from the Aargau Kantonschule:

"Mes projets d'avenir," "Tangentenbussole und Galvanometer,"

"Inhaltsangabe von Goethes Glltz von 8erlichingen,"

"Nachweis der frUheren Vergletscherung unseres Landes,"

three geometry exercises and one chemistry exercise.

21 ms. pp. written in 1895-6.

3)Two notebooks, containing notes on·Prof. Heinrich Weber's physics

lectures at the Eidgenllssische Technische Hochschule (ETH),

175 ms. pp. written between 1896-1900.

4)Eight letters from Einstein, written between 1895 and 1899, comprising

21 ms. pp.; and excerpts from two other letters which exist only

in a transcription by Maja Einstein (his sister), 2 pp.

5)A verse written for the album of Anneli Schmid, 1 ms. p. written in 1899.

In addition there are:

6)Two letters from Marie Winteler to Einstein, 8 ms. pp. written in 1896.

7)Three letters from Hermann and Pauline Einstein (his parents) to the

Winteler family, 7 ms. pp. written in 1895.

8)Documents relating to Einstein's life, such as

.'
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A copy of his birth certificate. March 15. 1879

Release from German citizenship. Jan.28. 1896

Personalakte. Aargau Kantonschule. including excerpts from
records of teachers' conferences. grades. etc .• 1895-6

Graduation Certificate. Aargau Kantonschule. Oct.3. 1896

Grades and excerpts from minutes of teachers' conferences.
ETH. 1898-1900

Graduation Certificate. ETH, August 2. 1900

Grant of Permission from Swiss Confederation for Einstein to
become a citizen of ZUrich, March 8, 1900

Declaration of Hermann Einstein agreeing to his son becoming

a Swiss citizen. July 4. 1900.

A search of the records of the Luitpold Gymnasium in Munich. the Aargau

Kantonschule and the ETH may turn up further school records; and a search

of the Swiss Fedpral and ZUrich Cantonal records may turn up further

documents relating to Einstein's Swiss citizenship. But the number of

such documents is not expected to be large. if any are uncovered. These

searches will be initiated in 1982.

Transcription of these documents is well under way. and should be

completed by mid-1982. Annotation has started and should be finished

by .mid- 1983. Thus. it is expected that this volume will be ready for

publication by the end of 1983.

,.
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The Swiss Years

As discussed above, it is planned to publish the material from

the Swiss Years (1900-1914) in two series: the first will include

Einstein's published and unpublished papers, and his notebooks (all

scientific) from this period; the second will include his correspondence

and other documents about his life and career.

Fi rs t Seri es

The published material includes sixty papers (a list of which is

appended) comprising about 700 printed pages in their original journal

form. Related manuscripts are known to exist for only two of these:

A photocopy of a manuscript entitled "Zum RelativitMts-problem"

is in the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem. It is

the manuscript of an article "Zum RelativitMts-problem," published in

Scientia in 1914. The text of the manuscript will be compared with the

pUblished paper and significant corrections, deletions, additions, etc.

wi 11 be noted.

A 4 pp. manuscript entitled "Eine Methode zur statistischen

Verwertung von Beobachtungen scheinbar unregelmMssig quasiperiodisch

verl aufender VorgMnge" is in the Ei nstei n Archi ve. Its contents are

related to that of the paper "Methode pour la d~termination des

valeurs statistiques d'observations concernant des grandeurs soumises

a des fluctuations irregulieres," published in Archives des sciences

physiques et naturelles in 1914. But it is sufficiently different to

warrant inclusion in its entirety.
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The first printed versions of the texts of the published papers will

be used as the bases for our texts, with typographical and other errors

noted .. Headnotes and footnotes will be included in those cases where it is

felt that additional information will be helpful to the reader, especially

cross-references to relevant items in the Correspondence. As a sample,

an annotated vers i on of Ei ns tei n' s fi rs t paper "Fo1gerungen aus den

Capillaritlltserscheinungen" is appended.

One major unpublished manuscript which may be from the pre-Berlin

period is known to exist. This is a 73 pp. ms., written as a review

article on the special theory of relativity for Marx's Handbuch der

Radiologie before the First World War. 1 This item is in private hands,

and efforts to secune a copy are continuing. If they are successful,

and if it appears that the manuscript was indeed written before the

move to Berlin, it will be pUblished in its entirety in the appropriate

volume of the Swiss Years.

In addition to these papers, published material includes:

Reviews of 19 journal articles and four books (notably a long review

of the first edition of Planck's Vor1esungen Uber die Theorie der

W~rmestrah1ung) published in the Beib1~tter zu den Annalen der Physik

between 1904 and 1907, in all comprising about 20 printed pages in

the journal.

Printed versions of comments by Einstein on the discussion of papers

by others at the Salzburg Naturforscherversamm1ung in 1909, the Karlsruhe

Naturforscherversammlung in 1911, as printed in the Physika1ische Zeit-

lIt is described in Auction Catalogue 191 of Hauswede11 &Nolte, Hamburg,
which reproduces one page in facsimile and includes a table of contents.
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schrift; and at the First Solvay Congress in 1911, as printed in the

proceedings of that Congress. These together comprise about 25 printed

pages. Autograph texts of Einstein's comments at the Solvay Congress

have been discovered in the Library of the French Academie des Sciences.

These wi 11 be compared with the pri nted proceedi ngs of the Cong'ress

(which appeared in both French and German) and any significant differences

noted.

Other manuscripts now known but unpublished during Einstein's

lifetime include:

"Antwort auf Planck's MS," a 4 pp. ms. in Mileva Einstein's hand
from about 1910.

"Bemerkungen Uber eine fundamenta1e Schwierigkeit in der theo
retischen Physik," a 2pp. ms w~itten' for the Darmst1!dter
Manuscript Collection of the Prussian State Library, dated
January 2, 1911.

Five of Einstein's notebook~ consisting of lecture and research
notes, and one pocket notebook, with research notes and miscellaneous
notations, have been preserved from the ZUrich and Prague years
(1909-1913). They include about 400 ms. pp., much of it con-
sisting of carefully prepared notes for Einstein's university
lectures on such topics as mechanics, electricity and magnetism
and kinetic theory. But a good part of it consists of research
notes on such topics as statistlcal mechanics, quantum theory
and general relativity; some of these notes are related to
published papers by Einstein. These notebooks will be published
in full.

In addition to this material by Einstein, there exists a set of

seven notebooks in Walter Daellenbach's hand; they consist of notes he

,.
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took while attending all the courses given by Einstein during the time

he was teaching at the ETH (1912-14). With the partial support of the

Einstein project, most of one of these notebooks (Heft 5) was transcribed

by Drs. Gorg{ and O. HMnni, with the help of Dr. Daellenbach. A small

number of copies of the transcription has been made, entitled:

"Statistische Mechanik Prof. Einstein~ Vorlesungsnachschrift vori)

Wa Her Daell enbach <Sommersemes ter 1913)<2-Stuendi g). "

The entire set of notebooks consists of about 1000 ms. pp., including

some sections in shorthand (Stolze-Schrey system) ..The transcribed

section of Heft 5 consists of about 50 pp. of typed material resulting

from about 100 pp. of ms; which suggests that the notebooks will result

in about 500 typed pages when transcribBd. Thus, they will require a

separate volume of the Papers.

Including the Daellenbach notebooks, the material listed above should

fill three or four volumes of the Papers. Since the manuscripts and notebooks

all come from the latter part of the period, work on the first volume

(or two) will involve only the annotation of printed papers. Some of the

papers have already been extensively studied by physicists and historians

of science, and their annotation should be relatively simple. Others, for

example Einstein's first two papers, have been little studied and will re

quire a good deal more work. Assuming that the permanent staff can be

hired by the end of 1982, it is expected that the first volume

of this section of the Papers can be ready for publication early

1984, the second by early 1985 and the third by early 1986.
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Swiss Years

Second Series

The second series of papers from the Swiss Years. consisting of

correspondence and other documents. will include the following material

already in hand:

Correspondence: over 200 letters from Einstein and over 100 to

Einstein; about a dozen letters from other family members to

third persons; and about a half-dozen third party letters about
Einstein.

Documents about Einstein's life and career:

Swiss Military Service Book. first entry dated March 13. 1901

Ma rri age Certi fi cate and pri'nted weddi ng announcement of hi s

wedding to Mi1eva Marie, dated January 6. 1903

Advertisement of vacant post in Swiss Patent Office, from

Schweizerisches Bundesb1att. Dec.ll. 1901

Request by Dean of Philosophical Faculty (Mathematical-scientific

Section) of the University of ZUrich for a vote on Einstein's

doctorate. July 24. 1905; verso includes records of a favorable -

vote; opinions favorable to granting doctorate by Profs.

Kleiner and Burkhardt enclosed.

Doctor's Diploma. University of ZUrich. granted January 15. 1906

Recommendation from the Dean of the Philosophical

Faculty. II Section, University of ZUrich to the Cantonal

Education Department, ZUrich for creation of Chair of

Theoretical Physics at the University and appointment of

Einstein to the Chair, March 4. 1909. 11 pp. ms.
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Appointment of Einstein as Professor of Theoretical Physics
at University of ZUrich, May 7, 1909

Einstein's Honorary Doctorate from the University of Geneva,
July 27, 1909 (several documents)

Appointment of Einstein as Professor of Theoretical Physics
at the ETH, January 3D, 1912

Draft letter recommendin9 Einstein's appointment to the
Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin, signed by Planck,
Nernst, Rubens, and Warburg, c. June, 1913.

In addition to these documents, the originals or photocopies of

which are in the Einstein Archive, a number of letters and other documents

bearing on Einstein's appointments to the German University in Prague,

the ETH,and the Prussian Academy of Sciences have been published. An

attempt to obtain photocopies of the originals of these documents will

be made.

Only one of Einstein's patent opinions has been available so far,

dated December 11, 1907. It is quite likely that a search of the Swiss

Patent Office records will yield a large number of these opinions and

other documents bearing on Einstein's activities at the Patent Office

between 1902 and 1909. Depending on the number found, and their interest,

all of them or a representative sample will be included in the Papers.

It is hoped that the search for additional documents described

elsewhere in the proposal will yield a substantial number of documents

bearing on Einstein's academic activities as well. It is less

likely that a substantial number of additional letters from this

early period will be uncovered, but it ;s possible (a small number of

such early letters, as well as many later ones were recently found

in the Brandeis University Library, for example). Depending on the
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amount of additional material uncovered, the correspondence and

other documents from the Swiss Years will fill one or two volumes.

Since a complete search should be conducted before these volumes are

issued, and since extensive editorial annotation of the letters

and documents will often be needed, it is not anticipated that the

first volume of this series will be ready before 1985, at the earliest.

Letters and documents will be arranged in chronological order, and

a chronology of Einstein's life will also be included in the volumes

of this series. In addition to indices for each volume of the

Swiss Years, a cumulative index of all earlier volumes of the

Papers will be included in the final volume of the Swiss Years.

.'
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Search for Additional Documents

Although a large amount of material has been added to the

Einstein Archive in the quarter of a century since Einstein's death,

it is evident from the number of documents still being discovered

that a substantial number remain to be added. In addition to continuing

efforts to secure copies of documents known to exist but so far not in

the Archive, a systematic search of archives and libraries in this

country and abroad to uncover new documents is planned.

The major effort in this search as been delayed, pending avail

ability of an inventory of the material found by the Berkeley project

on "Sources for the History of Twentieth-Century Physics", directed

by Dr. Bruce Wheaton. Since he has undertaken a major search of

European and American repositories, uncovering about 750,000 letters to

or from about 5500 physicists, it would seem pointless to undertake a

broadcast inquiry now when more specific requests can be made once the

inventory is available. Dr. Wheaton now estimates that it will be

available in the fall of 19B2. However, pending its availability,

certain parts of our search can begin. For example, a search of the

archives of the Swiss Patent Office for Einstein's patent opinions and

other documents relating to his career at the Patent Office should be

carried out. This part of the search will initially concentrate on

places likely to have documents relevant to the early period of Einstein's

life (i.e., lB79-1914) in accordance with the basically chronological

plan of publication (see Section on Plan of the Edition).
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In addition to the Patent Office, these include the Luitpold Gymnasium

in Munich, the Aargau Cantonal School, the ETH (the Swiss Polytechnic

University), and the Universities of ZUrich and Prague. The documentary

inventory already published for OOR Archives lists a number of documents

relevant to the negotiations for Einstein's move to Berlin which we will

attempt to secure. l

A number of archives known to have significant holdings of Einstein

documents already have been or soon will be contacted, and efforts made

to ensure that copies of all documents not already in the Einstein

Archive are obtained. In some cases, visits to archives with very

extensive holdings will be necessary.

All leads suggested by the Berkeley "Sources" inventory will be

followed up by mail inquiry. and visits, if necessary. In addition.

major auction and dealer catalogues will be regularly followed to locate

and obtain copies of new items as they come on the market, as well as

tracing those that have come on the mar~et since Einstein manuscripts

became collectors' items.

Finally, a broadcast request for information on relevant holdings

will be sent to all major libraries. archives, etc., which have not

otherwise been contacted. Advertisements or notices requesting infor-

mation on privately-held items of interest will be inserted in a

number of scholarly journals. professional society newsletters, and

newspapers. Several new documents were obtained as a result of such

a notice inserted in Nature a few years ago.

lc. Kirsten and H.-J. Treder (eds.). Albert Einstein in Berlin 1913-1933
Tei] II Spezialinventar (Akademie-Verlag ilerlin, 1979).
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Word Processing Requirements

A recent report to the NHPRC has emphasized the importance

of incorporating modern technological developments. such as computers

and word processors. into the editorial work of large-scale editing

projects in order to effect substantial savings of time and money.

The Control Index to the Einstein Archive was prepared in computerized

form. enabling rapid extraction of chronological and alphabetical listings.

The Princeton University Press has already adopted a computerized type

setting system. Thus. it seems advisable to do as much of

the editorial work as the present state of the art allows. as well as

many other office housekeeping jobs. using word processing equipment.

The optimal goal we have set is to prepare final copy for the volumes in

the form of magnetic tapes which are compatible with the Press'

typesetting system.

Our project presents several unique problems when compared with

such projects as the Jefferson papers. which have already converted to

word processing equipment. While the large majority of the documents to

be published are in German (particularly in the early volumes). there will

be some in other languages such as French, Spanish, Italian. and English.

The editorial apparatus. on the other hand, will be entirely in English.

Thus. we need a system that can handle all of these languages simultaneously,

including the ability to print them out. An even greater problem is the

need to store and print a large number of unusual mathematical and

physical symbols, and to easily format them in equations and other

mathematical expressions.
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Not only should the equipment we get be capable of meeting

these needs, but (unless we were to get a computer with a memory

capable of storing the information in all of the volumes) it must be

readily compatible with some available main-frame computer, which

will be used for storage and processing of larger batches of information.

We have been studying these problems with the help of the

Princeton University Computer Center. It appears at the moment no

existing system meets all of our optimal requirements (a detailed

list is appended). We have decided to accumulate some further

experience in transcribing and annotating documents, in order to get

a feeling for priorities, before making what will almost surely be

an irrevocable decision (given the mutual incompatibility of most

word processing systems) as to what requirements can be sacrificed

in choosing a system.

Once we have chosen a reasonably satisfactory system, it

is expected that it can be used for transcription of documents, editing

of texts, including annotation, and indexing. We shall then be able

to operate with minimal secretarial help as well, since most normal

office procedures, such as handling correspondence, preparation of

reports, arrangement of lists} etc., can be done with the help of a

word processor.
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Living Co-Workers of Einstein

Before the editorial copy of the Einstein Archives was placed

under seal, a number of living correspondents of Einstein were contacted

and comments on their correspondence secured. This work will now be

resumed. In particular, the living co- workers of Einstein have not

yet been interviewed. This group includes Drs. Valentine Bargmann,

Peter Bergmann, Banesh Hoffmann, Bruria Kaufman. and Ernst Straus.

Even though their contacts with Einstein occurred at a much later

date than the period covered in the initial phase of publication,

it is advisable, in view of their age and the importance of the

material, to get comments on their correspondence and published

papers as soon as possible. As much of this contact as possible

will by done by mail, but in some cases personal interviews may also

prove useful.

..
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"aTHUI. H. THOIl.NHIl.L, J•., THOMAS. H. WJ.ICHT, THEODORE 1. ZIOLKOWSKI

Ei ns tei n Project

February 4, 1982

To: Editorial Advisory Board, Einstein Papers
From: John Stachel

As mentioned in my recent Annual Report for 1981, we are
planning to apply soon to the National Science Foundation for a
grant to help support the editorial work on the Einstein Papers for
the next five years. Enclosed is a draft of the grant proposal.
(Note that it does not include copies of the documents which will
be appended to the final version). I shall be very grateful for
any comments on this version, and/or additional suggestions for the
final text. It will be most helpful if I can have your comments
within the next two weeks, by mail or telephone: (609) 452-5407.

With thanks in advance, and best wishes,

+ PUBLISIIERS OF BOLLINGEN SERIES

•
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DRAFT - Not for Quotation
GRANT PROPOSAL TO THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

This proposal is a request for financial assistance from the

National Science Foundation over the next five years for partial support

of the editorial work on the first series of volumes of the Collected

Papers of Albert Einstein (hereafter denoted "Papers"). This first

series will cover the period from Einstein's birth in 1879 up to his

move to Berl in in April. 1914.

History and Governance of the Project

In 1971 the Trustees of the Einstein Estate (hereafter

"Estate) and the Princeton University Press (hereafter "Press")

entered into an agreement jointly to sponsor the preparation of the

Papers for publication by the Press. They envisaged a complete.

letterpress edition of the works of Albert Einstein. published and

unpublished, including his correspondence. as well as such other

documents and editorial material as were deemed important for the

understanding of these writings. It is estimated that the Papers

will comprise twenty or more volumes.

An Editorial Advisory Board was established, with members

appointed jointly by the Estate and the Press, to assist in assuring

the scholarly quality of the edition. This Board has already been

consulted on such questions as the appointment of an editor and the

general plan of the edition. and will continue to be consulted on

matters of general policy.

In June 1976 Dr. John Stachel was appointed Editor of the

Papers, and started work in January 1977. Differences that soon arose

~etween the Estate and the Press over how to proceed impeded work on
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editing the Papers for some time. Pending resolution of these differences,

Dr. Stachel prepared a complete duplicate of the Einstein Archive for use in

the editorial work. and a Control Index to the 43,000 documents in the

Archive. A second duplicate of the Archive was made and placed in

Seeley G. Mudd Library on the campus of Princeton University. together

with a copy of the Control Index. for the use of scholars. A Guide to

the Duplicate Archive was also prepared (Copy appended). This work was

supported by grants from the NSF and the Sloan Foundation.

The issues between Estate and Press were brought to arbitration

in 1979. The Arbitrator found in favor of the Press position. and con-
,

firmed Dr. Stachel in his position as sole Editor (Copy of the Decision

appended). This decision was upheld in the courts of New York State,

final action being taken by the Court of Appeals in 1981.

As directed in the Arbitrator's decision, Dr. Stache1

signed a ~ntract with the Press in September 1981 setting forth

the terms of the editorship (Copy of Contract appended). The

Estate has declined to sign this Contract. Editorial offices

(hereafter "Einstein Office") were temporarily set up in the Press

8ui1ding, pending the availability of sufficient office space at

the Institute for Advanced Study (hereafter "Institute"), and nego-

tiation of suitable, detailed cooperative arrangements between the

Press and the Institute.

The editorial copy of the Einstein Archive has been placed

in the Einstein Office. Pending the securing of suffi~ient funding for

the appointment of a permanent staff, Dr. Robert Schulmann, an historian

specializing in German history who had previously worked on the Steuben

papers, has been appointed to the temporary position of Staff Historian

.----_ ..- .-- ---------_.. _- _.-......- ~ .. , ......
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(vita appended): and Mrs. Olga Griminger has been appointed a part-

time Editorial Assistant (vita appended). Both are completely bilingual

in German and English. Work has started on the transcription and

annotation of texts for the early volumes of the Papers.

As noted above, the Editorial Advisory Board will continue

to function in a general advisory capacity (Current membership list

appended). In addition, the Editor is mandated by his Contract to

appoint a small Editorial Committee to work closely with him on

formulation of detailed editorial policy and to provide expert advice

in various fields. In addition to the Editor, the permanent staff will

include several Associate or Assistant Editors, and Editorial Assistants;

the exact title will depend on the exp~rience and the level of seniority

of each individual chosen. (For a more detailed discussion see

the Sections on the Editorial Committee and the Permanent Staff).

Once it has been set up, this editorial structure will function

with the guarantees of normal editorial freedom provided by the

Editor's Contract. Supervision of the editorial work of the permanent

staff will be exercised by the Editorial Committee; the Estate and Press

with the advice of the Editorial Advisory Board; and the Institute

(should current plans be carried out).

Currently, the editorial work is receiving funding from two

sources. Mr. Harold McGraw has donated one million dollars to the Press,

the income from which serves to endow the Editorship. The Sloan Foun

dation has also given a series of short-term grants over the last four

years, the latest of which is for $120,000 to cover the period from May 1,

1981 until June 30, 1982.
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The Editorial Committee

The Editorial Committee will consist of a small group of people

(about half a dozen) with expert knowledge in areas of particular

importance to the editorial work. Its function will be to provide a

forum for detailed collective discussion of editorial plans with the

permanent staff, as well as a resource for individual consultation on

particular problems arising in the course of the editorial work. It

is anticipated that its composition will change as the work proceeds

from one phase to another. For example, it seems important at an early

stage of the work to have regular advice on general editorial policy

questions from someone with a great deal of editorial experience on

some historical editing project; such advice will be needed less often

once the details of editorial policy have been set. On the other hand,

when the editorial work reaches the period when Einstein started to

speak out and correspond on political and social issues, expert advice

will be needed from historians familiar with the Weimar period, the

pacifist movement, the Zionist movement, the New Deal period, etc.;

but such advice will rarely if ever be needed for the period before

the First World War.

For the period covered by this grant proposal, the Committee

should include experts in the following areas:

editorial work on a major historical editing project;

history of science, especially late nineteenth and early
twentieth-century physics;

theoretical physics, especially statistical physics,
relativity theory and quantum theory;
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philosophy of science, especially philosophy of physics
and the early positivist movement.

Persons with expertise in one or more of these areas who have also

done work on Einstein will be es~ecially desirable, of course.

To give an idea of the caliber of people desired, the following

names might be mentioned:

~ditors: Nathan Reingold, Arthur Link, Mary Jo Kline,

Historians of Science: Russell McCormmach, Paul Forman, Martin Klein,
Gerald Holton,

Physicists: Peter Bergmann, Abraham Pais, Valentine Bargmann,

Philosophers of Science: Adolf GrUnbaum, Robert S. Cohen, Carl Hempel.

It is planned to convene the Committee as a whole several

times in the early stages of the work, and thereafter at least once a

year. Consultations with individual members would take place by tele-

phoBe or mail; or by visits when necessary.
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Permanent staff

It is planned to assemble a permanent staff which will include

the Editor, three Assistant or Associate Editors (title to depend on

level of experience and seniority of the individual), and one or two

Editorial Assistants (who would not be expected to have an advanced

academic degree). In a small group like this, any "table of organi

zation" cannot be too rigidly applied in the selection of personnel.

The actual work done by each individual will depend on his or her

particular skills and other strengths and weaknesses, and will also

change with the changing requirements of the project. Thus, the

following descriptions should not be interpreted as an immutable

blueprint, but rather as an indication of the range of skills that we

hope to have represented on the staff, and the range of functions

to be performed by this staff.

Editor: overall leadership of the entire project, and ultimate

responsibility for all decisions. Major background in special and

general relativity theory; good knowledge of quantum theory, and philo

sophical problems of modern physics. Primary responsibility for edi

torial annotation in physics. Aid in transcription of handwritten

documents.

Associate Editor: will assume a major share of the executive

responsibility. Major background in the history of science, primarily

late nineteenth and twentieth-century physics. Primary responsibility

for editorial annotations bearing on history of science. Aid in

transcription of handwritten documents.
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Assistant Editor: major background in general history, primarily

late nineteenth and twentieth-century German history. Some experience

on a large historical editing project desirable. Primary responsibility

for general historical annotation. the search for new documents, and

transcription of handwritten documents.

Assistant Editor: major background in philosophy of science. par

ticularly in late nineteenth and twentieth century philosophy of physics.

Some background in statistical physics also desirable. Primary respon

sibility for editorial annotations bearing on philosophy of science.

Aid in transcription of handwritten documents.

Editorial Assistants: management of Einstein Office, including

secretarial duties; primary responsibility for word processing and

computer work. Major share in transcription of handwritten documents.

Primary responsibility for preparation of indices.

All of the staff members should have at least a passive know

ledge of German. and bilingual fluency is desirable. Some knowledge

of French. Spanish or Italian is also useful.
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Plan of the Edition

The aim of this edition of the Einstein Papers is to document

fully Einstein's thought and activities as they emerge from his

writings and correspondence. The edition will include all available

published articles, unpublished manuscripts, notebooks and letters by

Einstein; as well as all important letters to him that have been pre-

served. Third party documents which shed significant light upon his

activities will also be included. This edition is aimed at a scholarly

audience, but one drawn from a wide variety of fields. Although Ein-

stein's creative work was primarily in the area of physics, his writings

and activities had a far-reaching impact in such other fields as philo-

sophy, politics, education, and Jewish affairs, to name only few.

Physicists, historians and philosophers of science, psychologists inter-

ested in the creative process, and historians of the Zionist and pacifist

movements are some likely users of the Papers. It will also provide

materials for a full, scholarly biography of Einstein. An edition of the

documents in their original languages, including all significant textual

variations, will best meet the needs of such readers. Sufficient annotation

to facilitate reading of the texts by such a scholarly audience will be

provided.

In keeping with the aim and intended audience of this

edition, as well as recent practice in editing the papers of major

historical figures, the documents will be organized chronologically.

To facilitate use of the material, it will be issued in two parallel

series: The first series will include Einstein's published articles,
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unpublished manuscripts and notebooks. The second series will include

his correspondence as well as third party letters and documents of

significant bearin9 on his career and public activities. Apart from

a single volume of juvenilia, each series will appear in separate volumes.

However, all material from the same chronological period will be edited

together so that volumes from both series can be cross-referenced and

issued in parallel. It has been suggested that the first series be further

subdivided into separate volumes of scientific and non-scientific papers.

There are significant arguments for and against such a subdivision. Since

there are no non-scientific articles or manuscripts by Einstein preserved

from the period covered by this proposal (1879-1914) - nor is there any

reason to think that any will be uncovered - it seems prudent to postpone

a decision on this question until the permanent staff and Editorial

Committee have discussed it.

Given the basically chronological plan of organization of the Einstein

Papers, it is convenient for editorial purposes to subdivide the chronology

into several periods: Any such subdivision will always be somewhat arbitrary,

and the editorial work will basically be a continuous process. However,

a consideration of Einstein's career suggests a fairly clear subdivision

into four broad periods:

I The Student Years (1879-1900)

II The Swiss Years (1900-l9l4}

III The Berlin Years (1914-1933)

IV The Princeton Years (1933-1955)
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It may later prove advantageous to further subdivide the last two

periods because of the large amount of material preserved from the

Berlin and Princeton years.

This proposal covers editorial work on the first two periods.

The editing of the material from these periods is discussed in the

Sections on The Student Years and The Swiss Years.

10
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Editorial Method

Since Julian Boyd's pioneering work on the Jefferson papers,

historical editing projects have developed a number of editorial

methods to cope with their particular needs. l The aim is to present

original texts with as little editorial encumbrance as possible

and with an eye to explanation rather than interpretation.

In the present phase of transcription, prior to selection
,

of a word-processing system, and before we have the input of the

permanent staff and Editorial Committee on editorial method, we have

adopted a literal method of transcription, with a few exceptions:

interlineations are brought down the line, the first word in a

sentence is always capitalized and the last word followed by a

period, no matter what the writer does .. To facilitate conversion

to the final transcription style, we are noting slips of the pen,

expanding abbreviations, and indicating points in need of annotation

at the foot of the transcripts. Copies of several sample pages pf

manuscript together with transcription are appended.

In preparing the texts for publication we plan to use

an expanded method. This will involve expanding non-standard abbreviations,

and silently correcting trivial slips of the pen. Uncertain items in

the text will be indicated. ~e will develop a style sheet, listing

all our conventions, during the coming year.

lFrank Freidel (ed.), Harvard Guide to American History, Rev. Ed., I,
pp. 27-36 (The Belknap Press of Harvard U. Press, 1974) .
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Annotation of documents will include general introductory

material. as well as headnotes and footnotes for individual documents

where needed. Headnotes will provide additional information about

the document. Footnotes will comment on names. places and other

obscure points in the text. explain problems in transcription. and

give bibliographical references. In addition, there will be a general

introduction to the edition. including a discussion of editorial

method. as well as introductory material for the larger subdivisions

of the Papers. Chronologies will be included in the volumes of

the second (correspondence and document) series. Each volume will

contain detailed name and subject indices. Cumulative indices

covering all the preceding volumes will be included from time to

time.

We have appended an annotated version of Einstein's first

published paper and several of his letters, as a sample of the

proposed editorial method.
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The Student Years

The material from the Student Years (1879-1900) should fit into

one volume, barrin9 the hi9hly unlikely discovery of a large number of

new documents from this period.

The known documents include the following items by Einstein:

1)'Uber die Untersuchung des Aetherzustandes im ma9netischen Felde,"
an essay of six ms. pp. written in 1895;

2)Essays and Exercises from the Aar9au Kantonschule:

"Mes projets d'avenir," "Tangentenbussole und Galvanometer,"

"Inhaltsan9abe von Goethes Glltz von Berl ichingen,"

"Nachweis der frUheren Vergletscherung unseres Landes,"

three geometry exercises and one chemistry exercise.

21 ms. pp. written in 1895-6.

3)Two notebooks, containing notes on Prof. Heinrich Weber's physics

lectures at the Eidgenllssische Technische Hochschule (ETH),

175 ms. pp. written between 1896-1900.

4)Eight letters from Einstein, written between 1895 and 1899, comprising

21 ms. pp.; and excerpts from two other letters which exist only

in a transcription by Maja Einstein (his sister), 2 pp.

5)A verse written for the album of Anneli Schmid, 1 ms. p. written in 1899.

In addition there are:

6)Two letters from Marie Winteler to Einstein, 8 ms. pp. written in 1896.

7)Three letters from Hermann and Pauline Einstein (his parents) to the

Winteler family, 7 ms. pp. written in 1895.

8)Documents relating to Einstein's life, such as
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A copy of his birth certificate, March 15, 1879

Release from German citizenship, Jan.28, 1896

Grades and excerpts from minutes of teachers' conferences,

Aargau Kantonschule, 1895-6

Graduation Certificate, Aargau Kantonschule, Oct.3, 1896

Grades and excerpts from minutes of teachers' conferences,

ETH. 1898-1900

Graduation Certificate, ETH, August 2, 1900

Grant of Permission from Swiss Confederation for Einstein to
become a citizen of ZUrich, March 8, 1900

Oeclaration by Hermann Einstein agreeing to his son becoming

a Swiss citizen, July 4, 1900.

A search of the records of the Luitpold Gymnasium in Munich, the Aargau

Kantonschule and the ETH may turn up further school records; and a search

of the Swiss Federal and ZUrich Cantonal records may turn up further

documents relating to Einstein's Swiss citizenship. But the number of

such documents is not expected to be large, if any are uncovered. These

searches will be initiated in 1982.

Transcription of the above-listed documents is well under way, and

should be completed by mid-1982. Annotation has started and should be

finished by mid-1983. Thus, it is expected that this volume will be

ready for publication by the end of 1983.
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The Swiss Years

As discussed above, it is planned to publish the material from

the Swiss Years (1900-1914) in two series: the first will include

Einstein's published and unpublished papers, and his notebooks (all

scientific) from this period; the second will include his correspondence

and other documents about his life and career.

Fi rs t Seri es

The published material includes sixty papers (a list of which is

appended) comprising about 700 printed pages in their original journal

form. Related manuscripts are known to exist for only two of these:

A photocopy of a manuscript entitled "Ium Relativit:Jts-problem"

is in the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem. It is

the manuscript of an article "Ium Relativit:Jts-problem," published in

Scientia in 1914. The text of the manuscript will be compared with the

published paper and significant corrections, deletions, additions, etc.

wi 11 be noted.

A 4 pp. manuscript entitled "Eine Methode zur statistischen

Verwertung von Beobachtungen scheinbar unregelm:Jssig quasiperiodisch

verlaufender Vorg:Jnge" is in the Einstein Archive. Its contents are

related to that of the paper "Methode pour la d6termination des

valeurs statistiques d'observations concernant des grandeurs soumises

a des fluctuations irregulieres," published in Archives des sciences

physiques et naturelles in 1914. But it is sufficiently different to

warrant inclusion in its entirety.
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The first printed versions of the texts of the published papers will

be used as the bases for our texts, with typographical and other errors

noted. Headnotes and footnotes will be included in those cases where it is

felt that additional information will be helpful to the reader, especially

cross-references to relevant items in the Correspondence. As a sample,

an annotated version of Einstein's first pape~ "Folgerungen aus den

Capillarit~tserscheinungen'~ is appended.

One major unpublished manuscript which may be from the pre-Berlin

period is known to exist. This is a 73 pp. ms., written as a review

article on the special theory of relativity for Marx's Handbuch der

1Radiologie before the First World War. This item is in private hands,

and efforts to secune a copy are continuing. If they are successful,

and if it appears that the manuscript was indeed written before the

move to Berlin, it will be published in its entirety in the appropriate

volume of the Swiss Years.

In addition to these papers, published material includes:

Reviews of 19 journal articles and four books (notably a long review

of the first edition of Planck's Vorlesungen Uber die Theorie der

W~rmestrahlung) published in the Beibl~tter zu den Annalen der Physik

between 1904 and 1907, in all comprising about 20 printed pages in

the journal.

Printed versions of comments by Einstein on the discussion of papers

by others at the Salzburg Naturforscherversammlung in 1909, the Karlsruhe

Naturforscherversammlung in 1911, as printed in the Physikalische Zeit-

lIt is described in Auction Catalogue 191 of Hauswedell &Nolte, Hamburg,
which reproduces one page in facsimile and includes a table of contents.
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schrift; and at the First Solvay Congress in 1911, as printed in the

proceedings of that Congress. These together comprise about 25 printed

pages. Autograph texts of Einstein's comments at the Solvay Congress

have been discovered in the Library of the French Academie des Sciences.

These will be compared with the pri nted proceedi ngs of the Cong·ress

(which appeared in both French and German) and any significant differences

noted.

Other manuscripts now known but unpublished during Einstein's

lifetime include:

"Antwort auf Planck's MS," a 4 pp. ms. in Mileva Einstein's hand
from about 1910.

"Bemerkungen Uber eine fundamentale Schwierigkeit in der theo
reti schen Phys i k," a 2pp. ms. written' for the Da rms t~dter
Manuscript Collection of the Prussian State Library, dated
January 2, 1911.

Five of Einstein's notebook~ consisting of lecture and research
notes, and one pocket notebook, with research notes and miscellaneous
notations, have been preserved from the ZUrich and Prague years
(1909-1913). They i ncl ude about 400 ms. pp., much of it con-
sisting of carefully prepared notes for Einstein's university
lectures on such topics as mechanics, electricity and magnetism
and kinetic theory. But a good part of it consists of research
notes on such topics as statistical mechanics, quantum theory
and general relativity; Some of these notes are related to
published papers by Einstein. These notebooks will be published
in full.

In addition to this material by Einstein, there exists a set of

seven notebooks in Walter Daellenbach's hand; they consist of notes he
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took while attending all the courses given by Einstein during the time

he was teaching at the ETH (1912-14). With the partial support of the

Einstein project. most of one of these notebooks (Heft 5) was transcribed

by Drs. V. Gorge and O. HMnni, with the help of Dr. Daellenbach. A small

number of copies of the transcription has been made, entitled:

"Statistische Mechanik Prof. Einstein< Vorlesungsnachschrift von)

Walter Daellenbach <Sorrunersemester 19l3X2-Stuendig)."

The entire set of notebooks consists of about 1000 ms. pp., includin9

. some sections in shorthand (Stolze-Schrey system) ..The transcribed

section of Heft 5 consists of about 50 pp. of typed material resulting

from about 100 pp. of ms; which suggests that the notebooks will result

in about 500 typed pages when transcribed. Thus, they will require a

separate volume of the Papers.

Including the Daellenbach notebooks. the material listed above should

fill three or four volumes of the Papers. Since the manuscripts and notebooks

all come from the latter part of the period. work on the first volume

(or two) will involve only the annotation of printed papers. Some of the

papers have already been extensively studied by physicists and historians

of science. and their annotation should be relatively simple. Others. for

example Einstein's first two papers. have been little studied and will re

quire a good deal more work. Assuming that the permanent staff can be

hired by the end of 1982, it is expected that the first volume

of this section of the Papers can be ready for pUblication early

1984, the second by early 1985 and the third by early 1986.
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Swiss Years

Second Series

The second series of papers from the Swiss Years, consisting of

correspondence and other documents, will include the following material

already in hand:

Correspondence: over 200 letters from Einstein and over 100 to

Einstein; about a dozen letters from other family members to

third persons; and about a half-dozen third party letters about
Einstein.

Oocuments about Einstein's life and career:

Swiss Military Service Book, first entry dated March 13, 1901

Marriage Certificate and printed wedding announcement of his

wedding to Mi1eva Maric, dated January 6, 1903

Advertisement of vacant post in Swiss Patent Office, from

?chweizerisches Bundesblatt, Dec.ll, 1901

Request by Dean of Philosophical Faculty (Mathematical-scientific

Section) of the University of ZUrich for a vote on Einstein's

doctorate, July 24, 1905; verso includes records of a favorable -

vote; opinions favorable to granting doctorate by Profs.

Kleiner and Burkhardt enclosed.

Doctor's Diploma, University of ZUrich, granted January 15, 1906

Recommendation from the Dean of the Philosophical

Faculty, II Section, University of ZUrich to the Cantonal

Education Department, ZUrich for creation of Chair of

Theoretical Physics at the University and appointment of

Einstein to the Chair, March 4, 1909, 11 pp. ms.
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Appointment of Einstein as Professor of Theoretical Physics
at University of ZUrich, May 7, 1909

Einstein's Honorary Doctorate from the University of Geneva,
July 27, 1909 (several documents)

Appointment of Einstein as Professor of Theoretical Physics
at the ETH, January 30, 1912

Draft letter recommending Einstein's appointment to the
Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin, signed by Planck,
Nernst, Rubens, and Warburg, c. June, 1913.

In addition to these documents, the originals or photocopies of

which are in the Einstein Archive, a number of letters and other documents

bearing on Einstein's appointments to the German University in Prague,

the ETH,and the Prussian Academy of Sciences have been published. An

attempt to obtain photocopies of the originals of these documents will

be made.

Only one of Einstein's patent opinions has been available so far,

dated December 11, 1907. It is quite likely that a search of the Swiss

Patent Office records will yield a large number of these opinions and

other documents bearing on Einstein's activities at the Patent Office

between 1902 and 1909. Depending on the number found, and their interest,

all of them or a representative sample will be included in the Papers.

It is hoped that the search for additional documents described

elsewhere in the proposal will yield a substantial number of documents

bearing on Einstein's academic activities as well. It is less

likely that a substantial number of additional letters from this

early period will be uncovered, but it is possible (a small number of

such early letters, as well as many later ones were recently found

in the Brandeis University Library, for example). Depending on the
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amount of additional material uncovered, the correspondence and

other documents from the Swiss Years will fill one or two volumes.

Since a complete search should be conducted before these volumes are

issued, and since extensive editorial annotation of the letters

and documents will often be needed, it is not anticipated that the

first volume of this series will be ready before 1985, at the earliest.

Letters and documents will be arranged in chronological order, and

a chronology of Einstein's life will also be included in the volumes

of this series. In addition to indices for each volume of the

Swiss Years, a cumulative index of all earlier volumes of the

Papers will be included in the final volume of the Swiss Years.
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Search for Additional Documents

Although a large amount of material has been added to the

Einstein Archive in the quarter of a century since Einstein's death,

it is evident from the number of documents still being discovered

that a substantial number remain to be found. In addition to continuing

efforts to secure copies of documents known to exist but so far not in

the Archive, a systematic search of archives and libraries in this

country and abroad to uncover new documents is planned.

The major effort in this search has been delayed, pending avail

ability of an inventory of the material found by the Berkeley project

on "Sources for the History of Twentieth-Century Physics", directed

by Dr. Bruce Wheaton. Since he has undertaken a major search of

European and American repositories, uncovering about 750,000 letters to

or from about 5500 physicists, it would seem pointless to undertake a

broadcast inquiry now when more specific requests can be made once the

inventory is available. Dr. Wheaton now estimates that it will be

available in the fall of 19B2. However, pending its availability,

certain parts of our search can begin. For example, a search of the

archives of the Swiss Patent Office for Einstein's patent opinions and

other documents relating to his career at the Patent Office should be

carried out. This part of the search will initially concentrate on

places likely to have documents relevant to the early period of Einstein's

life (i.e., 1879-1914) in accordance with the basically chronological

plan of publication (see Section on Plan of the Edition).
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In addition to the Patent Office, these include the Luitpold Gymnasium

in Munich, the Aargau Cantonal School, the ETH (the Swiss Polytechnic

University), and the Universities of ZUrich and Prague. The documentary

inventory already published for DDR Archives lists a number of documents

relevant to the negotiations for Einstein's move to Berlin which we will

attempt to secure. l

A number of archives known to have significant holdings of Einstein

documents already have been or soon will be contacted, and efforts made

to ensure that copies of all documents not already in the Einstein

Archive are obtained. In some cases, visits to archives with very

extensive holdings will be necessary.

All leads suggested by the Berkeley "Sources" inventory will be

fo 11 owed up by ma il i nqui ry, and vi sits if necessary. In additi on,

major auction and dealer catalogues will be regularly followed to locate

and obtain copies of new items as they come on the market, as well as

tracing those that have come on the mar~et since Einstein manuscripts

became collectors' items.

Finally, a broadcast request for information on relevant holdings

will be sent to all major libraries, archives, etc., which have not

otherwise been contacted. Advertisements or notices requesting infor-

mati on on privately-held items of interest will be inserted in a

number of scholarly journals, professional society newsletters, and

newspapers. Several new documents were obtained as a result of such

a notice inserted in Nature a few years ago.

lC. Kirsten and H.-J. Treder (eds.), Albert Einstein in Berlin 1913-1933
Teil II Spezialinventar (Akademie-Verlag Berlin, 1979).
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Word Processing Reguirements

A recent report to the NHPRC has emphasized the importance

of incorporating modern technological developments, such as computers

and word processors, into the editorial work of large-scale editing

projects in order to effect substantial savings of time and money. 1

The Control Index to the Einstein Archive was prepared in computerized

form, enabling rapid extraction of chronological and alphabetical listings.

The Princeton University Press has already adopted a computerized type

setting system. Thus, it seems advisable to do as much of

the editorial work as the present state of the art allows, as well as

many other office housekeeping jobs, using word processing equipment.

The optimal goal we have set is to prepare final copy for the volumes in

the form of magnetic tapes which are compatible with the Press'

typesetting system.

Our project presents several unique problems when compared with

such projects as the Jefferson papers, which are already using word

processing equipment. While the large majority of the documents to be

published are in German (particularly in the early volumes), there will

be some in other languages such as French, Spanish, Italian, and English.

Thus, we need a system that can handle all of these languages simultaneously,

including the ability to display them as well as print them out. An even

1 Henry F. Graff and A. Simone Reagor, "Documentary Editing in Crisis: Some
Reflections and Recommendations", March 1981.
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greater problem is the need to store, display and print a large number

of unusual mathematical and physical symbols, and to format them easily

in equations and other methematical expressions.

Not only should the equipment we get be capable of meeting

these needs, but (unless we were to invest in a computer with a memory

capable of storing the information in all of the volumes) it must be

readily compatible with some available main-frame computer, which

will be used for storage and processing of larger batches of information.

We have been studying these problems with the help of the

Princeton University Computer Center. It appears at the moment no

existing system meets all of our optimal requirements (a detailed

list is appended). We have decided to accumulate some further

experience in transcribing and annotating documents, in order to get

a feeling for priorities, before making what will almost surely be

an irrevocable decision (given the mutual incompatibility of most

word processing systems) as to what requirements can be sacrificed

in choosing a system.

Once we have chosen a reasonably satisfactory system, it

is expected that it can be used for transcription of documents, editing

of texts, including annotation, and indexing. We shall then be able

to operate with minimal secretarial help as well, since most normal

office procedures, such as handling of correspondence, preparation of

reports, arrangement of lists) etc., can be done with the help of a

word processor.
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Living Co-Workers of Einstein

Before the editorial copy of the Einstein Archives was placed

under seal, a number of living correspondents of Einstein were contacted

and comments on their correspondence secured. This work will now be

resumed. In particular. the living co- workers of Einstein have not

yet been interviewed. This group includes Drs. Valentine Bargmann,

Peter Bergmann, Banesh Hoffmann. Bruria Kaufman and Ernst Straus.

Even though their contacts with Einstein occurred at a much later

date than the period covered in the initial phase of publication,

it is advisable. in view of their age and the importance of the

material, to get comments on their correspondence and published

papers as soon as possible. As much of this contact as possible

will by done by mail, but in some cases personal interviews may also

prove useful.
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